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INTRODUCTION 
Georgia*s economy has changed greatly since World War II. Economic 
development in the state has caused a steady rise in the level of living 
of its people. However, the income of many families is too low to 
provide them a level of living that is generally recognized by society 
as desirable. A larger than proportionate share of those families live 
in rural areas. These families control relatively small amounts of 
resources with relatively low levels of productivity under existing 
patterns of resource use. Consequently, many farm families have shared 
little in the fruits of the state*s economic development. A review of 
some of these recent developments provides a setting for the problem to 
which this study is directed. 
The Problematic Situation 
Industrialization of the state has proceeded at a phonomonal rate 
and has provided many opportunities for nonf arm employment. The number 
of people engaged in nonf arm employment increased by 36 percent from 19k6 
to 1956.Also, the number of industrial establishments increased by 68 
percent from 19h7 to 1956. Along with these developments, the relative 
importance of different types of industries has also changed. Textile 
industries, although still constituting the main type of industry, no 
longer play the dominating role of earlier years. The relative importance 
^Georgia Department of Labor. Georgia employment and earnings by 
industry. Eighth annual edition, 1955-1956: 16. (1957) 
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of industries producing durable goods has increased."*" Also, the average 
hourly nonfarm wage rate, while still low compared with the national 
average, increased from $1.00 in 19h9 to $l.Ui in 1956.^ The increase in 
employment opportunities and wage rates continues to provide nonfana 
employment opportunities for many farm people. These changes in the 
industrial sector have been accompanied by many changes in the agricul­
tural sector of the economy. 
"While nonfarm employment and the number of industrial establish­
ments increased over the past decade, farm population and the number of 
farms decreased. From 19bS to 1955, the number of farm people decreased 
22 percent.^  During this same period, the number of farms decreased 26 ' 
percent while average size of farms increased 39 percent. This increase 
in size of farms has been associated with a 258 percent increase in the 
number of tractors.^ This rapid shift toward mechanization continues to 
provide a "push" to move additional labor out of the agricultural sector 
of the economy. Today, the state's agriculture is no longer dominated 
by row crops. Cotton is no longer the major source of farm income. 
Twenty-five percent of the cash farm income in 1956 came from poultry, 
including commercial broilers and eggs, as compared with only 15 percent 
-4j. S. Department of Commerce. 195k Census of manufactures. 1957. 
And, Georgia Department of Commerce. Annual - report, 1956. (1957) 
2Georgia Department of Labor. Op. cit. p. 27. 
3U. S. Agricultural Marketing Service. Farm population, annual 
estimates by states, major geographic divisions, and regions 1920-1950. 
U. S. Dept. of Agr. 1953» pp. 10-13. 
^•ïï. S. Census Bureau. 19Sh Census of agriculture. Vol 1, part 17: 
b', 30. 1956. 
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from cotton. All livestock, including poultry, contributed li5.9 percent, 
all crops contributed 52.9 percent, and government payments contributed 
1.2 percent of the total cash farm income.x 
Even with the increase in average size of farms, Georgia's farms 
are still predominantly small. Sixty-four percent of the farm families 
have less than 100 acres of land with 26 percent having less than 30 
acres, 27 percent from 30 to 69 acres, and 11 percent from 70 to 99 acres. 
Seventy percent of the farm families reported gross sales of agricultural 
products of less than $2,500.^ Although per capita income has increased 
from $788 in 191+6 to $1,1+00 in 1956, many farm families still have 
relatively low incomes and low levels of living.3 
The Problem 
Families on small farms are faced with many perplexing questions. As 
decision-making•units, they are encountering difficulties in choosing the 
way to go in the years ahead. The rapidly changing economic environment 
outlined above adds to the complexity of these decisions. Opportunities 
now exist for families on small farms to use their resources in industry 
as well as in agriculture. Thus, these questions arise: (1) Should they 
.move all of the way into nonf arm employment or only part of the way and 
become part-time farmers? (2) Should they expand their farm operations 
"Hjniv. Ga. (Athens) Crop .Reporting Service. Distribution of 1956 
cash income from crops and livestock. 1957. (Mimeographed) 
2 U. S. Census Bureau. 195U Census of agriculture. Vol. 1, part 17: 
115. 1956. 
•%. S. Office of. Business Economics. Survey of Current Business. 
U. S. Dept. of Com. Vol. 27, No. 2:22. 19k7; Vol. 37, No. 2:11. 1957. 
and become commercial farmers with larger gross sales and net incomes from 
agriculture? (3) What will these adjustments involve in terms of resource 
use and choice of enterprises? These families, as well as agricultural 
workers who advise them, need basic information that will help them 
determine income opportunities from different combinations of farm and non-
farm activities. Consequently, this study is directed to the problem of 
evaluating farm and nonf arm adjustment opportunities for families on small 
owner-operated farms. 
Objectives of Study 
The specific objective of this study is to determine optimum or profit 
maximizing plans for families with particular quantities of resources on 
small owner-operated farms in the Piedmont Area of Georgia. This analysis 
seeks to ascertain the most profitable combinations of enterprises, both 
farm and nonfarm, for families with different quantities of labor and 
capital and with different nonf arm job opportunities. The central portion 
of the analysis is based on a farm with hO acres of open land and 1.5 man-
equivalents of labor. However, in order to determine the effect of varia­
tions in amounts of land and labor, some plans are developed for families 
with 15 and 60 acres of open land and with 2.0 and 2.5 man-equivalents of 
labor. This analysis attempts to provide basic guide posts for evaluating 
these three broad types of adjustment opportunitiesî full-time farming, 
part-time farming, and full-time nonfarm employment. 
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ADAPTATION OF BASIC PRODUCTION ECONOMICS TO THE PROBLEM 
Much of the basic economic logic of agricultural production and 
resource use has already been established.^" However, existing logic has 
not been fully adapted to include some concepts useful in an analysis of 
the allocation of resources between farm and nonf arm opportunities. 
Consequently, it is necessary to establish and clarify these concepts 
before proceeding with an evaluation of these opportunities. 
Conceptual Definitions 
Some concepts which are useful in analyzing part-time farming situa­
tions are illustrated by the opportunity curves in Figure 1. Each of these 
curves shows, for the relationships assumed, the opportunities for allocat­
ing given resources between a farm and a nonf arm activity. The slopes of 
the curves represent the marginal rates of substitution in production 
between the two activities.^ The farm activity is expressed as an oppor­
tunity on the horizontal axis and the nonf arm activity as an opportunity 
on the vertical axis.3 Basically, a part-time farm can be considered as a 
-Heady, Earl 0., Economics of agricultural production and resource 
use. Prentice-Hall, Inc., N. T. 1952. 
^The marginal rate of substitution between two activities is the 
amount of one activity that must be sacrificed as the other activity is 
increased by an infinitesimal amount. 
3Throughout the presentation of this logic, we assume that there is 
only one farm activity (or a combination of activities in fixed propor­
tions) and one nonf arm activity (or a combination of activities in fixed 
proportions) to which the given resources may be allocated. However, the 
basic relationships are applicable to situations which include several 
farm and nonf arm activities. 
B 
§ 
FARM 
-p cti Q 
On 
Figure 1. Illustration of conceptual definitions of part-time and small (low-production, 
low-income) farms. , 
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farm where the decision-making unit, usually the family, allocates part of 
its resources to the farm activity and part to the nonf arm activity. Given 
the opportunity curve EF in Figure 1A, a part-time farming situation exists 
if the current selection of activities by the family is represented by some 
point on the curve rather than either extreme. For example, at point H on 
the opportunity curve in Figure 1A, the combination of activities includes 
Of2 units of the farm activity and 0e^ units of the nonf arm activity. If 
the activities of the family result in a position at either end of the 
curve; then a full-time farming situation exists, as at F where the curve 
intersects the axis representing the farm activity; or, a full-time non-
farm situation exists, as at E where the curve intersects the axis repre­
senting the nonf arm activity. If the family is engaged in a farm activity 
only to a small extent (point G, for example), it may be defined as engag­
ing in residential farming. If the family is engaged in a nonf arm activity 
only to a small extent (that is, very close to the axis representing the 
farm activity, such as K), it may be defined as engaging in commercial 
part-time farming.^ 
These concepts of part-time farming raise this question: Should the 
part-time farming concept include only the nonfarm activity of the farm 
operator or should it include also the activities of his family? In terms 
-*-For a discussion of the early development of a classification of 
part-time farms see Salter, L. A. What is part-time farming? Jour. Farm 
Econ. 18: 191-197. 1936. For a recent development see Bishop, Charles E. 
Programming farm-nonfarm allocation of farm family resources. Jour. Farm 
Econ. 38: 396-W7. 1956. For a development of concepts similar to those 
presented above see Saunders, Fred B. Programming part-time farms. In 
Baum, E. E., Heady, E. C., Pesek, J. T., and Hildreth, C. G., eds. 
Economic and technical analysis of fertilizer innovations and resource 
use. pp. 283-298. Ames, Iowa, the Iowa State College Press. 1957. 
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of the opportunity curves in Figure IB, the conceptual definition includes 
both the operator and his family if the resources to be allocated include 
family resources. In this case, curve 1, Figure IB, is relevant. If only 
the operator's resources are included, then the concept refers to the 
operator. Thus curve 2, Figure IB, is relevant. If all resources are 
allocated to the nonf arm activity and only the operator's work is con­
sidered, the maximum amount of nonf arm activity would be OM. However, if 
the nonf arm work of other family workers is included, the amount 11*1 
(Figure IB) of the nonf arm activity would be added to OM making a total 
amount of QL when all resources are allocated to the nonf arm activity. The 
latter concept, including the nonf arm work of the entire family, is used 
in this study. 
Additional concepts which are useful in analyzing resource situations 
on small farms are illustrated in Figure 1C."*~ The opportunity curve PR in 
Figure 1C, for example, could represent the opportunities for a family on 
a large farm. This family may have sufficient resources that allow a 
greater amount of the farm activity, the nonf arm activity, or any combina­
tion of the two activities than could be obtained by a family on a small 
farm whose opportunities are represented by the curve at the lower level, 
P'R'. The family with opportunities P'R' cannot obtain as high a level of 
Small farms may be characterized in several ways: in terms of acres 
of land, amounts of capital or volume of business, and levels of income. 
Characteristically, families on these small farms have relatively large 
amounts of labor in relation to the amounts of land and capital. Under 
their existing patterns of resource use, families on these small farms 
have relatively low incomes and the farms they operate are often referred 
to as "low-income" and/or "low-production farms". 
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production or income as the family with opportunities PR, regardless 
of the combinations of the farm and the nonfarm activity. If all 
resources of each family are allocated to the farm activity, the family 
with opportunities PR can obtain OR units of the farm activity. The 
family with opportune ties P'R1 can obtain only OR' units. Conversely, 
if all resources of each family are allocated to the nonfarm activity, 
the family with PR opportunities can obtain OP units of the nonfarm 
activity. The family with P'R' opportunities can obtain only OP' 
units. 
Still other opportunities may exist for families with the same 
labor and same nonfarm opportunities as represented by PR in Figure IC 
but with smaller amounts of capital and land. Opportunity curve PR' 
illustrates a situation where a family is able to obtain the same amount 
of the nonfarm activity, but a smaller amount of the farm activity, as 
the family whose opportunities are represented by PR. Even though one 
family (PR') has the same amount of labor and kinds of nonfarm oppor­
tunities as the other family (PR), the first family does not have the 
same farm opportunities as the second family because of restrictions on 
capital and land. Conversely, opportunity curve P'R illustrates a 
situation where a family can obtain the same amount of the farm activity, 
but a smaller amount of the nonfarm activity, as the family whose oppor­
tunities are represented by PR. The family with opportunities P'R may 
have the same amount of resources and the same farm opportunities as 
the family with opportunities PR. However, due to a lack of skills for 
nonfarm work or because of social or institutional barriers, the first 
family (P'R) does not have the same nonfarm opportunities as the 
10 
second family (PR) ."L 
Differences in height in the product plan of opportunity curves in 
Figure 10 may be due to the amounts and quality of resources which the 
families control, to social or institutional barriers, or to the physical 
productivity of resources. Also, the productivity of resources is in­
fluenced by the amount and quality of resources, the manner in which 
resources are combined (production technology), and the choice of 
enterprises. The choice of enterprises is often influenced by the 
? 
preferences of individual families.~ 
Enterprise Relationships between Farm and Nonfarm Activities 
The conceptual definitions above can be used for illustrating some 
basic enterprise relationships between farm and nonfarm activities and for 
discussing the implications of such relationships in allocating resources 
between these activities. Many practical situations exist giving either 
a competitive, supplementary, or complementary relationship (or some 
combination of these) between farm and nonfarm activities. 
-'-The problems may be associated with a lack of knowledge of 
opportunities rather than a lack of opportunities. However, we assume 
that the opportunities still exist and are a part of the family's 
opportunity curve. The family may not be aware of parts of its oppor­
tunity curve. 
2 This embraces what Bishop refers to as the three types of low-
income problemsî The asset problem, the resource adjustment problem, 
and the preference problem. See Bishop, Charles E. The economist and 
national policy in relation to low-income farm families. In Baum, E. L., 
Heady, E. 0., Pesek, J. T., and Hildreth, C. G., eds. Economic and 
technical analysis of fertilizer innovations and resource use. pp. 375-
385. Ames, Iowa, the Iowa State College Press. 1957. 
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Competitive relationship 
A competitive relationship exists "between two enterprises when, with 
given resources, the output of one can be increased only by decreasing the 
output of the other. The two enterprises compete for the use of given 
resources. This relationship is illustrated within certain ranges of each 
of the opportunity curves in Figure 2. For example, over the range from 2 
to G, Figure 2A, an increase in the farm activity requires sacrificing some 
of the nonfarm activity. In this competitive range, increasing the farm 
activity from Ohu to Ohg requires reducing the nonfarm activity from Od, to 
Odg, or by an amount equal to dgd^. Also, in the competitive range from 
K to N, Figure 2B, an increase in the nonfarm activity from Ojg to Ojo 
requires a reduction in the farm activity from Gp^ to Qpg* or by an amount 
equal to pgp^. And, in the competitive range from S to W, Figure 2C, 
increasing the nonfarm activity by a constant amount, from r^ to r^ or from 
rg to r^, requires reducing the farm activity by a constant amount, from 
to Xg or from x^ to Thus, the constant slope of the linear segment, 
SiJ, indicates a constant marginal rate of substitution between the 
activities. 
Practically any combination of a farm and nonfarm activity results in 
a competitive relationship if the family attempts to expand either activity 
beyond certain points. For example, a flock of 250 hens or a hog enter­
prise of three brood sows may not compete with the nonfarm work of a man 
and his wife. However, increasing the flock to 1,200 hens may require that 
"'"In Figure IC, r^r^ = r^r^ and XgX^ = x^xg. 
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Figure 2. Illustrâtion of enterprise relationships between farm and nonfarm activities 
the wife sacrifice her nonfarm work. And. "by increasing the flock to 1,200 
hens and the hog enterprise to 15 brood sows both members of the family 
may have to give up all of their nonfarm work. 
Supplementary relationship 
A supplementary relationship exists between two enterprises when, 
with given resources, the output of one can be increased without changing 
the output of the other. This relationship usually exists when two enter­
prises are produced at such times that the resources not used for one 
would be left idle if not used for the other. This relationship is 
illustrated by the opportunity curve in Figure 2A. If the family 
allocates all of its resources to the farm activity, it obtains Oh^ units 
of this activity. If all resources are allocated to the nonfarm activity, 
the family obtains Od, units of this activity. If all resources are allo­
cated between the farm and nonfarm activity, the result is a combination 
of activities as shown in Figure 2A. In the range from D to E the farm 
activity is supplementary to the nonfarm activity since 0h^ units of the 
farm activity can be obtained without decreasing the nonfarm activity. In 
the range from H to G the nonfarm activity is supplementary to the farm 
activity as OcL, units of the nonfarm activity can be obtained without 
decreasing the farm activity. 
Many examples of a supplementary relationship between farm and non-
farm activities exist in practical situations. For example, the family 
may have a broiler or laying hen enterprise of a given size without 
sacrificing any of its nonfarm activity. Or, the family may be able to 
engage in a certain amount of nonfarm work that occurs at a time of day, 
lU 
a day of the week, or a season of the year that does not conflict with the 
j.c.. - =".tivity. Within the ranges of supplementally, choice indicators 
(price-wage ratios or indifference ratios) are not needed to suggest the 
optimum, combinations of the two activities. If any value, objective or 
subjective, is placed on the output resulting from the supplementary 
enterprise, total income and/or satisfaction can be increased by adding 
that enterprise.~* 
Complementary relationship 
A complementary relationship exists between two enterprises when, 
with given resources, an increase in the output of one enterprise is 
accompanied ty an increase in the output of the other. This relationship, 
illustrated by the opportunity curve in Figure 3B, usually exists over a 
period of time and when the output of one enterprise serves as an input 
for the other. If the family allocates all of its resources to the farm 
activity, Cp^ units of this activity may be obtained. If all resources 
are allocated to the nonfarm activity, the result is Oj^ units of this 
activity. In the range from J to K, the farm activity is complementary to 
the nonfarm activity as Op^ units of the farm activity can be obtained 
and, at the same time, the nonfarm activity can also be increased from 
0j3 to Oj^. In the range from p to N, the nonfarm activity is complementary 
to the farm activity as Oj^ units of the nonfarm activity can be obtained 
and, at the same time, the farm activity can also be increased from Opo 
to Op^. 
"'"Choice indicators are discussed in a subsequent part of this section. 
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In many practical situations, a complementary relationship occurs 
between farm and nonfarm activities. For example, in many cases the 
nonfarm activity is complementary to the farm activity because nonfarm 
work is a means of obtaining capital needed in farming. For situations 
where other sources of capital are extremely limited, more farm production 
is possible than could be obtained in the absence of some nonfarm activity. 
Examples of situations where the farm activity is complementary with the 
nonfarm activity are not as prevalent or as obvious. However, in some 
cases, the farm activity may complement the nonfarm activity in providing 
employment, security, and a place to live, until skills can be obtained 
to enter or increase one's efforts in a nonfarm job or business. Within 
the range of complementarity, a choice indicator is not needed to suggest 
the optimum combinations of the two activities. As long as any value, 
objective or subjective, is placed on the output resulting from either 
enterprise, as both are increased, the total income and/or satisfaction 
can be increased by adding the complementary enterprise. 
Family Choice Criteria 
Supplementary and complementary relationships usually give way to a 
competitive relationship when farm or nonfarm activities are increased 
beyond certain points. For example, over the range from E to G, Figure 2A, 
the supplementary relationships, from D to E and from H to G, give way to a 
competitive relationship. Also, over the range from E to N, Figure 2B, the 
complementary relationships, from J to K and from P to It, give way to a 
competitive relationship. Since an increase in one activity requires 
sacrificing some of the other activity within the competitive range, the 
16 
family must apply some choice criteria to determine an optimum combination 
of activities."*" The application of different choice criteria is illus­
trated in Figure 3. 
The indifference curve GG1, Figure 3A, shows all combinations of the 
two activities that yield this level of satisfaction to the individual 
(or family) whose preferences are represented by GG1. Its slope is a 
measure of the marginal rate at which these two activities substitute in 
consumption (providing satisfaction). The indifference curve HH' represents 
one level of a set of preferences different from those represented by GG*. 
The iso-revenue line FF1, in Figure 3A, shows all combinations of the two 
activities that yield this level of net revenue. Its slope is a measure of 
the marginal rate at which these two activities substitute in the market. 
If the family's objective is to maximize net revenue, the optimum 
combination of the farm and nonfarm activity would be at the point where 
the marginal rate of substitution in production (the slope of opportunity 
curve DE in Figure 3A) is equal to the marginal rate at which these 
activities substitute in the market (the slope of iso-revenue line FF1 
in Figure 3A or the inverse ratio between the net prices of the two 
activities). This combination includes Oe^ units of the farm activity and 
Odg units of the nonfarm activity. If the preferences of the family are 
represented ty indifference curve GG1, the combination of the two activities 
-%or the situations illustrated in Figure 2B, some rational choices 
may be made without the aid of a choice indicator. Obviously, point L would 
be preferable to point J as each point results in the same amount of the 
nonfarm activity (Ojo) but there is no farm activity at J* Also, any point 
from K to I that includes the same amount of nonfarm activity as a 
corresponding point (horizontally across) from J to K would be preferable. 
However, the choice of other points from K to L requires a choice indicator. 
A B 
Family 
G' S § 
Operator 
n2 N 
FARM FARM FARM 
S 
Figure 3. Illustration of the application of choice criteria for assumed relationships between 
farm and nonfarm activities. 
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that maximizes satisfaction is the same as the combination that maximizes 
net revenue, for at the point which includes Oe^ units of the farm activity 
and Odg units of the nonfarm activity the marginal rate of substitution in 
consumption (the slope of GG1) is also equal to the marginal rate of sub­
stitution in production (the slope of DE). If the preferences of the 
family are represented by EH1, however, the combination of activities that 
maximizes satisfaction is different from the one that maximizes net 
revenue. Given the indifference curve HE', the combination that maximizes 
satisfaction includes Oe^ units of the farm activity and Od-, units of the 
nonfarm activity. This family is sacrificing net revenue to engage in 
farming to a greater extent than market conditions indicate the family 
should in order to maximize net revenue. The latter situation may be 
illustrative of the case of many families on small farms today. The 
difference in enterprise combinations may be due to this conflict between 
the objective of maximizing net revenue and the objective of maximizing 
satisfaction, to a lack of knowledge of opportunities for alternative uses 
for resources, or to the conditions illustrated in Figure 3B. 
The effects of conflicts of preferences between the operator and the 
family are illustrated in Figure 3B. In this case, the operator prefers 
farming to a greater extent than is true for the family as a unit, when 
the indifference curves, representing these differences in preferences, 
are applied to the opportunities available as represented by opportunity 
curve 1© in Figure 33, one can rationalize why different combinations of 
the farm and nonfarm activity result. In Figure 3B, for example, the 
operator would prefer Ong units of the farm activity and Qm^ units of the 
nonfarm activity. In contrast, the family would prefer a different 
19 
combination consisting of On^ units of the farm activity and Omg units of 
the nonfarm activity. 
The questions of "why do people who engage in nonfarm employment 
still continue to farm even under conditions of extremely low agricultural 
prices?", or conversely, "why do some people engage in farming and still 
continue to do some nonfarm work even under conditions of extremely low 
nonfarm wages?" are often raised by agricultural workers. The answers may 
be found in the stability of the "supplementary and complementary corners" 
on the production possibility curves which are illustrated in Figures 2A 
and 2B, in the differences in preferences which are illustrated in 
Figures 3A and 3B, or the answers may be due to the conditions which are 
illustrated in Figure 30. 
In Figure 3C, the opportunity "curve" PQ consists of linear segments. 
Each of the iso-revenue lines (1, 2, 3 and ii) has a different slope. The 
slope of each iso-revenue line represents the inverse ratio between the net 
revenues of the nonfarm and farm activity. Iso-revenue line 1, which has 
the greatest (most negative) slope, represents conditions where the net 
revenue from the nonefsrm activity is relatively low as compared with the 
net revenue from the farm activity. Iso-revenue line I;, which has the 
smallest (least negative) slope, represents conditions where the net 
revenue from the farm activity is relatively low as compared with the net 
revenue from the nonfarm activity. Each point where an iso-revenue line 
is tangent to the opportunity "curve" represents a point where the result­
ing combination of the farm and nonfarm activity maximizes net revenue. 
(The marginal rate of substitution in production equals the inverse price 
ratio.) The ratio between net farm prices and net nonfarm wage rates 
20 
would have to change from the one represented by iso-revenue line 1 to 
those represented by iso-revenue lines 3 or U before the farm activity 
would be reduced from Oqg to 0q^.^ 
A Basic Principle for Family Choices 
A rational evaluation of their farm and nonfarm opportunities 
requires that farm families make those adjustments in resource use that 
are consistent with their objectives. Some family members may place more 
emphasis on satisfaction than on dollar income. Some may have different 
preferences for farm and nonfarm work. Some may place a higher value on 
security of income than on level of income. Some may prefer to assume 
less of the risk associated with larger capital investment than others. 
Different families may have different goals. Mo doubt conflicts relative 
to family goals exist between different members of a family and between 
families. However, each family must reconcile these differences, within 
its decision-making unit, in order to choose between the possible alterna­
tives. Therefore, the basic principle discussed below for determining the 
optimum use of family resources is based on these two fundamental assump­
tions: (1) The family can be considered as a single decision-making unit; 
•k-riven the price conditions represented by iso-revenue line 3, 
(Figure IC) two combinations of activities, Oqg units of the farm activity 
and Opg units of the nonfarm activity or 0q^ units of the farm activity 
and Opo units of the nonfarm activity, are equally profitable. Although 
the prices represented by iso-revenue line 2 illustrate conditions under 
which the ratio between the net revenues from the farm and nonfarm activi­
ties has decreased from the one represented by iso-revenue line 1, this 
change in the ratio (decrease in the slope of the iso-revenue line) has 
not been sufficiently great to cause a change in the most profitable 
combination of the farm and nonfarm activity. 
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and (2) once the family is aware of its opportunities and the conse­
quences of alternative uses for its resources, the objective of ra^lmizing 
net revenue will not seriously conflict with the objectives of most 
families on small farms."'" 
Given the objective of maximizing its net revenue, the family will 
want to allocate its resources between opportunities within the farm, 
between nonfarm opportunities, and between farm and nonfarm opportunities 
in a manner such that no further change in resource use would either in­
crease or decrease this net revenue. If the loss from, shifting resources 
from one opportunity (opportunity cost) exceeds the gain (marginal net 
revenue) from shifting these resources to another opportunity, it would be 
irrational for the family to make this shift in resource use. Conversely, 
if the gain (marginal net revenue) from a shift in resources from one 
opportunity to another exceeds the loss (opportunity cost), it would be 
irrational if the family did not make this shift in resource use. 
The basic principle to guide the family in evaluating and choosing 
between possible alternatives is that of obtaining equal marginal net 
returns for the allocation of resources between alternatives.^ With given 
resource restrictions and with a profit maximizing objective, the condi­
tions for an optimum use of resources have been met when the net marginal 
-'-Bishop in a recent study found that "... most farmers quickly 
forget their 'preferences1 when it becomes known that these conflict with 
net revenue". See Bishop, Programming farm-nonfarm allocation of farm 
family resources. Op. cit., p. 1*01. 
For a practical discussion of this principle, as applied to the 
allocation of resources within the farm, see Heady, Earl C. and Jensen, 
Harold R. Farm management economics. Prentice-Hall, Inc., N. Y. 19$b. 
pp. 77-86. 
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value productivity of each resource is equal between all alternative 
opportunities to which each could be allocated. The marginal rates of 
substitution in production between each pair of activities must equal the 
inverse ratio between their net prices. 
The conditions for an optimum use of resources were illustrated 
graphically for situations with only one farm and one nonfarm activity in 
the previous section. In that section, the slopes of the iso-revenue 
lines are a measure of the inverse ratios between the net prices of the 
farm and nonfarm activity and the slopes of the opportunity curves are a 
measure of the marginal rates of substitution between the farm and nonfarm 
activity. The net revenue to the family is maximized at the point where 
these two slopes are equal. 
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ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES USED 
A graphic method which shows some of the basic economic logic needed 
for an analysis of the allocation of resources between a farm and a non-
farm activity is presented in the previous section. If families on small 
farms had only two alternatives to which they could allocate their re­
sources, this graphic method would be sufficient for an analysis of farm 
and nonfarm adjustment opportunities. However, families on small farms 
are faced with many farm and nonfarm activities among which they can 
allocate their resources. Also, these families have many restrictions on 
the amounts of the different resources that are available to them. Hence, 
there is a need for an analytical technique that permits one to consider 
the many possible plans that may arise under these conditions and that 
allows one to arrive systematically at the optimum plans. Linear pro­
gramming, the technique used in this study, is an analytical tool useful 
for this purpose. Details of the logic upon which this technique is based 
and the calculation procedures required have been presented in several 
previous writings." Therefore, only a brief summary of its characteristics 
are presented in this study. 
Bowlen, Benard J. Production planning for crops for Iowa farms — 
using activity analysis and linear programming. Unpublished Ph.D. Thesis. 
Ames, Iowa, Iowa State College Library. 195U. pp. 27-53; Dorfman, Robert. 
Application of linear programming to the theory of the firm. Berkeley, 
University of California Press. 1952. pp. 22-14;, 79-9h; Candler, Wilfred. 
A modified simplex solution for linear programming with variable capital 
restrictions. Jour. Farm Econ. 38: 9k0-955* 1956; Candler, Wilfred. A 
modified simplex solution for linear programming with variable prices. 
Jour. Farm Econ. 39: i|09-ii28. 1957; Gils on, James C. Optimum livestock 
production under varying resource and price-cost situations in northeast 
Iowa — an application of linear programming. Unpublished Ph.D. Thesis. 
Ames, Iowa, Iowa State College Library. 19 5U. pp. 12-28; Heady, Earl C. 
Simplified presentation and logical aspects of linear programming techni­
que. Jour. Farm Econ. 3b: 1035-10l|.8. 195k. 
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The Linear Programming Technique 
Linear programming is a process for ascertaining profit maximizing 
plans systematically. It depends on the formal mathematical methods of 
maximization. As a mathematical technique that permits the simultaneous 
consideration of many alternatives, it is a method whereby the family can 
select an optimum plan from among several alternative plans. Consequently, 
since it provides the basis for decision-making, linear programming is a 
very useful tool in planning for resource use. Several studies are avail­
able in which this technique has been applied in analyzing practical 
problems of resource use.-1- In this study, linear programming is used to 
determine optimum plans for resource use for families on small owner-
operated farms. 
Basic assumptions of linear programming 
Given a maximizing objective, the technique of linear programming is 
concerned with the determination of optimum programs. It is consistent 
with the postulates that decision-making units make economic decisions on 
the basis of rational calculations and that the objective of economic 
Heady, Earl 0. and Gilson, James C. Optimum combinations of live­
stock enterprises and management practices on farms including dairying. 
Iowa Agr. Exp. S ta. Res. Bui. i;37. 1956; Mackie, Arthur B. Optimum farm 
plans for beginning farmers in central Iowa — an application of linear 
programming. Unpublished Ph.D. Thesis. Ames, Iowa, Iowa State College 
Library. 1956. pp. 1.157; Mckee, Dean E., Heady, Earl 0. and Scholl J. M. 
Optimum allocation of resources between pasture improvement and other 
opportunities within southern Iowa farms. Iowa Agr. Exp. S ta. Res. Bui. 
U35. 1956; Sutherland, Gywn and Bishop, Charles E. Possibilities for in­
creasing production and income on small commercial farms southern piedmont 
area, North Carolina. N. C. Agr. Exp. S ta. Tech. Bui. 117. 1955. 
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decisions is to maximize some measurable function (profits) of the vari­
ables under the control of these units. Therefore, in these respects, 
linear programming is similar to marginal analysis."1" Linear programming 
supposes that input-output curves and opportunity curves consist of linear 
segments. It obtains its name from this assumption and, in this respect, 
linear programming is similar to budgeting. In fact, budgeting is based 
on the same basic propositions as linear programming. However, linear 
programming enables the research worker to consider a wider range of income 
opportunities and resource restrictions than is possible in budgeting. 
Hence, for these reasons, this programming technique permits the considera­
tion of family preferences equally as well, or better, than these 
preferences can be considered in budgeting. Also, in contrast to budgeting, 
the linear programming technique requires one to state explicitly the 
assumptions and restrictions which provide the framework for the optimum 
2 plans. 
Specifically, linear programming methods suppose that the number of 
opportunities and the amount of one or more resources are finite. Any 
activity may be used at any positive level so long as the supply of avail­
able resources is not exceeded. The use of resources by each activity and 
the outputs of products are proportional to the level at which each 
^Dorfman. Op. cit., pp. 79-80. 
p 
For additional comparisons of budgeting and linear programming see 
Heady, E. 0. and Baum, E. L. Methodological problems in programming farms. 
In Baum, E. L., Heady, E. 0., Pesek, J. T., and Hildreth, C. G., eds. 
Economic and technical analysis of fertilizer innovations and resource use. 
pp. 271-282. Ames, Iowa. The Iowa State College Press. 1957. 
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activity is used. With an adequate supply of resources, the family may 
engage in several activities. The total consumption of each resource is 
the sum of the resource requirements for each activity and the total 
production is the sum of the outputs of each activity."1" Given these 
basic assumptions of the linear programming technique, the problem of the 
family becomes one of choosing which farm and nonfarm activities to use 
and the optimum level at which to use each of them. 
Calculation procedures for programming in relation to the basic hypothesis 
of this study 
The basic hypothesis underlying this study involves the influence of 
capital restrictions or, in effect, the removal of capital restrictions, 
on adjustment opportunities for families on small farms. The contention 
is that if existing restrictions on the amounts of capital available for 
additional investments can be removed, or greatly reduced, some families 
on small farms can make profitable adjustments within agriculture. Con­
versely, without the removal or reduction in those investment capital 
restrictions, many of these families must shift part or all of their 
resources into nonfarm opportunities. Furthermore, it is assumed that if 
the family can obtain the amount of investment capital required for each 
optimum plan the resulting combination of activities will provide a flow 
of farm operating capital such that funds available for cash operating 
expenses will not usually be an important limitation. 
Hence, several different investment plans, each including a different 
amount of investment capital, are considered for each of the alternative 
"Dorfman. Op. cit., pp. 18-19. 
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resource situations included in this study. In each of these situations 
all resources except additional investment capital are held constant, and 
investment capital is allowed to vary from a zero level of capital to a 
point where additional investment becomes unlimiting. For these situa­
tions, the procedures developed by Candler"5" are employed to determine 
optimum plans for all levels of additional investment capital that are 
possible for the given restrictions on the amounts of the non-capital 
resources available. The reasonability of the assumption relative to 
operating capital is evaluated for each full-time and part-time farming 
situation by determining the flow of operating capital within the year for 
each investment plan. 
Application of Linear Programming to the problem 
The use of the linear programming technique to evaluate farm and 
nonfarm adjustment opportunities for families on small owner-operated 
farms requires one to select situations where both farm and nonfarm 
alternatives exist for the analysis and to delineate specific resource 
restrictions for these situations. Also, application of the technique 
requires one to determine the types of activities to which these resources 
may be allocated and to estimate the resource requirements and income per 
unit for each activity. The activities considered and their resource 
requirements are presented in a later section. Detailed descriptions of 
the area studied and the specific programming restrictions are presented 
Candler., A modified simplex solution for linear programming with 
variable capital restrictions. On. ext., pp. 9k0-%%. 
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in the following section. The general nature of the resource restrictions 
considered in.this study, however, is indicated by equation (1). 
In equation (1), is the quantity of the ith resource available, 
a^j is the quantity of the ith resource required to produce one unit of 
the jth activity, and x. is the level at which the jth activity is carried 
on. "Where there are k activities and n scarce resources, j =1, 2 .. »k 
and i = 1, 2 ... n. 
k 
(1) 5. ££ a. . x. 
% jLi iJ J 
Equation (1) specifies that the amount of the ith resource used by 
the several activities can not exceed the amount of this resource avail­
able. Some of this resource, however, may not be used. In programming 
analysis, similar restrictions exist for each type of resource. However, 
in programming calculations, the nonuse of resources is provided for by 
including a disposal activity for each limiting resource. Thus, through 
this procedure, the equations for the resource restrictions become 
equalities rather than inequalities. 
The number (k) and kinds of activities (j,s) considered along 
with the net returns (cy's) and resource requirements per unit of each 
activity (a^'s) are presented in a subsequent section. The number of the 
different resource restrictions (n) and the specific amounts of each 
resource available in each resource situation (S^'s) are presented in the 
following section. In summary, the purpose of using linear programming 
calculations for the problem considered in this study is to select the 
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level to which the family should engage in each farm and nonfarm activity 
(x. !s) and to determine the combination of activities (£x.'s) which will 
J k J 
maxijnize the net returns ( £_ x. c.) to the family subject to the resource 
j-1 J J 
restrictions for each resource situation. 
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AREA STUDIED AND PROGRAMMING RESTRICTIONS 
This analysis seeks to provide basic guides for evaluating farm and 
nonfarm adjustment opportunities for families on small owner-operated 
farms. The evaluation of these adjustment opportunities is enhanced if 
these basic guides have empirical content. However, empirical results can 
be provided only by analyzing specific situations with particular types of 
resource restrictions and income opportunities. Hence, for the purposes 
of this study, it was necessary to select an area where many small farms 
exist and where the families on these farms have both farm and nonfarm 
income opportunities. 
Location of Farm Situations 
Walton County was selected for this study because it is a county 
with many small owner-operated farms and, due to rapid industrial develop­
ment, there exist in this area many opportunities for nonfarm employment. 
This county is located in the Piedmont Area of Georgia. The topography of 
the land in Walton County varies from level to steep; Cecil, Appling, and 
Madison soils are the primary types of soils. These are predominantly 
clay soils and are susceptible to erosion. Forty percent of the land in 
farms in this county is woodland; 60 percent is open land that may be used 
for crop and livestock activities. Because of land capabilities, 88 per­
cent can be used only for pasture."*" Two-thirds of the potential cropland 
The relative importance of different types of land in Walton County 
is given in the Appendix (Table 14;). 
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is in Land Capability Classes I or II; this land is designated as Type 1 
cropland in this study. One-third of the cropland is in Land Capability 
Classes III or XV; this land is designated as Type 2 cropland in this 
study. It is assumed that a reasonable degree of conservation can be 
maintained by planting a row crop every other year on Type 1 cropland and 
every three years on Type 2 cropland. Consequently, in the programming 
analysis, it is assumed that only one-half of the Type 1 cropland and only 
one-third of the Type 2 cropland available in each farm situation can be 
used for row crops in any one year. 
Procedure for Selecting Farm Situations 
One of several alternative methods could have been used in selecting 
the farm situations to include in this analysis. For example, one could 
select actual farms with their given resource restrictions or develop 
purely hypothetical farms with all resource restrictions assumed. Another 
possibility would be the selection of typical or model farms, which may be 
actual farms with their given resource restrictions or synthetic farms 
with the resource restrictions determined from farm surveys and related 
sources. 
Each of these methods has its advantages and disadvantages. In the 
selection of actual farm situations for case studies, problems are included 
that might otherwise be overlooked. On the other hand, there is a danger 
of becoming so involved in minor details unique to a particular farm 
situation that sight is lost of some of the broader aspects of the 
problems. Using a purely hypothetical farm allows flexibility in situa­
tions to be programmed without restricting the analysis with minor details. 
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But this approach subjects the analysis to the criticism of "not having 
dealt -with real cases". Also, if one develops purely hypothetical farms, 
with little real basis for the resource situations assumed, he has no way 
of knowing if similar situations exist on actual farms. Nevertheless, 
this approach has merit for some situations, particularly where one is 
attempting to isolate the effects of certain changes in resource restric­
tions or where one is attempting to develop basic logic. The selection of 
typical or modal farm situations has the advantage of dealing with resource 
situations, at least for some of the resource categories considered, that 
are found frequently in the universe. If actual farms are selected as 
being typical or modal farms, of course, the research worker is not subject 
to the criticism of "not using real cases". However, actual farms may be 
typical for some resources, such as size of farms, and not for other 
resources, such as the amount of labor available. If modal resource 
situations are determined from a knowledge of resource situations on a 
number of farms with similar characteristics, such as one might determine 
from farm surveys and related sources, the research worker does have some 
basis for the resource situations assumed. He may, however, be subject to 
the criticism of not dealing with real situations. 
There are obvious advantages and disadvantages in using any of the 
methods discussed above for selecting farm situations for programming 
analysis. However, since considerable information about the characteris­
tics of resource situations on small farms in"Walton County was available 
from a previous study, the last of the approaches discussed above was used 
for selecting the basic farm situations for this study. That is, the farm 
situations considered in this study were determined from survey data and 
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related sources. Sises of farms, amounts of labor, and investments in 
and overhead expenses for land, buildings, and equipment are based on a 
survey of small farms in Walton County.-*- The relationships between 
amounts of each type of land according to land use and capability classes 
p 
are based on data obtained from the Soil Conservation Service. Estimates 
of cotton allotments are based on data provided by the State Agricultural 
Stabilisation and Conservation Committee. Consequently, even though many 
of the resource restrictions considered in this study represent modal 
situations, the farm situations were actually synthesized from the several 
sources of data mentioned above. 
Resource Restrictions for Basic Farm Situations-^ 
Three basic farm situations, which are of a similar nature except 
for the amount of open land and existing capital investment, are considered 
in. this study. The central portion of the analysis, however, is directed 
to a farm situation with I4.0 acres of open land and 1.5 man-equivalents of 
^Saunders, Fred B. Economics of resource use in farm and nonfarm 
opportunities — a descriptive analysis of existing resource use by farm 
families in Walton County. Ga. (Athens) Agr. Exp. S ta. Bui. N. S. h3. 
1957. In the remaining sections of this study, this survey will be 
referred to as the Walton County Survey. 
n 
See Table I4I4. in the Appendix for these data. 
^Situations with 15, UO, or 60 acres of open land and 1.5 
man-equivalents of labor are designated as Basic Farm Situations. 
Situations with larger amounts of labor (2.0 or 2.5 man-equivalents) 
or with alternative restrictions on farm and nonfarm opportunities are 
designated as Alternative Situations. 
labor."*" This farm situation represents the modal size of farm and the 
modal amount of family labor as determined from the previously mentioned 
2 Walton County Survey. In order to determine the effects of varying the 
amounts of land resources available, some analysis is also directed-to a -
smaller farm with 15 acres of open land and to a larger farm with 60 acres 
of open land. These three sizes of farms, with 1.5 man-equivalents of 
labor considered for each farm, constitute the three basic farm situations 
considered in this study. Characteristics of the resources available for 
these farm situations are given in Table 1. Since the amount of the labor 
resource is an important factor to consider in evaluating farm and nonfarm 
adjustment opportunities, some analysis is also directed to alternative 
resource situations which have 2.0 and 2.5 man-equivalents of labor. 
Labor resources on these farms were determined by first considering 
the man-equivalents of labor available for the family. These man-
equivalents were determined by using the relationships shown by age and 
sex groups in Table 2. This represents the average amount of labor avail­
able for the year. Each man-equivalent of labor consists of five-sixths 
man-equivalents for adult labor, available each month in the year, and 
one-sixth man-equivalents for children of school age. The labor for these 
children was adjusted to allow three times as much labor in the summer 
months as during the months of the school term. These man-equivalents 
•^A man-equivalent of labor is defined as 3,050 hours of labor each 
year by a man between the ages of 18 and The relationships between 
man-equivalent s by age and sex groups are given in Table 2. A monthly 
distribution of labor for situations with 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 man-equivalents 
is given in Table 3* 
2Ibid. 
Table 1. Resources available and overhead expenses for farm situations included in this study*" 
Item Unit 15 acre farm Uo acre farm 60 acre farm 
Land: 
Total open land acre 15.00 Uo.oo 60.00 
Minus farmstead acre 1,50 i.5o 1.50 
Open land for crops and 
pasturea acre 13.50 38.50 58.50 
Open land for pasture only0 acre 1.70 U.Qo 7.30 
Open land for cropland3 acre 11,80 33.70 51.20 
Type 1 cropland8- acre 7.90 22,50 3U.18 
Type 1 row cropland3 acre 3.95 11.25 17.09 
Itype 2 cropland3 acre 3.90 11,20 17.02 
Type 2 row cropland3 acre 1.30 3.73 5.67 
Cotton allotment*3 acre 2.36 6.7k 10.21* 
These farm situations are based on a survey of small farms in Walton County in the Piedmont 
Area of Georgia, See Saunders, Fred B, Economics of resources use in farm and nonfarm opportuni­
ties—a descriptive analysis of existing resource use by farm families in Walton County, Ga. 
(Athens) Agr, Exp. S ta, Bui. N. S. 1+3. 1957. 
aThe relationships between the amounts of different types of land according to land use and 
types of cropland were adapted from a percentage distribution of land by land use and land capa­
bility classes for Walton County, These data were obtained from the Soil Conservation Service. 
^According to the State Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Committee, a reasonable 
assumption for the cotton allotment on these farms would be 20 percent of the amount of cropland 
available, 
Table 1. (continued) 
Item Unit 15 acre farm 1+0 acre farm 60 acre farm 
Labor0 man-equivalent 1.50 1.50 1.50 
Capitalid 
Land dollar 625 1,625 2,500 
Buildings dollar 2,012 2,012 2,012 
Machinery dollar 2,077 2,077 2,077 
Total dollar U,7llt 5,71k 6,58? 
Overhead expenses for 
present investmentt 
Depreciation and repairs for 
machinery dollar 2k9 2U9 2U9 
Depreciation and repairs for 
buildings dollar 132 132 132 
Taxes dollar 22 30 37 
Insurance dollar 9 9 9 
Total overhead expenses dollar 1+12 1+20 1+27 
°One and one-half man-equivalents of labor was the model amount of labor available as deter­
mined from a survey of 131 small farms in Walton County, Georgia. Two man-equivalents and two and 
one-half man-equivalents of labor are assumed to be available for some resource situations included 
in this study. A seasonal distribution of man-hours of labor is shown in Table 3. 
^This capital represents existing investments on the farm. Optimum plans are developed in 
this study for varying levels of capital for additional investment. 
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Table 2. Man-equivalents of labor by age and sex groups'1" 
Man-equivalents 
Age Male Female 
10 - 13 .5 .3 
Hi - 17 .7 
18 - iil; 1.0 .7 
- 6b .9 o 
6$ and above .5 .3a 
"Mayo, Selz C., Greene, R. E. I., and Hamilton, Horace C. 19bh 
Farm labor problems. N. C. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bui. 3bh. 19hk. 
^Changes from original source to be more applicable to Georgia 
conditions. 
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were then converted to man-hours by considering the number and length of 
work days each month of the year. Finally, hS hours of labor were deducted 
each month for chore work. The residual is the amount of labor available 
for competitive activities. The monthly distribution of labor for the 
resource situations considered in this study is given in Table 3-
land resources on these farms include relatively small amounts of each 
type of land. For each farm, 1.5 acres were deducted.from the total amount 
of open land available to allow for the farmstead. For the programming 
analysis it is assumed that the percentage relationships between the 
different types of land on each farm are approximately the same as exist 
for all farms in the county. Also, the cotton allotment on each farm is 
assumed to be limited to 20 percent of the amount of cropland available." 
Each -of the farms is assumed to have a small tractor and the equipment 
necessary for preparing land, seeding and fertilizing crops, hauling crops 
and supplies within the farm, and for performing other miscellaneous jobs. 
However, the harvesting of grain and hay must be custom-hired. Also, all 
major equipment for hauling livestock to market and for grinding feed for 
livestock must be custom-hired. Each farm has only a minimum of buildings 
that is sufficient for storing crops and supplies and for providing shelter 
for machinery, and livestock or poultry for home use. Buildings must be 
added, however, for any livestock or poultry activity for commercial pro­
duction. Also, for some livestock activities, such as broilers or layers, 
a water system must be added. Furthermore, when livestock activities are 
^This is a reasonable assumption according to the State Agricultural 
Stabilization and Conservation Committee. 
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Table 3» Monthly distribution of labor resources for all resource 
situations used in this study 
Total ran-hours available 
Hours Days Hours after chore work5-
Month 
per 
day1 
per 
month 
per 
month" 
1.5 man-
equivalents0 
2.0 man- . 
equivalents0 
2.5 man-
equivalents0 
January 9 23 207 2h8 345 bb3 
February 9 23 207 248 3U5 bh3 
March 9 23 207 2li8 315 hh3 
April 11 26 286 360 lt95 630 
May 12 26 312 397 51à 692 
June 12 26 312 501 685 865 
July 12 26 312 501 685 865 
August 11 26 286 1:56 623 790 
September 10 26 260 323 W6 568 
October 9.5 26 21-7 305 lt.22 538 
November 9 23 207 218 3h$ bh3 
December 9 23 207 2k8 3U5 Wi3 
Total - 297 3,050 b,083 5,625 7,163 
~univ. C-a. (Athens) Agr. Ext. Serv. Georgia agricultural handbook, 
p. hlS. 1950. 
aIn each resource situation U5 hours were deducted each month for 
chore work. 
"°The figures in this column were obtained by multiplying the figures 
in Column Two by the figures in Column Three. 
cThis represents the average amount of labor available for the year. 
Each man-equivalent consists of five-sixths man-equivalents of adult labor 
available each month in the year, and one-sixth man-equivalents of child 
labor. The labor for these children was adjusted to allow three times as 
much labor available in the summer months as during the months of the 
school term. 
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added to one of the farms, additional investment capital is required for 
the purchase of breeding stock.^ Consequently, since these additional 
amounts of investments are required for livestock activities, a lack of 
additional investment capital results in a rather severe limitation on 
profitable adjustments. 
The general nature of the resource restrictions for the three basic 
farm situations have been outlined above. Specific resource restrictions 
for each of these situations are discussed below. 
Resources on the UO acre farm 
This farm has ltO acres of open land. After an allowance of 1.5 acres 
for the farmstead, there are 38.5 acres available for crops and pasture.~ 
Of this acreage, 1+.8 acres can be used only for pasture and 33.7 acres can 
be used for crops or pasture. Approximately two-thirds of the cropland 
(22.5 acres) is Type 1 cropland and approximat ely one-third (11.20 acres) 
is Type 2 cropland.^ A maximum of one-half of the Type 1 cropland 
(11.25 acres) and one-third of the Type 2 cropland (3.73 acres) can be 
•*"These assumptions are consistent with observed conditions on small 
farms in the Walton County Area. 
2 The acreage for the farmstead includes space for the home, existing 
and potential farm buildings, and a garden for home use. 
3 
Type 1 cropland is land that ranges from very good to excellent in 
terms of its suitability for the crop grown. This land would generally be 
classified in Land Capability Class 1 or H. Type 2 cropland is land that 
ranges from fair to good from the standpoint of its suitability for the 
crop grown. This land would generally be classified in Land Capability 
Classes III or IV. 
la 
used for row crops each year. The cotton allotment on this farm is 6.7U 
acres, or 20 percent of the cropland available. 
The basic farm situation for this farm has 1.5 man- equivalent s of 
labor which allow ij.,083 man-hours of labor available for competitive 
activities (Table 3). Situations with two additional amounts of labor, 
2.0 and 2.5 man-equivalents, are also considered for this farm for the 
full-time and part-time farming situations analyzed. Two man-equivalents 
of labor result in 5,625 man-hours; 2.5 man-equivalents result in 7,163 
man-hours (Table 3).  
The initial capital investment on this 1|0 acre farm is $5,711;. 
This investment includes $1,625 for land, $2,012 for buildings, and $2,077 
for machinery. The overhead expenses for these existing investments are 
$1|20. These fixed expenses include depreciation and repairs on buildings 
and machinery, taxes, and insurance. Once the investment is made these 
overhead expenses exist whether these items are in use or idle. There­
fore, these expenses are deducted from the net income for each plan 
resulting from the programming analysis in order to determine the net 
returns to the family from the farm. 
Resources on the 15 acre farm 
The only difference in the land resources on this farm and the lj.0 
acre farm, is in the amounts of each type of land; the percentage relation­
ships between each type of land are the same for the two farms."*" However, 
"*"This procedure is followed so that the changes from the modal size 
farm to a smaller and larger farm will be changes in the sizes of farm only 
and not changes in the relationships between the different types of land. 
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due to the smaller acreage of land, the investment in land and the total 
investment is smaller. Consequently, the overhead expenses on this farm 
are slightly less than for the UO acre farm due to a small reduction in 
taxes resulting from the smaller investment in land. Additional detail 
is given in Table 3« 
For the full-time farming situations included in this analysis, the 
same labor situations (1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 man-equivalent s) are considered 
for this 15 acre farm as for the I4.O acre farm. However, only one labor 
situation, 2.0 man-equivalents, is considered for this 15 acre farm for 
the part-time farming situations. 
Resources on the 60 acre farm 
Again, the only difference in the land resources on this 60 acre 
farm and the l+O acre and 15 acre farms is in the amount of each type of 
land. The percentage relationships between each type of land are the 
same for all three farms. The larger acreage of land for this 60 acre 
farm, however, results in a larger land investment and total investment 
which -results in slightly larger overhead expenses than for the 1+0 or 
15 acre farms (Table 3). 
All three labor situations are considered for the full-time farming 
situation analyzed for this 60 acre farm. However, only one labor situa­
tion, 2.0 man-equivalents, is considered for this 60 acre farm for the 
part-time farming situations. 
Prices Used in Planning 
Prices used in this study are included in Table I;. Both the level 
of prices and the relationship between prices are important in determining 
1*3 
Table 1*. Projected, prices used in this study3. 
Prices Prices 
Item Unit received paid 
($) ($) 
Crops: 
Corn bu. i.5o i.5o 
Oats bu. .92 .92 
Wheat bu. 1.93 -
Grain sorghum bu. 1.50 -
Lespedeza hay ton 30.00 -
Cotton lint lb. .30 -
Cotton seed ton 1*8.00 -
Seed and fertilizer: 
Com cwt. _ 19.00 
Oats bu. - 1.52 
Wheat bu. - 3.22 
Grain sorghum cwt. - 10.00 
Lespedeza cwt. - 23.00 
Cotton cwt. - 9.50 
Ladino clover cwt. - 81*. 00 
Orchard grass cwt. - 1*7.00 
Nitrogen (N) lb. - .13 
Phosphorus (PgO^) lb. - .07 
Potassium (K2°) lb. - .06 
Lime ton - 6.00 
Custom work: 
Ginning cotton cwt. — 1.60 
Grinding feed cwt. - .30 
Combining wheat acre - 6.00 
Combining oats acre - 6.00 
Combining grain sorghum acre - 7.00 
Baling hay bale - .30 
Breeding fee (dairy) head — 7.00 
^These prices are judgment estimates of future prices based on long-
term price relationships for 1935-51* and 191*7-51*. Price relatives were 
determined first and then adjusted to the price of com at $1.50 per bushel. 
For example, 
1.50 x 1*7-51* av. price of oats m 1.50 x l.03 Q« 
191*7-51* av. price of corn * 1.68 " 
as projected price for oats. 
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Table 1+. (continued) 
Item Unit 
Prices 
received 
($) 
Prices 
said 
($) 
Livestock and livestock 
products: 
Eggs (Grade A) dos. .L.6 — 
Eggs (culls) dos. .26 -
Cull hens lb. .18 -
Baby chicks head - .35 
Market hogs cwt. 17.00 -
Cull sows cwt. lU.oo -
Feeder pigs head 10.00 -
Sows head - 60.00 
Boars head - 60.00 
Feeder calves cwt. 16.00 13.50 
Beef cow head - 80.00 
Beef bull head - 160.00 
Cull beef cow cwt. 10.50 -
Beef calf cwt. 18.00 -
Broilers0 cwt. 2.50 -
Daiiy cow head - 200.00 
Cull dairy cow cwt. 10.50 -
Teal calves cwt. 19.li? -
Milk (h% Grade A) cwt. 5.50 -
Feed: 
Cottonseed meal cwt. 1+.1+0 
Protein supplement cwt. - 5.50 
Laying mash cwt. - 5.00 
Grit cwt. - 1.13 
Minerals cwt. - l+.oo 
Shell cwt. - 1.25 
Miscellaneous: 
Tractor operation hour — 
.U5 
Cotton dust cwt. • - 1.60 
This price is the composite price per cwt. for fall and spring pigs. 
cBroilers are produced and sold by contract. 
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characteristics of optimum plans. The level of prices determines the level 
of income realised from a given combination of activities. The relation­
ships between prices, however, determine the most profitable combinations 
of activities for given opportunities for resource use. Hence, the pricing 
method used in this study considers both the level of prices and average 
historical price relationships as a basis for developing the set of pro­
jected prices used in determining optimum plans.~ 
The development of projected product prices was accomplished by 
considering the relationships between prices for two periods, 1935-Sh and 
19U5-5U- First, price relatives were computed for each period by determin­
ing the ratio between the average price of each item and the average price 
2 
of corn for each period. Next, the price relatives for each period were 
adjusted to the 1955 price level. This adjustment was accomplished by 
multiplying all price relatives by a price for corn of $1.50 per bushel 
(the average price of corn in 1955). Although the price of any commodity 
could have been used as a common denominator for determining price rela­
tives, the price of corn was used for this purpose since this enterprise is 
usually found on most farms in the area. Adjusting all price relatives to 
the 1955 price level for corn results in a level of prices that is inter­
mediate between the average price for corn for the period 1935-5U ($1.23) 
and the period 19U7—5lf- ($1.68). 
"The prices used in this study are referred to as "projected prices" 
since these prices are those assumed most likely to exist over a period of 
years in the future. 
2 Basic price data were obtained from the Georgia Crop Reporting 
Service and the price quotations of seed, feed, and fertilizer dealers. 
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Ivhile some prices used in this study are slightly higher than current 
prices, they provide a set of prices based on price relationships which are 
most likely to exist over a period of years. The specific objective of 
this study is to determine optimum combinations of activities for families 
on small farms with different resources. Hence, whether prices are high 
or low, the same combinations of activities will maximize net returns so 
long as prices bear the same relationship to each other. 
The method used for calculating price relatives is illustrated below: 
là-7-îk average price for oSn = Price relative for oats 
Next, this price relative was adjusted to the 1955 price level by the 
method illustrated below: 
19h7-5h price relative projected price _ adjusted 19h7-5h price 
for oats for corn relative for oats 
or, 
1.03 
x 1.50 = $0.92 
Two adjusted price relatives were obtained for each item by using the 
above methods for each of the two time-periods. These two sets of adjusted 
price relatives were then used as a basis for determining the projected 
prices used in this study. "Where these adjusted price relatives were the 
same for a given product for the two periods, this price was used as the 
projected price. However, where the price relatives for the two time-
periods were different, a choice, based on a judgment estimate of the 
probable trend in prices over the next few years, was made between the two 
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adjusted price relatives. For example, the adjusted price relative for': 
wheat was $1.93 per bushel for each time-period. Hence, $1.93 per busht 
is used as the projected price for wheat. But the adjusted price relat: 
for hogs was $17 per hundred weight for the period 1935-5U and $18 for t 
period 19k7-5k. Since the future demand and supply situation for hogs .*] 
not considered to be such as to justify the higher of these two prices, < 
price of $17 is considered a reasonable projection for the price of hog: 
For products, such as com or oats, for which both selling and 
purchasing prices are important, the price for purchasing these items i: 
assumed to be the same as the selling price. Prices paid for other itei 
are based on adjusted price relatives for the period from 1952 to 1955. 
This is assumed to be a reliable period for estimating future cost of 
items that must be purchased. 
Three different nonfarm wage rates are used in this study for the 
primary purpose of determining the effects which variations in nonfarmt 
rates have on the allocation of resources between farm and nonfarm oppoj 
tunities. With this exception, the prices of all factors and products ( 
not change throughout this study. Several factors were considered in 
selecting these nonfarm wage rates. Comparable statistics for nonfarm i 
rates in Georgia are not available for years prior to 19k9. However, tl; 
average wage rate received for nonfarm employment in Georgia from 19k9 
through 1956 was $1.25 per hour. This is one of the wage rates used ini 
this study. In order to evaluate effects of changes in the relationship 
between nonfarm wage rates and agricultural prices (which remain constai 
throughout the study), two additional nonfarm wage rates are considered, 
One of these wage rates represents a 20 percent decrease in the average 
us 
wage rate mentioned above. This wage rate of #1.00 is the present minimum 
wage. The other wage rate considered represents a 20 percent increase in 
the average wage rate of $1.25. This wage rate of $1.50 is approximately 
the average nonfarm wage rate received in nonfarm employment in Georgia 
today." 
The linear programming technique requires the use of net prices. 
Hence, net prices or net returns per unit are used in this study for the 
calculation of optimum plans. The net return per unit for all activities 
is the gross income per unit for each activity minus the annual variable 
expenses required for the production of one unit of this activity. The 
gross income from each activity is computed by multiplying the various 
products produced per unit of this activity by the individual product 
prices. 
The use of different nonfarm wage rates may be considered from two 
different viewpoints. First, these wage rates may represent different 
rates of pay for the same type of nonfarm work at three different time-
periods. This is the main viewpoint assumed in this study. However, to 
the extent that differences in rate of pay characterize differences in 
types of nonfarm Jobs, each of the three different rates of pay would 
represent the rate of pay for three different types of nonfarm jobs during 
the same time-period. 
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ACTIVITIES CONSIDERED AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS 
Adjustment opportunities for a family are restricted by the amount 
of resources available to the family. These adjustment opportunities are 
restricted also by the specific farm and nonfarm activities to which these 
resources may be allocated. Hence, before evaluating farm and nonfarm 
opportunities for families on small farms, it is necessary to ascertain 
the types of activities in which these families may engage and to determine 
the resource requirements and income for each activity. 
Description of Activities 
The main purpose of this study is to determine the optimum use of 
resources when both farm and nonfarm activities are considered. A 
previous study, in which only farm activities were considered, has indi­
cated the general nature of profitable combinations of crop and livestock 
activities for full-time farming situations similar to those considered in 
this study.1 Consequently, only those farm enterprises and farm practices 
proven previously to be profitable are included in the present study. 
This procedure is followed in order to permit the consideration of a wider 
range of farm and nonfarm situations than could otherwise be considered 
with given research funds. 
The farm enterprises considered in this study include six crop en­
terprises and five livestock enterprises. The crop enterprises are corn, 
^•Saunders, Fred B., Free, ¥. Joseph, and Mackie, Arthur B. Profit­
able combinations of enterprises and levels of fertilization — for speci­
fied resource situations on small commercial farms, Piedmont Area, Georgia. 
Ga. (Athens) Agr. Exp. Sta. Bui. N. S. 53* 1958. 
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cotton, oats followed by lespedeza hay, wheat followed by lespedeza hay, 
oats followed by grain sorghum, and wheat followed by grain sorghum. The 
five livestock enterprises are hogs, beef cattle, broilers, layers, and 
dairy. The crop activities are developed by considering variations in 
types of cropland. 
Crop activities 
Thirteen crop activities are considered in this study. Twelve of 
these activities are developed by considering each of the six crop enter­
prises for each of the two types of cropland. An additional activity is 
included for cotton by providing the opportunity of placing the cotton 
allotment in the Soil Bank. The previously mentioned study,^ in which 
three levels of fertilization were considered for each crop enterprise, 
indicated the level of fertilization for these crop activities that 
ordinarily enters into the most profitable plans for small farms when 
operating funds are not limited to very low levels. Hence, in this study 
only one level of fertilization is considered for each crop enterprise. 
The level of fertilization used for each crop enterprise is one that allows 
an amount of each plant nutrient that approaches the upper limit of the 
range of "general recommendations" for the specific crop in the Piedmont 
2 Area. The amounts of plant nutrients and the corresponding crop yields 
for each crop activity are given in Table 5. A list of crop activities is 
1Ibid. 
^Fertilizer recommendations for Georgia. Univ. Ga. (Athens). Agr. 
Ext. Serv. Cir. 371. 1956. 
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Table 5. Estimated crop yields for two types of land and for a specified 
level of fertilization for each crop 
Crop Pounds of nutrients per acre Estimated yields per acit 
N 
- % ' 
- K2O Unit Type 1 
land3. 
Type 2 
landb 
Oats 70 - 60 - 60 bu. 72 52 
Wheat 70 - 60 - 60 bu. 29 2k 
Grain sorghum0 90 - 90 . 90 bu. 60 kS 
Lespedeza hay^ - - - ton .80 1.10 
Corn 102 - 90 - 90 bu. 61 hi 
Cotton 90 - 90 - 90 lbs.lint 5b0 425 
lbs.seed 972 765 
•^These fertilizer-yield estimates were obtained from H. F. Perkins, 
Agronomy Department, College Experiment Station, University of Georgia. 
January, 1957. The estimates are based on his judgment of experimental 
data. 
aType 1 land is land that ranges from very good to excellent in 
terms of its suitability for the crop grown. This land would generally 
be classified in Land Capability Classes I or II. 
^Type 2 land is land that ranges from fair to good in terms of its 
suitability for the crop grown. This land would generally be classified 
in Land Capability Classes III or 17. 
cGrain sorghum follows oats or wheat. 
^This lespedeza follows oats or wheat and no additional fertilizer 
is applied. The yield estimates are for a given level of fertilization 
on the oats or wheat. Since the larger amount of oat or wheat straw 
associated with the higher yields of oats or wheat adversely affects the 
yields of lespedeza hay, the yield of hay on Type 1 land is less than on 
Type 2 land. 
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given in Table 6. A description of each crop activity is presented below. 
One acre of land is the unit for each crop activity. 
Oats and grain sorghum (P-j_ and Pg). These two activities include 
oats planted in late fall and harvested for grain in late spring followed 
by grain sorghum planted in late spring and harvested for grain in late 
summer and early fall. The combining of each crop is custom-hired. 
Activity P^ is for Type 1 cropland. Activity Pg is for Type 2 cropland. 
Oats and lespedeza hay (P^ and P|J. These two activities include 
oats planted in late fall and harvested for grain in late spring. Lespedeza 
is planted in the oats in late winter and early spring and harvested for hay 
in late summer and early fall. The combining of oats is custom-hired. The 
mowing and hauling of hay are performed with family labor but the raking 
and baling of hay are custom-hired. Activity Po is for Type 1 cropland. 
Activity P^ is for Type 2 cropland. 
"Wheat and grain sorghum (P^ and Pg). These two activities are the 
same as the corresponding activities for oats and grain sorghum, P-j_ and Pg, 
except that wheat is planted instead of oats. 
"Wheat and lespedeza hay (P^ and Pg). These two activities are the 
same as the corresponding activities for oats and lespedeza hay, P^ and 
P^, except that wheat is planted instead of oats. 
Corn (Pp and P^q)- These two activities are for corn planted in 
early spring and harvested for grain in late fall and early winter. The 
corn is harvested by hand with family labor. The grain is produced for 
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Table 6. List of crop activities included in study-
Activity 
number Enterprise Type of land 
% Oats-grain sorghum Oats-grain sorghum Type Type 1 2 cropland3 cropland3 
k Oats-lespedeza hay Oats-lespedeza hay Type Type 1 2 cropland3, cropland3. 
^6 
Wheat-grain sorghum 
"Wheat-grain sorghum 
Type 
Type 
1 
2 
cropland3 
cropland3 
% "Wheat-lespedeza hay "Hheat-lespedeza hay Type Type 1 2 cropland3, cropland3 
Corn Type 
ïype 
1 
1 
cropland 
row cropland 
P10 Corn Type 
Type 
2 
2 
cropland 
row cropland^ 
P11 Cotton Type 
Type 
1 
1 
cropland 
row cropland'3 
P12 Cotton Type 
Type 
2 
2 
cropland 
row cropland^ 
P13 Cotton Soil Bank Type 1 or Type 2 
cropland" 
aEach of these crop activities is restricted to the specified type 
of cropland. They do not require row cropland but may be planted on row 
cropland. 
^The amounts of plant nutrients supplied for each activity at a 
specified level of fertilization are shown in Table 5» 
°Each of these crop activities, with the exception of placing Type 1 
or Type 2 cropland in the Soil Bank, is restricted to the specified type 
of cropland and the specified type of row cropland. Any cropland, up to 
the limit of the cotton allotment, may be used for the Soil Bank. 
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sale. However, this com may be fed to livestock that require com if 
these livestock activities enter the plan. As we assume for each livestock 
activity that com will be purchased -unless it is more profitable to raise 
it on the farm, these com activities were included to allow determination 
of the most profitable alternative; that is, raising com or buying com. 
Activity P^ is for Type 1 row cropland. Activity PJQ is for Type 2 row 
cropland. 
Cotton (P-|-| and . These two activities are for cotton planted in 
early spring and harvested for lint and seed in late summer and fall. The 
cotton is hand-picked with family labor. Cotton is produced under govern­
ment restrictions that require the family to have a cotton allotment. 
Activity P-p is for Type I row cropland. Activity P^g is for Type 2 row 
cropland. 
Cotton Soil Bank (P q^). This activity is provided to allow the 
family to place its cotton allotment in the Soil Bank if this is the most 
profitable alternative use for the cotton allotment and cropland required. 
This activity may use any of the land designated as cropland.-1- The Soil 
Bank payment is $58.35 per acre.^ 
^Provided the family has a cotton all otment, the family may place any 
of its cropland, up to the limit of this allotment, in the Soil Bank. The 
land placed in the Soil Bank does not have to be the same land each year, 
hence, this land may be rotated. Therefore, the land placed in the Soil 
Bank may be either Type 1 and/or Type 2 cropland and is not restricted to 
Type 1 and/or Type 2 row cropland. 
^Tfcis payment is based on a rate of 15 cents per pound for an 
average yield of 389 pounds of lint cotton per acre. 
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Livestock activities 
Sight livestock activities are considered in this study. These live­
stock activities include three activities for hogs, two for beef cattle, 
one for dairy cattle, one for broilers, and one for layers (Table 7)• 
These small farms are not large enough to support large herds. Hence, all 
input-output data for each livestock activity are for relatively small 
herds. All grain required for livestock production for each activity is 
purchased unless it can be profitably produced on the farm. But all 
forage, including pasture and hay, is produced on the farm. Consequently, 
land for pasture and hay is the only land restriction for the livestock. 
The acreage required for pasture and hay is defined as a part of each live­
stock activity that requires these crops. It is assumed that no breeding 
stock is now available on the farms and that buildings and specialized 
equipment are inadequate. Hence, additional investment capital is needed 
to add any of these activities to the farms. A description of each 
livestock activity is presented below. 
Butcher hogs with corn as only grain (P^). A unit for this activity 
consists of one sow with two litters of six pigs each. One boar is included 
for every ten sows. The annual feed requirements per unit are 16? bushels 
of corn, 199 pounds of minerals, 1,050 pounds of protein supplement, and 
.85 acres of pasture. Farrowing dates are in February and September. The 
culling rate for sows is 50 percent. Hence, one pig out of every four 
litters is saved for replacement. The mortality rate, after weaning, is 
estimated at 5 percent. Hogs are marketed in January and August at an 
average weight of 225 pounds. The total pork sold per unit, including 
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Table 7- List of livestock activities and nonfarm work activities included 
in study 
Activity 
number Enterprise Brief description 
fiogs 
'15 
?16 
17 
'18 
P19 
20 
21 
P22 - 2h 
Hogs 
Beef 
Beef 
Broilers 
Dairy 
Layers 
Nonfarm work D 
Market hogs at 225 pounds with 
corn as only grain 
Same as P^i except some oats 
substitute for corn in ration 
Same as except pigs are sold 
at six weeks old 
Buying and selling of feeder 
cattle 
Beef cow and calf with calves 
sold at lj.50 pounds 
produced and sold under contract 
at 2.75 pounds 
Production of 6,000 pounds of 
Grade A milk per cow 
Production of 200 commercial 
eggs per bird 
One-man equivalent of nonfarm 
work consisting of 2,3U0 hours 
per year, or 52 weeks of lj.0 
hours each, plus 5 hours per 
week for traveling to job. 
Activities are developed for 
three different wage rates: 
$1.00, $1.25, and $1.50 per 
hour. 
aA detailed description of each activity is presented in the text. 
^Additional nonfarm activities are developed for the use of capital 
in nonfarm opportunities in the section in which full-time nonfarming 
situations are analyzed. 
121; pounds of cull sow, is 2,720 pounds. The inclusion of one unit of 
this activity in a given plan requires $167.70 of additional capital 
investment. This capital investment includes $60 for a brood sow, $6.00 
for a boar (one boar for every ten sows), $28.92 for establishment of 
pasture, $27-78 for fencing, and $l;5-00 for housing. The type of housing 
provides for a portable farrowing house to care for six sows at a total 
cost of $270. 
Butcher hogs with corn and oats as grain (P^). This activity is 
the same as P-jj, except that 30 bushels of oats are substituted for ll; 
bushels of corn for each unit of this activity. 
Selling feeder pigs (P_^). This activity is the same as P^ except 
pigs are sold from six to eight weeks of age for $10 each. The feed 
requirements per unit are 36 bushels of corn, 30 bushels of oats, 55 pounds 
of minerals, 330 pounds of protein supplement, and only .25 acres of 
pasture. Due to this smaller requirement for pasture, the total additional 
investment required for this activity is only $127-68. 
Buying and selling feeder cattle (P^y)- A unit for this activity is 
one feeder steer. The animal is purchased at a weight of 500 pounds in 
June, fed on pasture, and sold at a weight of 8It0 pounds in October. The 
feed requirements per unit are 6.8 bushels of corn, 11.7 bushels of oats, 
1 acre of pasture, 25 pounds of minerals, 110 pounds of protein supplement, 
and .6 tons of hay. One acre for Coastal bermuda hay is required to 
provide the hay requirements for every five feeders. The inclusion of one 
unit of this activity in a plan requires $59'kk of additional investment 
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capital. This capital investment includes $ljl.06 for establishing pasture 
and hay crops and $l8.3U for fencing. 
Beef cow and calf (P%g). A unit for this activity consists of one 
brood cow and one calf-*- with one bull for every twenty cows. The anmiai 
feed requirements are four bushels of com, four bushels of oats, 2.23 
acres for pasture and hay crops, 57 pounds of minerals, and 130 pounds of 
protein supplement. A 3 percent mortality and a 12 percent culling rate 
are expected for the cows. The calves are dropped in November and December 
and are sold at an average weight of 1;50 pounds in May and June. A total 
of 1|23 pounds of beef, including 108 pounds of cull cows, is sold from 
each unit. The additional capital investment of $11*5.82 includes $80 for 
a beef cow, $10 for a beef bull ($200 for each 20 cows), and $55.82 for 
establishment of pasture and hay crops. 
Broilers produced on contract (P%p). A unit for this activity in­
cludes four "batches" of 1,000 birds each, or It, 000 birds annually. The 
broilers are grown under contract for 2.5 cents per pound. ^  The selling 
weight averages 2.75 pounds per bird. The mortality rate is assumed to be 
h percent. A contractor supplies the baby chicks, medicine and feed and 
the farmer furnishes the labor, house, equipment, water, fuel, and elec­
tricity. The additional investment of $868.73 per unit includes $666.80 
for housing, $166.80 for equipment, and $35.13 for a water system. 
^An 85 percent calf crop, or .85 calves per brood cow, is assumed. 
is approximately the average annual rate that- broiler pro­
ducers have received over the past several years. 
Grade A dairy (p__). A unit for this activity includes one cow with 
replacements which include the equivalent of four-tenths of a calf, two-
tenths of a 1-year old heifer, and two-tenths of a 2-year old heifer. The 
cows are bred "by the use of artificial insemination. The annual feed 
requirements per unit consist of 20 bushels of corn, 20 bushels of oats, 
5k pounds of minerals, 620 pounds of protein supplement, and 3.01; acres 
for pasture and hay crops. The annual production per unit includes 6,000 
pounds of Grade A milk, four-tenths of a bull calf, and four-tenths of a 
heifer calf. All heifer calves are retained for replacements. A 3 percent 
mortality rate is expected for the cows and 37 percent of the cows is to 
be culled each year. The additional investment of $662.99 includes $250 
for barn space, $200 for a cow, $81;.80 for equipment, and $128.19 for 
establishment of pasture and hay crops. 
Layers (P^) - One hundred hens and 55 replacements constitute a 
unit for this activity. The annual egg production per hen is 200 eggs 
with ten percent cull eggs. The culling rate for hens is 30 percent. The 
mortality rates for hens and chicks are estimated at 20 percent and 
10 per cent, respectively. The annual feed requirements per unit are 
66 bushels of corn, 65 bushels of oats, 1;00 pounds of shell, 25k pounds of 
grit, and 5,760 pounds of laying mash. The additional investment of 
$365-98 includes $270 for housing, $1;0.85 for equipment, $20.00 for nests, 
and $35-13 for a water system. 
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Nonfarm activities 
Activities which allow for the nonfarm employment of labor are 
considered for the part-time farming situations analyzed in this study.^ 
A unit for these activities consists of 2,3l;0 man-hours per year, or their 
2 
equivalent, devoted to nonfarm work. These activities compete with the 
farm activities for the use of family labor. The nonfarm work may be done 
by one or more members of a family. For example, consider a family with 
2.k man-equivalents of labor. This could include the labor of a man (less 
than years old and 1.0 man-equivalent), his wife (less than k5 years 
old and .7 man-equivalent), and several children but with only one son of 
working age (.7 man-equivalent). If this family engages in 1.1; man-
equivalents of nonfarm work, this could include full-time nonfarm work for 
the wife and older son with the man devoting his labor to farming. Of 
course, some of the labor of the wife and older son may also be available 
for farm work during certain hours of the day and during certain days of 
the week.3 
The three nonfarm wage rates used in this study were discussed in a 
previous section. In that section it was emphasized that in this analysis 
^Nonfarm activities are considered for both capital and labor in 
the part of this study in which full-time nonfarming situations are 
analyzed. 
2 See Table 2 for the relationships between man-equivalents by age 
and sex groups. 
^A man-equivalent of nonfarm work is defined as 2.3l;0 man-hours per 
year. A man-equivalent of labor available for farm or nonfarm activities 
provides 3,050 man-hours per year. Hence, a person with "full-time" 
nonfarm work may still have some time to devote to farming activities. 
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these wage rates are considered to represent different rates of pay for 
the same type of nonfarm work at three different time-periods. However, 
to the extent that differences in the rate of pay characterize differences 
in types of nonfarm jobs, each of the three different rates of pay would 
represent the rate of pay for three different nonfarm activities during 
the same time-period. Hence, from this viewpoint, three different nonfarm 
activities are considered for the part-time farming situations included in 
this study. 
Nonfarm work (Pgg through P^)* Each of these activities includes 
one man-equivalent of nonfarm work. This work consists of 52 work weeks 
of I4.0 man-hours each. Also, five hours are included each week to provide 
for traveling to the nonfarm job. It is assumed that this nonfarm work is 
distributed equally among each of the 12 months. Hence, a man-equivalent 
of nonfarm work requires 195 man-hours, or their equivalent, per month and 
a total of 2,3U0 man-hours, or their equivalent, for the year. Also, it 
is assumed that five dollars per week, or $260 each year, are required to 
provide for transportation to the nonfarm job. Activity P^ is for a 
nonfarm ws-e rate of $1.00 per hour; Activity P^ is for a nonfarm wage 
rate of $1.25 per hour; and Activity P^ is for a nonfarm wage rate of 
$1.50 per hour. 
Resource Requirements and Income by Activities 
The linear programming technique requires estimates of the amounts 
of each resource used and the income per unit for each activity considered 
for the optimum plan. In this study, 2b farm and nonfarm activities are 
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considered as income opportunities. Resource requirements and income for 
a unit of each of these activities are given in Table 8. These resource 
requirements include each of the resource restrictions discussed in a 
previous section. The labor requirements shown in Table 8 are the annual 
labor requirements for a unit of each activity. However, because of the 
importance of this resource when evaluating the allocation of resources 
between farm and nonfarm opportunities, labor for each month is considered 
as a separate resource in the programming analysis. Hence, a monthly 
distribution of labor requirements was determined for each activity. This 
distribution is given in the Appendix; (Table ii5). 
The basic input-output relationships for the activity budgets were 
obtained from several different research publications and from production 
specialists of the Georgia Agricultural Experiment Stations and the Georgia 
Agricultural Extension Service. Where available, research results 
specifically applicable to the Piedmont Area of Georgia are used. However, 
in some instances, particularly for some labor requirements, it was 
necessary to adapt data from other areas of the state or from surrounding 
states.1 
Butler, Charles P. Standard labor and power requirements. S. C. 
Agr. Exp. Sta. Econ. Leaflet 13A. 1953; Elrod, J. C. and Fullilove, ¥. T. 
Crop production practices and costs in Georgia. Ga. (Experiment) Agr. Exp. 
Sta. Bui. H. S. 2U. 1956; Savilie, R. J. and Gaines, J. P. Production 
practices for selected crops in Mississippi, 19h7» Miss. Agr. Exp. Sta. 
M. R. 6. 1951. Todd, B. J. Egg production and marketing practices in 
Georgia. Ga. (Experiment) Agr. Exp. S ta. Preliminary Report. 19^8; 
Whatley, T. J., Keller, L. H., and Defriese, F. M. Estimated costs and 
returns from major farm enterprises, Tennessee, 1952. Tenn. Agr. Exp. S ta. 
Rural Research Series Monograph 268. 195#; Woodworth, Roger C. Data for 
production planning on North Georgia farms. Ga. (Athens) Agr. Exp. S ta. 
and Ga. Agr. Ext. Serv. Processed. 1955. 
Table 8. Resource requirements and income per unit for each activity 
Item Unit P1 P2 P3 pu p5 p6 
Unit for activity — acre acre acre acre acre acre 
Land: 
Total open land acre 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Type 1 cropland acre 1.0 0 1.0 0 1.0 0 
Type 1 row cropland acre 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Type 2 cropland acre 0 1.0 0 1.0 0 1.0 
Type 2 row cropland acre 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cotton allotment acre 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total labor for yeara man-hrs. 16.10 iWlO 12.30 12.00 lk.10 13. ko 
Capital, additional 
investment^ dollar 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gross income0 dollar l50.2k 115.3U 90.2k 80.8k 139.97 113.82 
Capital, variable expenses'* dollar 67.00 66.58 51.08 5k. 57 66.60 66.38 
Net income® dollar 83.2k 148.76 39.16 26.27 73.37 k7.kk 
aA monthly distribution of the total labor requirements for each activity is given in Table k5« 
^This includes the additional investment capital needed to add a given activity to the farm. 
°This is the number of units of the activity produced times the selling price per unit. 
^This includes all variable expenses, including overhead cost on added investment, that would 
occur if the enterprise is added to the farm. 
eThis is gross income minus total variable expenses. 
Table 8. (continued) 
Unit for activity - acre 
Land: 
Total open land acre 1.0 
Type 1 cropland acre 1.0 
Type 1 row cropland acre 0 
Type 2 cropland acre 0 
Type 2 row cropland acre 0 
Cotton allotment acre 0 
Total labor for year man-hrs. 10.00 
Capital, additional 
investment dollar 0 
Gross income dollar 79.97 
Capital, variable expenses dollar 50.66 
Net income dollar 29.31 
P P P P P 
8 9 10 *11 12 
acre acre acre acre acre 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
0 1.0 0 1.0 0 
0 1.0 0 1.0 0 
1.0 0 1.0 0 1.0 
0 0 1.0 0 1.0 
0 0 0 1.0 1.0 
10.30 25.81 23.80 89.00 81.k9 
0 0 0 0 0 
79.32 91.50 70.50 185.33 lk5.86 
5k.35 37.32 36J42 51.20 1*8.61* 
2k.97 5k.18 3k.08 I3k.l3 97.22 
Table 8. (continued) 
Item 
Unit for activity-
Land: 
Total open land 
Total cropland 
Type 1 cropland 
Type 1 row cropland 
Type 2 cropland 
Type 2 row cropland 
Cotton allotment 
Total labor for year 
Capital, additional 
investment 
Gross income 
Capital, variable expenses 
Net income 
Unit P f 
acre 
acre 1,0 
acre 1.0 
acre 0 
acre 0 
acre 0 
acre 0 
acre 1*0 
man-hrs. 0 
dollar 0 
dollar 58.35 
• dollar 0 
dollar 58.35 
^This activity is the Cotton Soil Bank 
and cotton allotment. 
P P P P P 
lit 15 16 17 18 
1 sow 1 sow 1 sow 1 feeder 1 cow 
2 litters 2 litters 2 litters cow 1 calf 
.85 .85 .25 1.20 2.23 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
76.05 76.05 3k. 60 18.8? 32.08 
167.70 167.70 127.68 59.kk lk5.82 
k57.2k U56.7U 132,36 13k.kO 68.0k 
36k.90 371.50 118.73 130.k6 57.31 
92.3k 85.2k 13.63 3.9k 10.73 
It has no resource requirements except for cropland 
Table 0. (continued) 
Item Unit P19 P20 P21 P22g P23B P2k^ 
Unit for activity It, 000 100 one man- one man- one man-
broiler 1 cow hens equivalent equivalent equivalent 
Land; 
Total open land acre 0 3.Oit 0 0 0 0 
Type 1 cropland acre 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Type 1 row cropland acre 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Type 2 cropland acre 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Type 2 row cropland acre 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cotton allotment acre 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total labor for year man-hrs. 261,00 189.7k 218.00 2,3k0 2,3ko 2,3k0 
Capital, additional 
investment dollar 868.73 662.99 
CO C\ »
 0 0 0 
Gross income dollar 26)4.00 366.16 757.78 2,080 2,600 3,120 
Capital, variable expenses dollar 200.81 231.87 535.65 260 260 260 
Net income dollar 63.19 13k.29 222.13 1,820 2,3k0 2,860 
%ach of these activities is for nonfarm work. However, they are listed as separate activities 
as each activity is for a different nonfarm wage rate. See text for a discussion of these activities. 
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BROAD TYPES OF ADJUSTMENT OPPORTUNITIES CONSIDERED 
Logical considerations presented earlier imply that families on, small 
owner-operated farms have three broad types of adjustment opportunities: 
full-time farming, part-time farming, or full-time nonfarming. Thus, 
several alternative situations, which embrace these broad types of adjust­
ment opportunities, are considered for the basic resource situations. 
These alternative situations are developed by restricting the types of 
activities available to the family to either full-time farming (nonfarm 
activities not considered), part-time farming (both farm and nonfarm 
activities considered), or full-time nonfarming (active farming activities 
not considered). Additional situations are developed for each type of 
adjustment opportunity by considering the effects of additional amounts of 
labor and changes in nonfarm wage rates on the optimum plans. A list of 
all situations considered in this study, along with a brief description of 
each, is given in Table 9-
Full-time Farming Situations 
Only adjustment opportunities within agriculture are considered in 
each of these situations. Consequently, these situations provide standards 
of comparisons for the part-time and full-time nonf arming situations. Nine 
full-time farming situations, which include three different amounts of 
labor (1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 man-equivalents) for each of the three basic farm 
situations (15, li-0, and 60 acres of open land), are considered in the 
analysis. Profit maximizing plans were determined for all levels of 
additional investment capital that could be used with the non-capital 
resources available in each situation (Table 9)-
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Table 9. Description of the alternative resource situations by types of 
adjustment opportunities considered in this study 
Characteristics of the situation Number 
Type of adjustment Size of Amount of Nonfarm of 
opportunity farm labor wage rate plan3 
(man-
(acres) equivalents) ($) 
Full-time farming^ ho 1.50 1- 5 
Full-time farming ko 2.00 - 6-10 
Full-time farming ko 2.50 - 11-15 
Full-time farming 15 1.50 • 16-20 
Full-time farming 15 2.00 - 21-25 
Full-time farming 15 2.50 - 26-30 
Full-time farming 60 1.50 — 31-35 
Full-time farming 60 2.00 - 36-ko 
Full-time farming 60 2.50 - kl-k5 
Part-time farming0 ko 1.50 1.25/ k6-k8 
Part-time farming ko 2.00 1.25 k9-5l 
part-time farming ko 2.;0 1.25 52-5k 
part-time farming ko 1.50 1.00 55-58 
Part-time farming ko 2.00 1.00 59-62 
Part-time fanning ko 2.50 1.00 63-66 
Part-time farming ko 1.50 1.50 67-68 
Part-time farming ko 2.00 1.50 69-70 
Part-time farming ko 2.50 1.50 71-72 
aThese are the plans presented at the "corner" points in Figures I4.-19 
in the text and in the tables in the Appendix. 
DIt is assumed in each, of these situations that resources are not 
used in any nonfarm opportunities. Only adjustment opportunities within 
agriculture are considered. 
cIt is assumed in each of these situations that, in addition to 
opportunities within agriculture, opportunities also exist for the employ­
ment of family labor in nonfarm jobs. 
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Table 9. (continued) 
Characteristics of the situation Number 
Type of adjustment Size of Amount of Nonfarm of. 
opportunity farm labor wage rate plan 
(man-
(acres) equivalents) ($) 
Part-time farming 15 2.00 1.25 73-75 
Part-time farming 15 2.00 1.00 76-79 
Part-time farming 15 2.00 1.50 80-81 
Part-time farming 60 2.00 1.25 82-81* 
Part-time farming 60 2.00 1.00 85-88 
Part-time farming 60 2.00 i.5o 89-90 
Full-time nonf arming12 Full-time nonfarm situations are developed for 
each of the plans for each full-time and each 
part-time farming situation above. See text for 
a description of these full-time nonfarm situa­
tions . 
Qlt is assumed in each of these situations that the following 
opportunities exist: cotton allotment can be placed in the Soil Bank, 
other cropland can be rented, capital can be invested in nonfarm 
opportunities, and family labor can be employed in nonfarm jobs. 
Part-time Farming Situations 
In each of these situations, opportunities for the employment of 
family labor in nonfarm jobs are considered along with the farming activi­
ties. The opportunities for the employment of labor in nonfarm jobs are 
allowed to compete with the opportunities for the employment of this labor 
in farming. Neither the amount of nonfarm work nor the amount of farming 
is predetermined, but each of these is determined by the programming 
analysis. Fifteen part-time farming situations are included in the 
analysis. Nine of these situations are for the modal size farm. The 
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situations for this farm with liO acres of open land include three 
situations, each with a different amount of labor (1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 
man-equivalents) with a $1.25 nonfarm wage rate; three situations in 
which this nonfarm wage rate is decreased by 20 percent to $1.00; and 
three situations in which this nonfarm wage rate is increased by 
20 percent to $1.50. Six additional part-time farming situations are 
developed by considering each of these three different wage rates for 
one labor situation (2.0 man-equivalents) for the 15 and 60 acre farms 
(Table 9).1 
Full-time Nonf arming Situations. 
It is assumed in these situations that the family, while still 
living on the farm and producing garden products for home use, does not 
"actively engage" in fanning. However, opportunities exist for placing 
cotton in the Soil Bank, for renting out other cropland, for investing 
capital in nonfarm opportunities, and for employing labor in nonfarm 
jobs. Six of these nonfarm situations are developed for each comparable 
plan resulting in each of the full-time and part-time farming situations. 
These full-time nonfarm situations are developed by considering three 
1There are two alternative approaches for developing part-time 
farming situations. First, one may assume given nonfarm activities for 
the family and, through programming analysis, determine what farming 
activities could be combined with the given nonfarm activities. Or, 
conversely, one* may assume given farming activities and, through pro­
gramming analysis, determine what nonfarm activities could be combined 
with the given farming activities. 
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different nonfarm wage rates and two different rates of return from 
nonfarm investments. Wage rates necessary for the full-time nonfarm use 
of resources to result in a net return to the family which is equal to 
the net return in full-time farming and in part-time farming are deter­
mined for each of the different plans. 
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PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 
Plans that maximise net returns to the family for their limited 
resources are presented in this section. These optimum or profit-
maximizing plans are presented for (1) full-time farming situations, 
(2) part-time farming situations, and (3) full-time nonfarming situations. 
Investment plans (IP^'s) are given for all levels of additional investment 
capital that can be used profitably with the supply of land and labor 
available in each resource situation. The general types of combinations 
of activities that enter each plan, the general patterns of resource 
limitations, and the reasons for these results are emphasized in the 
interpretation of these plans. Comparisons are made between plans for the 
different resource situations. Detailed data for additional comparisons 
are provided in graphs which are presented in the text and in tables which 
are presented in the Appendix. 
Optimum Plans for Full-time Farming Situations 
Optimum plans for the three basic farm situations are presented 
graphically in Figures It through 12. These plans consider adjustment 
opportunities only within agriculture. The basic data used in construct­
ing these graphs are presented in the Appendix (Tables 12-20). Family 
situations with three different amounts of labor are considered for each 
farm. Since land is a limiting resource in plans for each farm, the kinds 
of activities included in plans for different labor situations for a given 
farm are similar. Similarities exist also between the plans for the 
different farms for a given labor situation. Hence, most of the discussion 
below is directed to results for the modal size farm (1|0 acres) with the 
modal amount of labor (1.5 man-equivalents). Pertinent comparisons are 
made, however, between the results for the different farms and the differ­
ent labor situations.^ Plans for these full-time farming situations are 
based on the assumption that capital for cash operating expenses is not a 
limiting factor. In a subsequent phase of this section, however, the 
limitations of this assumption are evaluated by determining the flow of 
operating capital for each full-time farming situation. 
Optimum plans for a farm with I|0 acres of open land 
Profit maximizing plans for variable restrictions on additional 
investment capital for this i|0 acre farm are given in Figures It through 6. 
The total vertical distance to the uppermost line, the returns line (Rj_), 
in each of these figures represents the total returns on the vertical axis 
associated with the amount of additional investment capital indicated on 
the horizontal axis.^ Although separate optimum investment plans exist 
Even though the kinds of activities included in optimum plans for 
the situations with different amounts of labor for a given farm are 
similar, the amounts of additional investment required for the profitable 
use of the different amounts of labor and the net returns are quite 
different. These additional situations are included, therefore, to 
provide estimates of the additional capital requirements and expected net 
returns which result when larger amounts of labor are available. 
^The total returns given in these figures represent the net returns 
to the family after the deduction of all costs except the overhead costs 
on the fixed investments associated with each farm. The basic data pre­
sented in Tables 12 through h3 in the Appendix show the net returns to the 
family after the deduction of all costs, including overhead costs. 
However, since such wide variations exist in the rate of interest which 
individual families must pay for borrowed capital, interest is not deduct­
ed as an item of cost for any of the situations considered in this study. 
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for all quantities of additional investment capital shown in each figure, 
the following discussion is directed primarily to the plans representing 
"corner" points (IP^'s) on the total return lines (R^'s). Each "corner" 
point on the returns line shows the capital level at which the optimum 
investment plan changes because a resource other than additional investment 
capital becomes restricting. The first plan in each figure shows the 
optimum combination of activities which results when additional investment 
capital is not available. The addition of any livestock activity to the 
farm requires additional investment capital. Hence, for this reason, the 
first plan in each figure (and in the corresponding Appendix tables) shows 
that at the zero level of investment capital the most profitable plan 
includes only crop activities. 
The last plan in each figure represents the point of maximum profits 
obtainable from fixed resources other than additional investment capital. 
At this final point, the returns line becomes parallel with the horizontal 
axis. Hence, further additions of investment capital cannot cause the 
given land and labor resources to be allocated in a more profitable manner. 
The amount of additional investment capital indicated on the horizontal 
axis at the point directly below the plan where the returns line becomes 
horizontal shows the magnitude where additional investment capital is 
unlimiting. The total returns as well as the returns from each activity 
remain constant after this point. For any point of additional investment 
capital shown in the figures, the amounts of returns contributed by each 
enterprise are indicated by the distance within the shaded area for each 
activity. Comparison of the shaded areas for the different activities 
shows the relative importance of each activity as a contributor to the 
returns for each optimum, plan. This method of presenting the characteris­
tics of the optimum plans graphically is followed throughout this section. 
Supplementary data for the optimum plans for this 1|0 acre farm at the 
"corner" points in each figure are provided in the Appendix (Tables 12-li;). 
One and one-half man-equivalents of labor (Figure 1;). Optimum plans 
for the UO acre farm for this labor situation are illustrated graphically 
in Figure U. When capital is not available for additional investment, the 
optimum, plan (Plan 1 or IP^) for this situation includes only crops. Net 
returns for this plan, before the subtraction of $]+20 for fixed costs, are 
$2,762. Plan 1 includes 1$.7& acres of oats and grain sorghum on Type 1 
land, 11.2 acres of oats and grain sorghum on Type 2 land, and 6.7U acres 
of cotton on Type 1 land. A visual indication of the relative importance 
of each of these activities for this capital level is shown in Figure U-
In plan 1, for example, oats and grain sorghum, on Type 1 land provide a 
return of $1,312, cotton on Type 1 land provides a return of $90it, and 
oats and grain sorghum on Type 2 land provide a return of $$1:6. Cotton is 
the most profitable use of Type 1 land at this capital level. However, 
cotton is limited by the cotton allotment to only 6.7U acres. The remain­
ing acreage of Type 1 land is planted, therefore, to its next most profit­
able use; namely, oats and grain sorghum. All cropland is completely 
utilized in this plan. However, since investment capital is not avail able 
in this plan for adding livestock to the farm, the remaining part of the 
total open land (I4..8 acres), which may be used only for pasture, remains 
idle. Labor is not a limiting resource in this plan. 
When capital is available for additional investment, those activi­
ties that give the largest net returns per dollar of investment capital 
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Figure lu Optimum, plans for full-time farming for a farm with 
ItO acres of open land, 1.5 man-equivalents of labor, 
and varying levels of investment capital 
enter each successive plan." For example, in Figure U, from zero to $1,981). 
investment capital, layers are included in the optimum, plans. This poultry 
activity commands the use of resources at the constant or linear rate 
indicated by the slope of the line above the area for layers. This area 
shows the relative importance of the returns obtained from layers. The 
amount of each crop activity in Plan 2 is the same as in Plan 1. Plan 2, 
however, includes 5k2 hens. The number of hens is limited by the amount 
of November labor remaining after providing for labor requirements of crop 
activities. The addition of this poultry activity increases returns by 
$1,201). (the length of the portion of the vertical line that falls within 
the area for this activity for the $1,981; capital level in Figure 4).  
Hence, Plan 2 provides a return of $3,966. This return is indicated by 
the height of the total returns line at Plan 2 (IPg) Figure 1).. 
Since labor for November is a limiting resource in Plan 2, the 
number of layers cannot be increased, regardless of the amount of invest­
ment capital available, at the higher capital levels unless additional 
labor is available or the amount of some other activity using November 
labor is decreased. Thus, between $1,981; investment capital (Plan 2) and 
$2,719 investment capital (Plan 3) the acreage of cotton, which is limited 
to 6.74 acres by the cotton allotment, is allocated to the Soil Bank. 
(The entire cotton allotment is not allocated to the Soil Bank until 
Plan 3.) The Soil Bank does not require November labor and any cropland 
can be used for this purpose. For these reasons, there is a shift in land 
^Henceforth, unless otherwise specified, all references to investment 
capital refers to the amount of capital that is available in addition to 
the existing capital investments on each farm. 
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use "between Plans 2 and 3. The cotton allotment used for cotton on Type 1 
land in Plan 2 is placed in the Soil Bank in Plan 3. Since any of the 
cropland can be allocated to the Soil Bank, the less productive cropland 
(Type 2) is used for this purpose."1" Consequently, 6.7U acres of Type 1 
land previously used for cotton (Plan 2) are planted to oats and grain 
sorghum in Plan 3. and the allocation of 6.7k acres of cropland to the 
Soil Bank causes a reduction of 6.7Ù acres in oats and grain sorghum, 
planted on Type 2 land. This shift in crop activities releases enough 
November labor to allow the number of layers to be increased to 7Ù3. 
Plan 3 requires $2,719 of additional investment capital and yields a 
return of $lj.,13iu The divisions of the vertical line which represents 
$2,719 investment capital and which extends from that point on the horizon­
tal axis to the point (TP-^) on the total returns line show that oats and 
grain sorghum on Type 1 land contribute $1,873; the Soil Bank contributes 
$393: oats and grain sorghum on Type 2 land contribute $218; and layers 
contribute $1,650 of the $ii,l3ii returns for Plan 3. 
As investment capital is increased still further, from $2,719 to 
$3,2313 hogs enter the most profitable plans for a family with 1+0 acres of 
2 
open land and 1.5 man-equivalents of labor. The shift to hogs over this 
capital range results in a hog activity of 5*65 brood sows in Plan U. 
•""In the programming analysis, the Soil Bank was restricted only by 
the total amount of cropland and the amount of cotton allotment available. 
However, Type 2 cropland is shown in the Appendix tables as a limiting 
resource in all situations where all of the Type 2 cropland is used if 
cotton is placed in the Soil Bank. Of course, total cropland is limiting 
if all Type 1 and 2 cropland is used. 
^Only one hog activity enters any of the optimum plans in this study. 
This is Activity P^, butcher hogs with corn as only grain fed. 
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This hog activity used the open land available for pasture which is left 
idle for levels of investment capital of $2,719 and below (Plan 1, 2 and 
3 in Figure It). Total open land is, therefore, a limiting factor in 
Plan it. Since the addition of hogs increases the requirements for November 
labor, the number of layers is reduced to 62lt in Plan it. This plan provides 
a total return of $lt,391 with oats and grain sorghum, on both Type 1 and 
Type 2 cropland, and the Soil Bank providing the same returns as they do in 
Plan 3- However, in Plan it the reduction of $261t in total returns result­
ing from the smaller number of layers is more than offset by the $521 
increase in total returns which is due to the addition of the hog activity. 
Consequently, the total returns in plan It are $257 more than in Plan 3-
Since all land is limiting in Plan It, the size of the hog activity, 
which requires land for pasture, cannot be increased unless the acreage 
devoted to some other activity is decreased. For levels of additional 
investment capital between $3,231 and $U,022, therefore, the 11J46 acres of 
Type 2 land used for oats and grain sorghum are constantly reduced and the 
size of the hog activity is constantly increased until in Plan 5 all of 
this land is shifted to pasture for hogs. Consequently, in Plan 5 the hog 
activity includes 11 brood sows. This increase in the hog activity further 
increases the requirements for November labor for hogs and, for this 
reason, the number of layers is decreased. Plan 5 results in a total 
return of $It,6o5 and it requires $lt,022 of additional investment capital. 
At this point (IP^, Figure It), additional investment capital is no longer 
limiting for the other resources considered in this section. Hence, for 
this resource situation, after this point additional investment capital 
will give the same plan as Plan 5-
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Effects of increasing the amount of labor to 2,0 (Figure 5) and. 2.5 
man-equivalents (Figure 6). One question arising from the plans for the 
situation with 1.5 man-equivalent s of labor is: "What would be the effects 
on the returns, the amounts of investment capital which could be used 
profitably, and the relative importance of each activity if larger amounts 
of labor were available? To answer this question, optimum plans were com­
puted for the 2|0 acre farm for family situations with 2.0 and 2.5 man-
equivalents of labor. À graphical presentation of these plans is given in 
Figures 5 and 6. These plans examine the effects of increasing labor 
only; ail other assumptions and restrictions are the same as those con­
sidered for the situation with 1.5 man-equivalents of labor (Figure it). 
Plans for the "corner" points (plans for capital levels at which the 
optimum plan changes because a resource other than additional investment 
capital becomes restricting) are presented in the Appendix (Tables 13-lit). 
Since labor is not a limiting factor when capital is not available 
for additional investments for the situation with 1.5 man-equivalents of 
labor (Figure It), an increase in labor to 2.0 man-equivalent s does not change 
the optimum plan. Hence, Plan 6 in Figure 5 is the same in all respects as 
Plan 1 in Figure It. An increase in the amount of labor for those plans 
where investment capital is available, however, does result in one major 
change. Labor and either the amount of cropland or the amount of open land 
are limiting resources in plans for the labor situation with the smaller 
amount of labor where investment capital is available (Plans 2-5, Figure it). 
Thus, an increase in the amount of labor to 2.0 man-equivalents only results 
in increasing the number of layers. Consequently, plans at the "corner" 
points in Figure 5 (Plans 7 through 10) are similar to Plans 2 through 5 
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(Figure Ij.). However, each plan for the situation with the larger amount 
of labor has 5l3 more hens, requires $1,878 more investment capital, and 
results in a $l,llj.O greater return. Hence, the increase of .5 man-
equivalents of labor results in an increase in the relative importance 
of the poultry activity, an increase in returns, and an increase in the 
amount of additional investment capital that can be used profitably (or, 
conversely, the amount of additional investment capital required to use 
the larger amount of labor profitably). Plan 10, the last plan in 
Figure 5, requires $6,121 of additional investment capital and includes 
22.5 acres of oats and grain sorghum on Type 1 land, 6.71; acres of Type 2 
land in the Soil Bank, approximately 11 brood sows, and 600 layers. 
Plan 10 results in a return of $5,7u5 with layers contributing a much 
larger proportion of the total returns for this situation than for the 
situation with the smaller amount of labor. 
A further increase in the amount of labor to 2.5 man- equivalent s 
(Figure 6) has no effect on plans where investment capital is not avail­
able to the family. Hence, Plan 1 (Figure 1;), Plan 6 (Figure 5), and 
Plan 11 (Figure 6) include the same combination of activities and result 
in the same revenue to the family. These comparisons emphasize the fact 
that families on small farms with larger amounts of labor, but with the 
same land restrictions, cannot improve their income position through 
farming unless they also have larger amounts of investment capital. "Where 
capital is available, however, and labor is a limiting factor, an increase 
in the amount of labor from 2.0 (Figure 5) to 2.5 man-equivalents (Figure 6) 
does result in the following changes: (1) layers are increased by 5l3 
hens, (2) investment capital is increased by $1,878, and (3) returns are 
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Increased by $l.ll(0. Hence, plans 12 through 15 in Figure 6 have 1,026 
more hens, require $3,756 more investment capital, and result in $2,200 
greater returns than for the situation with only 1.5 man-equivalents of 
labor (Plans 2-5, Figure it). 
These results emphasize the fact that families on small farms with 
larger amounts of labor, and without nonfarm employment opportunities, 
need larger amounts of investment capital to utilize this labor effi­
ciently. Furthermore, when additional labor and capital are available, 
but the land restrictions are the same, the optimum organizations include 
relatively more of those activities that are the more intensive users of 
labor and capital. Hence. more layers are included in these situations. 
These results raise this question: what are the characteristics of 
optimum plans for farm situations with the same amounts of labor as con­
sidered for this farm but with even more severe restrictions on the 
amounts of land available? To answer this question, optimum plans were 
determined for a farm smaller than this modal farm but with similar labor 
restrictions. 
Optimum plans for a farm with 15 acres of open land 
Many families on small farms in the Piedmont Area of Georgia have 
very small acreages of land. Profit maximizing plans are shown, therefore, 
in Figures 7, 8, and 9 for a farm with only 15 acres of open land. Supple­
mentary data for plans at the "corner" points for the full-time farming 
situations for this farm are presented in the Appendix (Tables 15, 16, and 
17) - Plans for this 15 acre farm are for the purpose of examining the 
effects on the optimum use of resources when the amount of each type of 
land is decreased; all other assumptions and resource restrictions remain 
the same as for the 1+0 acre fana."*" The effects of reducing the amount of 
each type of land can be isolated by comparing the plans in Figures 7, 8, 
and 9 -with the plans for the 1+0 acre farm (Figures 1+, 5, and 6). 
One and one-half man-equivalents of labor (Figure 7). The optimum 
plan for this 15 acre farm when capital is not available for additional 
investment (Plan 16 at point IP. ^ in Figure 7) includes the same kinds of 
activities as the optimum plan for the 1+0 acre farm with the same amount 
of labor and capital (Plan 1 at point IP^ in Figure 1+). This 15 acre farm 
provides a much lower income, however, since the more severe land restric­
tions do net allow large amounts of each activity. Hence, Plan 16 results 
in a return of only $968 as compared with a return of $2,762 for the 
corresponding resource situation for the 1+0 acre farm. At the zero 
capital level, however, the relative importance of each activity as a 
contributor to total returns for the 15 acre farm is appropriately the 
same as for the 1+0 acre farm. 
The same general types of activities are included in plans for this 
15 acre farm where additional investment capital is required (plans 17-20, 
Figure 7) as are included in plans for a similar labor situation for the 
1+0 acre farm (Plans 2-5, Figure 1+). Between the zero and the $3,792 
capital level, layers are included in the optimum plans and this activity 
is constantly increased until 1,036 hens are included in Plan 17. After 
^This procedure is followed so that the change from the modal size 
farm to a smaller size farm represents a change in size of farm only and 
not a change in the relationships between the different types of land. 
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Plan 17, the cotton allotment is allocated to the Soil Bank to release 
labor for increasing the number of hens constantly until the $1+,501 level 
of capital. Plan 18 includes 1,107 hens, all of the cotton allotment in 
the Soil Bank, 7-90 acres of oats and grain sorghum on Type 1 land, and 
1.51+ acres of oats and grain sorghum on Type 2 land. Finally, after the 
$l+,05l capital level (Plan 18), hogs enter the most profitable plans by 
using land not used for crops (Plan 19) and by removing land from crops 
(Plan 20) and using it for pasture for hogs. Hence, Plan 20 (Figure 7) 
requires $l+,50l+ of additional investment capital and yields a return of 
$3,U93' This is the largest amount of additional investment capital that 
can be used profitably on this 15 acre farm with 1.5 man-equivalents of 
labor. Plan 20 includes 7.90 acres of oats and grain sorghum on Type 1 
land, 1,056 hens, 2.36 acres of Type 2 land in the Soil Bank, and a hog 
activity of approximately 1+ brood sows. 
Although the same general types of activities are included in 
optimum plans for the 15 acre farm where investment capital is required 
(Plans 17-20, Figure 7) as for a similar labor situation for the 1+0 acre 
farm (Plans 2-5, Figure 1+), several important differences between the 
optimum plans for the two farms can be noted. In summary, these differ­
ences are: (1) more emphasis is placed on layers and this poultry activity 
is of greater relative importance as a contributor to total returns on the 
15 acre farm than on the 1+0 acre farm; (2) conversely, less emphasis is 
placed on hogs and this livestock activity is of less relative importance 
as a contributor to total returns on the 15 acre farm than on the 1+0 acre 
farm; (3) the smaller farm can utilize profitably a somewhat larger amount 
of additional investment capital than the 1+0 acre farm; (1+) even though 
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the smaller farm can utilize a larger amount of additional investment 
capital before capital becomes uni irai ting, the 1+0 acre farm yields larger 
returns than the 1$ acre farm for comparable levels of investment capital; 
and (5) the relative importance of the income advantage for the 1+0 acre 
farm as compared -with the 15 acre farm decreases as the amount of addi­
tional investment capital increases. 
Effects of increasing the amount of labor to 2.0 (Figure 8) and 2.5 
man-equivalents (Figure 9). Optimum, plans for this 15 acre farm -with 
larger amounts of labor are similar to those for the labor situation -with 
1.5 man-equivalents of labor. Also, the effects of increasing the amount 
of labor on the combinations of activities for the 15 acre farm are similar 
to those for the 1+0 acre farm. Optimum plans are also presented, however, 
for these larger amounts of labor for the 15 acre farm in order to compare 
the effects that an increase in the amount of labor has on the returns and 
on the amounts of additional investment capital that can be used profitably 
on the two sizes of farms. 
Labor is not a limiting factor on this 15 acre farm when capital is 
not available for additional investments for the situation -with 1.5 man-
equivalents of labor (Figure 7). Hence, increasing labor to 2.0 or to 2.5 
man-equivalents does not change the optimum plan. Consequently, Plan 21 
in Figure 8 and Plan 26 in Figure 9 are the same as Plan 16 in Figure 7. 
But since labor and either the amount of cropland or the amount of open 
land are limiting resources in those plans that require additional invest­
ment capital for the situation with 1.5 man-equivalents of labor (Plans 
22-25, Figure % an increase in the amount of labor to 2.0 or 2.5 
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man-equivalents does alter the optimum plans. However, since neither 
crops nor hogs (which require additional land) can be increased when land 
is already a limiting factor, an increase in the amount of labor increases 
the number of layers, the amount of investment capital that can be used 
profitably, and the returns for the optimum plans. 
For the reasons discussed above, the optimum plans given for this 
15 acre farm in Figure 8 (2.0 man-equivalent s of labor) and Figure 9 (2.5 
man-equivalents of labor) show that when rather large amounts of labor are 
available on this very small farm the shift toward greater emphasis on 
layers requires relatively large capital investments and greatly increases 
the relative importance of layers as contributors to the total returns for 
the optimum plans. For example, the final plan for the situation with 2.0 
man-equivalents of labor for this 15 acre farm (Plan 25 at point IP^ in 
Figure 8) requires $6,381 of additional investment capital. This plan 
results in: a return of $u,633, and 75 percent of this return, or $3,1+86, 
is contributed by layers. Also, the final plan for the situation with 2.5 
man-equivalent s of labor (Plan 30 at point IP^ in Figure 9) requires 
$8,258 of additional investment capital which is the largest amount of 
capital that can be used profitably for any of the situations considered 
in this study. Plan 30 results in a return of $5,773, and 80 percent of 
this return, or $l+,626, is contributed by layers. Hence, these data show 
that optimum plans on this very small farm require larger amounts of 
additional investment capital and place relatively more emphasis on the 
poultry activity than plans for the 1+0 acre farm. 
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Optimum plans for a farm with 60 acres of open land 
Some families in the area selected for this study, while still 
living on relatively small farms, have somewhat larger acreages of land 
to combine with their capital and labor resources. Consequently, in order 
to determine differences in optimum plans for situations with larger 
amounts of each type of land, some plans were computed for a farm with 
60 acres of open land. These plans are shown in Figures 10, 11, and 12. 
Supplementary data for the plans at the "corner" points are presented in 
the Appendix (Tables 18, 19, and 20). Characteristics of plans for this 
60 acre farm are compared with plans for the lj.0 acre farm (Figures li, $, 
and 6) and for the 15 acre farm (Figures 7, 8, and 9). 
One and one-half man-equivalents of labor (Figure 10). When capital 
is not available for additional investment on this 60 acre farm the 
optimum plan (Plan 31, Figure 10) includes the same type of crop activi­
ties and patterns of resource use as for similar resource situations for 
the 15 and lj.0 acre farms (Plan 1, Figure U and Plan 1c, Figure 7). 
However, since the 60 acre farm has larger acreages of each type of land, 
Plan 31 includes larger acreages of each crop activity and, therefore, 
results in a return considerably larger than for the 15 acre farm and 
somewhat larger than for the lj.0 acre farm. Plan 31 includes cotton which 
is planted on Type 1 land and is limited by the cotton allotment to 10.2^ 
acres. The remaining acreage of Type 1 land (23.9b acres) is planted in 
oats and grain sorghum. And all of the Type 2 land (17-02 acres) is 
planted to oats and grain sorghum. Consequently, Type 1 cropland, Type 2 
cropland, and the cotton allotment are limiting resources in this plan. 
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These same resources were limiting for corresponding plans for the 1$ and 
1+0 acre farms. At the zero capital level (plan 31, Figure 10), the relative 
importance of each activity as a contributor to total returns is again 
approximately the same as for the 15 and U0 acre farms. Hence, oats and 
grain sorghum on Type 1 land contribute about hi percent of the returns 
for Plan 31, oats and grain sorghum on Type 2 land contribute 20 percent, 
and cotton contributes approximately 33 percent. However, the relative 
importance of each activity in optimum plans for the three farms is 
different for plans where capital is available for additional investment. 
Plans which require additional investment capital for this oO acre 
farm for this labor situation (all plans after Plan 31 in Figure 10) 
include the same general types of activities as are included in correspond­
ing plans for the 1$ and l+O acre farms. However, the relative importance 
of these activities, the amount of additional investment capital that can 
be used profitably, and the returns are somewhat different for this 60 
acre farm than for the 15> and U0 acre farms. (For this labor situation, 
the proper comparison for the three farms is between Figures ii, 7, and 10). 
Plan 32 includes llj.7 layers which were not included in Plan 31. 
Fewer layers are included in optimum plans for this 60 acre farm because 
more November labor is required for the crop activities on this larger 
farm than for corresponding plans for the 15 and 1|£> acre farms. In 
Plan 33, the entire cotton allotment is allocated to the Soil Bank on 
Type 2 land; and the Type 1 land, previously in cotton, is planted in oats 
and grain sorghum. Plan 33, therefore, has 34.18 acres of oats and grain 
sorghum on Type 1 land; but since 10.2h acres of Type 2 land is allocated 
to the Soil Bank, the acreage of oats and grain sorghum on Type 2 land is 
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reduced to 6.76 acres. This shift in crop activities releases enough 
November labor to allow the number of layers to be increased to U52 in 
Plan 33. In the succeeding plans for this labor situation (Plans 3h and 
35) Figure 10), the hog activity enters the optimum plans and utilizes 
land that can be used only for pasture and displaces crop activities and 
reduces layers. These changes permit an increase in the hog activity 
until approximately 17 brood sows are included in Plan 35• 
In contrast to corresponding plans for the ij.0 and 15 acre farms, 
plans where additional investment capital is required for this 60 acre 
farm and this labor situation place somewhat less emphasis on layers and 
relatively more emphasis on hogs. In Plan 35, for example, the plan for 
this 60 acre farm where investment capital is no longer a limiting factor, 
approximately 29 percent of the returns is from hogs and only 9 percent is 
from layers. Conversely, in the corresponding plan for the ij-0 acre farm 
(Plan 5, Figure U), approximately 30 percent of the returns is from layers 
and only 22 percent is from hogs. And, in the correspending plan for the 
15 acre farm (plan 16, Figure 7), 67 percent of the returns is from layers 
and only 10 percent is from hogs. Even though Plan 35 does not require as 
much additional investment capital as corresponding plans for the lj.0 and 
15 acre farms, it does result in larger returns. Hence, in effect, these 
data show that, for a given labor situation, land is substituted for 
additional investments in livestock activities. 
Effects of increasing the amount of labor to 2.0 (Figure 11) and 2.5 
man-equivalent s (Figure 12). Although larger amounts of each type of land 
are available on this 60 acre farm than on the 15 or I4.O acre farm, labor 
and either total open land or all of the cropland are still limiting 
factors in each plan which requires additional investment capital. Conse­
quently, when 2.0 man-equivalents of labor are available optimum plans 
which require investment capital on this farm (Plans 37-40, Figure 11) are 
similar to corresponding plans for the situation with 1.5 man-equivalent s 
of labor (Plans 32-35, Figure 10). However, as for similar labor situa­
tions for the 15 and 40 acre farms, the effect of increasing the amount of 
labor to 2.0 man-equivalents is to increase the number of layers by 513, 
the amount of additional investment capital by $1,878, and the net returns 
by $1,140 for all plans at the "corner" points in Figure 11. Of course, 
Plan 36 (Figure 11) is the same as Plan 31 (Figure 10) since in these plans 
labor is not a limiting factor for any of the labor situations when capital 
is not available for additional investments. Hence, under these condi­
tions, increasing the amount of labor does not alter the optimum plans. 
The availability of an additional .5 man-equivalents of labor on this 
60 acre farm (Figure 12) merely results in an additional increase in the 
number of layers, the amount of investment capital used, and in the returns 
for those plans where investment capital is used (Plans 42-45, Figure 12). 
Plan 4l (Figure 12), however, is the same as Plan 36 (Figure 11) and Plan 
31 (Figure 10) since in each of these plans labor is not a limiting factor. 
Therefore, the larger amount of labor has no effect on farm organization 
and net returns when investment capital is not available to enable the 
family to use larger amounts of labor profitably. The last plan, Plan 45, 
for this 60 acre farm with 2.5 man-equivalents of labor requires $7,731 
additional investment capital and results in a return of $7,484. This is 
the largest return for any of the full-time farming situations included in 
this section. 
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Additional interpretation of optimum plans for the full-time farming 
situations 
Although many comparisons, in addition to those discussed above, can 
be made between optimum plans for these full-time farming situations, one 
additional type of comparison should be.made in order to illustrate a 
significant point. To this point in the analysis, the opportunity for 
using capital available for additional investments to increase farm size 
through the purchase of additional land has not been considered. There­
fore, in the analysis presented above, the three farms are considered to 
be three different farm situations and the effects of variations in 
amounts of labor and investment capital are analyzed for each of these 
given land areas. However, the results of these analyses raise this type 
of question: Since, for example, the amounts of additional investment 
capital required for profitable adjustments on the 1$ acre farm are rather 
high and since the returns at the lower levels of investment capital for 
the 60 acre farm are also rather high, what would be the effects of using 
part of the investment capital required for the 15 acre farm to increase 
its size through the purchase of additional land? To answer this question, 
some of the effects of using the capital available for additional invest­
ments to increase farm size were determined and are illustrated below. 
First, for an example, let us consider a comparison between optimum 
plans for the 1$ and 60 acre farms with 2.0 man-equivalents of labor 
(Figures 8 and 11, respectively). The data in Figure 8 show that the use 
of $6,38l additional investment capital on the 15 acre farm with 2.0 man-
equivalents of labor results in a return of $i;,633. In contrast, the data 
in Figure 11 show that,the use of only $p,5l5 additional investment capital 
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on the 60 acre farm with 2.0 man- equivalent s of labor results in a return 
of $6,632. If the family on the 15 acre farm could purchase additional 
land and. if this land, is valued at $75 per acre (the average value of real 
estate on the 60 acre farm), it would require $3,375 (or I45 x $75) to pur­
chase an additional Ii5 acres of land and, thus, to increase farm size to 
60 acres. The family on the 15 acre farm can use $6,381 additional in­
vestment capital profitably on this smaller farm (Figure 8). The specific 
question is: Gould, the family on the 15 acre farm increase its returns by 
buying an additional U5 acres with part ($3,375) of the $6,381 investment 
capital and by investing the remaining part ($3,006) on a larger farm of 
60 acres? The data in Figure 11 show that $3,006 additional investment 
capital invested on the 60 acre farm provides a return of approximately 
$5,900. Hence, the family with 2.0 man- equivalent s of labor on the l5 acre 
farm could, under these conditions, increase the returns to the family by 
$1,267 (or $5,900 - $U,633) through the purchase of hS additional acres. 
The comparison discussed above raises this additional question: 
Would it be most profitable for the family with $6,381 on the 15 acre farm 
to purchase 1j5 additional acres and increase farm size to 60 acres or to 
purchase only 25 additional acres and increase farm size to only I4.O acres? 
A comparison of the data shown in Figure 5 (Uo acre farm with 2.0 man-
equivalents of labor), Figure 11 (60 acre farm with 2.0 man-equivalents 
of labor), and Figure 8 (15 acre farm with 2.0 man-equivalents of labor) 
provides an answer to this question. We recall that the income advantage 
of increasing farm size from 15 to 60 acres, given the same amount of labor 
and additional capital to invest, was estimated above to be $1,267. Since 
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the purchase of an additional 25 acres of land at $75 per acre would 
require $1,875, the family on the 15 acre farm would have $6,381 minus 
$1,875, or $h,5&9, to invest on the larger acreage after increasing farm 
size from 15 to 1*0 acres. The data in Figure 5 show that $U,569 of 
capital provides a return of $5,h-00 on the 1|0 acre farm. Hence, in this 
case, the income advantage of purchasing only 25 additional acres is 
$5,LOO minus $1>,633 or $767. The income advantage of purchasing only 25 
additional acres tinder these'conditions is, therefore, some $500 less than 
the income advantage of purchasing k5 additional acres and expanding farm 
size to 60 acres. 
The comparisons presented above, as well as additional comparisons 
which can be made from the data which are presented in Figures 5 through 
12, lend support to the hypothesis that many families on small farms in 
the Piedmont Area of Georgia can make profitable adjustments within 
agriculture provided they have ample supplies of additional investment 
capital. These adjustments require either one or both of the following 
types of changes: (1) an intensification of operations on given land 
areas and/or (2) an expansion in farm size. Due to geographical barriers 
alone, many families with ample supplies of investment capital cannot 
readily increase the size of farm through the purchase of additional acres 
of land. Hence, for these families, the alternative of intensifying 
operations on given land areas may be the most fruitful one. However, 
many families on small farms in the Piedmont Area of Georgia do not have 
ample amounts of additional investment capital to make either of these 
adjustments entirely within agriculture. Therefore, these families must 
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look to the use of all or part of their resources in nonfarm opportunities. 
These nonfarm opportunities are investigated in subsequent sections. 
Flow of operating capital for full-time farming plans 
The optimum plans presented in this study are based on the assump­
tion that the most restrictive capital limitations for families on small 
farms are associated with their need for and their securing of capital 
for additional investments. This approach is used in order to isolate 
the effects that restrictions on investment capital have on the profitable 
combinations of farm and nonfarm activities. Nevertheless, it is recog­
nized that in some cases, restrictions on funds available for annual cash 
farm operating expenses are also important. Furthermore, it is recognized 
that an evaluation of the selection of production practices (such as 
levels of fertilization) requires a detailed analysis of the effects that 
restrictions on cash operating expenses have on these practices.^ The 
flow of operating capital for the optimum plans for the full-time farming 
o 
situations is presented below.~ 
For an analysis of the effects of an effective limitation of 
operating capital on the optimum combinations of enterprises and levels 
of fertilization for small commercial farms for resource situations 
similar to those considered in this study see Free, William Joseph. 
Fertilization in relation to optimum use of resources on small commercial 
farms. Unpublished M. S. Thesis. Athens, Georgia, University of Georgia 
Library. 1957. 
2 As mentioned previously, the optimum plans discussed are those 
plans for "corner" points on the total returns curve where the combina­
tion of activities changes. The flow of operating capital is determined 
for these plans only. 
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Monthly distribution of cash receipts and cash expenses for optimum 
plans for the AO acre farm. The procedure used for determining the flow 
of operating capital supposes that the fiscal year begins on November 1 
and ends October 31. Since practically no receipts are received from the 
crop activities or from the hog activity and because expenditures for the 
hog activity and crops planted in the fall are rather heavy during 
November, the choice of this fiscal year is consistent with the plans 
that result for these situations. This fiscal year allows for the deter­
mination of the most unfavorable flow of operating capital for these plans. 
The accumulated differences between cash receipts and cash expenses 
for the optimum plans for the 4-0 acre farm are shown in the Appendix 
(Table 21). The monthly distribution of cash operating capital was 
determined by first considering the difference between cash receipts and 
cash expenses each month for a unit of each activity entering a given 
plan. The results were then multiplied by the amount of each activity 
included in this plan to obtain the differences between cash receipts and 
cash expenses for each month. The differences were then added and accumu­
lated from one month to the next, starting in November and ending in 
October, to obtain the flow of cash operating funds over this fiscal year. 
Since the plans for the 4.0 acre farm for situations where capital 
is not available for additional investment (Plans 1, 7, and 13) include 
only crop activities, these plans have a negative flow (accumulated cash 
expenses exceed accumulated cash receipts) of operating capital from 
November through îferch. However, the largest amount of operating funds 
needed to correct for this deficit would be only $632. Since livestock 
lolt 
and poultry activities, particularly layers, provide a flow of cash 
receipts during different months of the year, the flow of operating 
capital is more favorable for those plans where investment capital is 
available to add hogs or layers (Plans 2-6, 8-12, and 14-18, Table 21). 
In these plans, November and December are the only months in which there 
is a negative flow of operating capital (for six of the plans the negative 
flow is only in November). Although in one plan (Plan 6) the deficit flow 
of operating capital is §853, for most of the plans this deficit does not 
exceed $500. As the amount of labor is increased, more emphasis is placed 
on layers and larger amounts of additional investment capital are required. 
However, since layers provide a flow of cash receipts which exceeds the 
flow of cash expenses during each month of the year, the deficits of 
operating fursis in November and/or December are less and the surpluses in 
January through December are more for the situations with the larger 
amounts of labor than for the situations with the smaller amounts of labor. 
In summary, these results for the 4.0 acre farm show that operating 
funds of from $100 to $900 would be sufficient to provide for most of the 
optimum plans for this farm. And, for many of the plans, operating funds 
of less than $500 would be sufficient. Hence, these data show that funds 
for each farm operating expenses are not likely to be a very important 
limitation if families on small farms can obtain the amount of additional 
investment required for the optimum plans. Credit agencies, such as the 
Farmers Home Administration, that work with these families usually con­
sider these facts in providing a loan for operating capital to support a 
loan for additional capital investments. Of course, these amounts of 
operating capital must be added to the additional requirements 
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for investment capital to obtain the total capital requirements for each 
of the optimum plans. Fcr example, the data in Table 21 show that plan h 
requires $3,231 additional investment capital and that the largest deficit 
of operating funds for the farm in any one month is $L95* Hence, the 
total capital requirements for farming for plan U are $3,726 (or $3,231 
plus $h95)-
Monthly distribution of cash receipts and cash expenses for optimum 
plans for the l5 and 60 acre farms. The accumulated differences between 
cash receipts and cash expenses for optimum plans for the 1$ acre farm are 
shown in the Appendix (Table 22). Since the optimum plans for each labor 
situation on this farm include a larger number of layers than in the plans 
for the lj.0 acre farm, the flow of operating capital is more favorable for 
this smaller farm. For this 15 acre farm, only those plans for situations 
where additional investment capital is not available result in a negative 
flow of operating capital and in these plans this deficit does not exceed 
$221. None of the plans for situations that have investment capital 
result in a deficit flow of operating capital. 
In contrast to plans for the 15 and U0 acre farms, plans for the 
larger 60 acre farm place less emphasis on layers and more emphasis on 
hogs. Consequently, since hogs provide a less favorable flow of cash 
operating capital than layers, the flow of operating capital for plans for 
the 60 acre farm is less favorable than for the 15 and lj.0 acre farms (see 
Table 23 in the Appendix). As for the 15 and 1|0 acre farms the deficits 
of operating capital occur primarily in November and December. This 
deficit is as much as $1,700 during some months for a few plans. However, 
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cash operating funds of from. $500 to $1,200 would be sufficient for most 
of the optimum plans for this larger farm and funds of from $500 to $800 
would be sufficient for many of the optimum plans. 
Optimum Plans for Part-time Farming Situations 
Profit maximizing or optimum plans are presented in the previous 
section for situations in which adjustment opportunities only within 
agriculture are considered. Results for these plans indicate that 
families on small farms can make profitable adjustments within agriculture 
if they have sufficient amounts of additional capital to invest in rather 
intensive types of farm activities (layers and hogs). Some examples are 
also presented above for situations where the opportunity exists for 
families on very small farms (15 acres of open land) to improve their 
level of income by using additional investment capital to increase farm 
size. Conversely, the results presented above for the full-time farming 
situations also indicate that families on small farms cannot materially 
increase their level of income within agriculture if they do not have 
additional capital to invest in rather intensive farm activities or to 
purchase additional land. Hence, the results of this analysis raise these 
questions: (l) Where opportunities exist for employment in nonfarm jobs, 
what are the opportunities for families on small farms to make profitable 
adjustments by employing part of their resources in nonfarm activities? 
And, (2) Can families on small farms, who have little or no capital for 
additional investments, make more profitable adjustments by combining farm 
and nonfarm activities and, thus, engage in part-time farming? To answer 
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these questions, optimum plans were computed for situations in which both 
farm and nonfarm opportunities are considered as alternatives to which 
family resources may be allocated. 
For these part-time farming situations, optimum plans were computed 
for the 4-0 acre farm for each of the three labor situations when oppor­
tunities exist for the employment of labor in nonfarm jobs at an average 
nonfarm wage rate of Si.25. Since the logic presented earlier shows that 
changes in the relationship between nonfarm wage rates and agricultural 
prices may affect the stability of optimum plans, additional plans were 
developed for situations with a nonfarm wage rate 20 percent below and 
20 percent above this average wage rate of $1.25. Since families with 
the same amount of labor, but with different amounts of land, may find it 
profitable to engage in different amounts of nonfarm work, additional 
plans are presented also for several part-time farming situations for the 
15 and 60 acre farms with 2.0 man-equivalents of labor. 
The method of presentation of the results for each of these 
part-time farming situations is similar to the one used for presenting 
results for the full-time farming situations. The returns for each part-
time farming situation at each level of capital, the activities included in 
each plan, and the relative importance of these activities as contributors 
to the total returns for each plan are presented graphically in Figures 13 
through 19. These graphs are presented in the text. Supplementary data 
for the optimum plans at the "corner" points in each figure are provided 
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in the Appendix (Tables 24-26) Comparisons are made between the plans 
for the various levels of investment capital for the different labor and 
nonfarm employment situations. Additional comparisons are made between 
plans for part-time and full-time farming situations which have similar 
resource restrictions. 
Optimum plans for a farm with liO acres of open land for situations with 
1.5j 2.0, and 2.5 man-equivalents of labor 
Profit maximizing plans for part-time farming situations for this 
farm are given in Figures 13, là, and 1$. Supplementary- data for plans 
at the "corner" points (35%- 's) in these figures are given in the Appendix 
(Tables 2U-32). (Optimum plans for full-time farming situations with 
similar land and labor restrictions are presented in Figures 1; through 6.) 
Each of the figures presented in this section should be interpreted in a 
similar manner to the figures discussed in the full-time farming section. 
However, the reader is reminded of the following points; (1) The total 
vertical distance to the uppermost line in each figure (the returns lines, 
R^'s) represent the total returns associated with the amount of investment 
capital indicated on the horizontal axis; (2) although separate plans 
exist for all quantities of additional investment capital shown on the 
horizontal axis, the discussion below is directed primarily to the plans 
"The reader is reminded that the total returns given in these 
figures represent the net returns to the family after the deduction of all 
costs except the overhead costs on the fixed investments associated with 
each farm. However, the basic data presented in the Appendix tables show 
the net returns to the family after the deduction of all costs including 
overhead costs. Also, the data in the Appendix tables show the resources 
which are limiting for plans at the "corner" points. 
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at "corner" points (iP^'s) on the total returns line; (3) each "corner" 
point shows the capital level at which the optimum plan changes because 
a resource other than investment capital becomes limiting; (4) for any 
point of additional investment capital shown in the figures, the amounts 
of returns contributed by each activity are indicated by the vertical 
distance within the shaded area of each activity; (5) the last plan in 
each figure (where the returns line becomes parallel with the horizontal 
axis) represents the point of maximum profits obtainable from the given 
resource restricitions other than investment capital; and (6) at this 
final plan, further additions to investment capital cannot cause the 
other resources to be allocated in a more profitable manner. 
Nonfarm wage rate of $1.25 and 1.5 man-equivalents of labor 
(Figure 13). When additional investment capital is not available for the 
part-time farming situation on this 40 acre farm with 1.5 man-equivalents 
of labor, the optimum investment plan (as shown for investment Plan 46 by 
the area under the total returns line designated as in Figure 13 )"*" 
includes the following activities: 22.5 acres of oats and grain sorghum 
on Type 1 land, 4*4-6 acres of oats and grain sorghum on Type 2 land, 6.74 
acres of Type 2 land in the Soil Bank, and .72 man-equivalents of nonfarm 
work. This amount of nonfarm work is the equivalent of the wife or older 
son working at a nonfarm job. Each type of cropland, the cotton allotment, 
and November labor are limiting resources in this plan. Plan 46 provides 
"Hjhere more than one returns line is presented, these are designated 
on the graph. Where one investment plan is directly above another, the 
investment plan shown on top refers to the uppermost returns line. 
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a return of $4,169 dollars with $2,4-83 of this return from the farm and 
$1,685 from nonfarm work. Hence, in this plan approximately 60 percent of 
the returns is from farm activities and 40 percent is from nonfarm work. 
The corresponding plan for a similar resource situation for full-time 
farming (Plan 1, Figure 4) results in a return of only $2,762. Thus, by 
engaging in part-time farming, this family has increased its returns by 
$1,407. In Plan 46, it is profitable for the family to allocate almost 
one-half of its labor to nonfarm work. Consequently, several shifts in 
resource use occur because of this nonfarm work. The cotton allotment 
previously used for cotton on Type 1 land (Plan 1, Figure 4) is now placed 
in the Soil Bank (Plan 46, Figure 13). The use of Type 2 land for the 
Soil Bank releases 6.74 acres of Type 1 land. Hence, the acres devoted to 
oats and grain sorghum on Type 1 land are increased to 22.50 acres. Also, 
as a result of using Type 2 land for the Soil Bank, the acres devoted to 
oats and grain sorghum on Type 2 land are reduced from 11.2 to 4.46 acres. 
After these changes in resource use, November labor, which was not limit­
ing for the corresponding plan for full-time farming (Plan 1, Figure 4), 
is a limiting factor for part-time farming in Plan 46 (Figure 13). 
Optimum plans for the situation with 1.5 man-equivalents of labor from 
the zero capital level (Plan 46) to the $1,828 capital level (including 
Plans 47 and 48 in Figure 13), show a progressive shift to hogs and a re­
duction in the amount of nonfarm work. As the number of hogs is increased, 
these plans require that land be shifted from other crop activities to pas­
ture. In Plan 47, for example, all of the acres of open land left idle in 
Plan 46 is used for hog pasture. In Plan 48, all of the Type 2 land, used 
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for oats and grain sorghum in Plan U7, is used for hog pasture. Plan i|8. 
the last plan on the returns line ^ in Figure 13, includes 22.$0 acres 
of oats and grain sorghum on Type 1 land, 6. 7U acres of Type 2 land in the 
Soil Bank, approximately 11 brood sows, and .58 man- equivalent s of nonfarm 
work. This plan results in a return of $l+,630 with $3,272 obtained from 
farming and only $1,358 obtained from nonfarm work. A comparison of 
Plan lj.8, which requires $1,828 additional investment capital, with Plan 1|6, 
which results in a return of $i;,l69 and does not require additional 
capital, shows that investment capital used to add hogs to this farm 
substitutes for some nonfarm work but with relatively minor effects on 
returns'. For example, the returns for Plan li8 are only 11 percent more 
than the returns for plan U6. These plans, therefore, provide opportuni­
ties for the family to exercise its preferences for different amounts of 
farm and nonfarm activities with relatively minor effects on income. 
An additional point is illustrated by comparing plans bl and I4.8 for 
this part-time farming situation (Figure 13) with corresponding Plans b 
and 5 for the full-time farming situation (Figure !;). Each of these plans 
has the same limiting resources. Furthermore, November is the only labor 
period that limits production for each of these situations. Also, each of 
these plans includes the same activities with one important exception. 
Plans h, 5) and 6 include layers; however, this poultry activity is 
replaced by nonfarm work in Plans I4.6, hi, and I48. This substitution of 
nonfarm work for layers can be explained as follows; given the net return 
per unit of layers, at a nonfarm wage rate of $1.25 the marginal rate of 
substitution of layers for nonfarm work in the use of November labor is 
greater than the inverse ratio between the net returns for layers and the 
net returns from nonfarm work. Therefore, at this wage rate, it is 
profitable for the family to substitute nonfarm work for layers.1 Hence, 
in this respect, nonfarm work is a substitute for the capital needed for 
additional investments. 
Effects of increasing the amount of labor to 2.0 and 2.5 man-
equivalents (Figure 13). Since all types of land and November labor are 
limiting resources for the part-time farming situation discussed above for 
1.5 man-equivalents of labor, increasing the amount of labor by .5 man-
equivalents when the nonfarm wage rate is $1.25) only results in increasing 
the amount of nonfarm work by a similar amount. Therefore, Plans b9, 50, 
and 51 for the situation with 2.0 man-equivalents of labor (designated by 
returns line Q in Figure 13) include the same farm activities and 
result in the same returns from the farm as the corresponding plans for 
the situation with 1.5 man-equivalents of labor (Rn . in Figure 13). 
However, each of the plans for 2.0 man-equivalents of labor includes .5 
more man-equivalents of nonfarm work and results in $1,170 greater returns 
from nonfarm work than for corresponding plans for the situation with 1.5 
man-equivalents of labor. Hence, it is profitable at this wage rate for 
families with this larger .amount of labor, to substitute nonfarm work for 
layers and, in effect, for capital that is required to add layers to the 
At a nonfarm wage rate of $1.25, the opportunity cost of sacrific­
ing the November labor used for a unit of nonfarm work exceeds the net 
revenue which would result from using this labor for layers; however, at 
a nonfarm wage rate of approximately $1.17, this opportunity cost and net 
revenue would be equal. Hence, at the $1.17 nonfarm wage rate, the use of 
November labor for any combination of the two activities would be equally 
profitable. 
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farm. (See the corresponding full-time farming situation for the ij.0 acre 
farm with a 2.0 man-equivalent s of labor in Figure 5.) 
Each optimum plan for the labor situation with 2.0 man-equivalents 
of labor at a nonfarm wage rate of $1.25 provides returns of approximately 
$5,500 (the vertical distance of Rg g from the horizontal axis in Figure 
13). Approximately equal amounts of this $5,500 return come from farm and 
nonfarm activities. For example, Flan b9 results in a return to the 
family of $5,338 with $2,#83 from farming and $2,855 from nonfarm work. 
Plan 50 results in a return of $5,603 with $3,00o from farming and $2,597 
from nonfarm work; and Plan 5l results in a return of $5,800 with $3,273 
from farming and only $2,527 from nonfarm work. This diversification in 
sources of income may be an important factor in reducing the variability 
in total returns to the family. 
The amount of nonfarm work included in optimum plans for this situa­
tion with 2.0 man-equivalents of labor varies from 1.22 man-equivalents in 
Plan b9 to .97 man-equivalent s in Plan 5l- There are many practical 
situations in which this amount of nonfarm work would constitute a full-
time nonfarm job. For example, the .97 man-equivalents in Plan 5l could 
represent full-time nonfarm employment for a man or his mature son: the 
1.22 man-equivalent s in Plan h9 could represent the nonfarm employment of 
his wife and mature daughter. 
One would suppose that those families on small farms with the 
greatest amount of family labor, provided these families had the same 
general types of opportunities for nonfarm work and the same general 
restrictions on land and capital, would be the ones mos'v likely to engage 
in large amounts of nonfarm work in conjunction with their farming 
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activities. Hence, optimum plans were also computed for situations with 
2.5 man-equivalent s of labor. As labor is increased still further to 2.5 
man-equivalent s, the optimum plans (Plans 52, S3, and 5k on returns line 
Eg ^ in Figure 13) include the same kinds and amounts of farm activities 
but each of these plans include .5 more man-equivalents of nonfarm work 
than for plans for the situation with 2.0 man-equivalents of labor and 1.0 
more man-equivalents than the corresponding capital plans with only 1.5 
man-equivalent s of labor. Consequently, each plan for this labor situa­
tion (R K) results in a return $1,170 more than the plans for the 
situation with 2.0 man- equivalent s (Rg q) and $2,314-0 more than the plans 
for the situation with l.p man-equivalents (R . The similarities 
-L * v 
between the plans for each of these labor situations at a $1.25 nonfarm 
wage rate are due primarily to two factors: first, either the amounts of 
all types of cropland or the total amount of open land and November labor 
are limiting factors in each plan. Consequently, if the increased amount 
of labor is used it mast be allocated to an activity that requires labor 
but does not require land. Hence, it mast be used either for nonfarm work 
or layers. Second, as indicated earlier, at a nonfarm wage rate of $1.25 
the opportunity cost for including layers in the plans exceeds the marginal 
net revenue from the amount of nonfarm. work that would have to be sacrificed 
in order to have layers. Consequently, at the $1.25 wage rate, increasing 
the amount of labor merely increases the amount of nonfarm work. 
Since the amount of farming activities remains the same for the 
situations with the larger amounts of labor, increasing the amount of 
nonfarm work increases the relative importance of nonfarm work and decreases 
the relative importance of farm activities as contributors to the total 
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returns to the family. For example, Plan 52 (on returns line R , 
2.5 
Figure 13) results in a return of $6,$08 and $1|,02$ or almost two-thirds 
of this return is from nonfarm work. In contrast, Plan U6 (on returns 
line ïL Figure 13) for a corresponding level of capital but with only 
lO 
1.5 man-equivalents of labor results in a return of $li,l68 and $1,685 or 
less than one-half of this return is from nonfarm work. Each plan for the 
situation with 2.5 man-equivalents of labor includes rather large amounts 
of nonfarm work. The smallest amount of nonfarm work is 1.58 man-
equivalents (plan Sh)' This is equivalent to approximately the amount 
of nonfarm work of a man and his daughter. The largest amount of nonfarm 
work is 1.72 man-equivalents (Plan 52). This is equivalent to approxi­
mately the amount of nonfarm work that would be required if a man and his 
wife worked at a full-time nonfarm job. Of course, for the latter plan to 
be practical it would require that both the man and his wife, along with 
other family members (the remaining .8 man-equivalents) devote their 
"off-time" to farm work. Many examples are found in the Piedmont Area of 
Georgia where the husband and wife of a farm family devote their time to a 
nonfarm job and, yet, still engage in farming activities. 
Effects of a 20 percent decrease in nonfarm wage rates (Figure lU). 
In order to evaluate the stability of the part-time farming plans outlined 
above and to determine the optimum combinations of activities for situa­
tions with employment opportunities at lower nonfarm wage rates, additional 
plans were developed for situations with a $1.00 nonfarm wage rate. 
.Optimum plans at this wage rate for each of the three labor situations 
(R^ Eg o> ?-2 -) are presented graphically in Figure ll*. 
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Supplementary data for plans at the "corner" points in Figure lit are given 
in the Appendix (Tables 27, 28, and 29). Plans for these situations with 
a $1.00 nonfarm wage rate are compared with plans for the corresponding 
situations in Figure 13 with a nonfarm wage rate of $1.25. 
The data presented in Figure lit show that the plans for all levels 
of additional investment capital of $1,828 or below for these situations 
with a $1.00 nonfarm wage rate include the same kinds of activities as the 
plans for corresponding labor situations for the liO acre farm with a $1.25 
nonfarm wage rate (Figure 13). Due to the decrease in the nonfarm wage 
rate, however, the returns from and the relative importance of nonfarm 
work are less for these situations with the lower wage rate. Hence, these 
data show that for levels of capital of $1,828 and below, a 20 percent 
decrease in the nonfarm wage rate does not alter the optimum combinations 
of activities but it only reduces the returns to the family. 
For levels of capital above $1,828, however, a 20 percent decrease 
in the nonfarm wage rate results in a substitution of layers for nonfarm 
work. This substitution of layers for nonfarm work at this wage rate and 
for these levels of capital can be explained as follows: For levels of 
capital of $1,828 and below, the hog activity is the most profitable one 
to use the increased amounts of investment capital and, within this 
capital range, the number of brood sows is increased so long as it is 
profitable to shift the limited land resources from crops to pasture. But 
when further shifts in land use are no longer profitable, after Plans 57 
(1.5 man-equivalents of labor), 61 (2.0 man-equivalents), and 65 (2.5 man-
equivalents) in Figure lit, only some activity not limited by the land 
resource can be included in a more profitable plan. Hence, at the $1,878 
capital level, the choice is "between allocating labor to layers or to 
nonfarm work. At a wage rate of $1.00, the opportunity cost of giving up 
nonfarm work is less than the net returns from the number of layers that 
can be added, to the plan if the family gives up all or part of its nonfarm 
work. Hence, for these reasons it is profitable to substitute layers for 
nonfarm work under these conditions. 
The extent to which layers replace nonfarm work when the nonfarm 
wage rate is $1.00 is limited, however, by the amount of investment 
capital available. If sufficient investment capital is available to use 
profitably all of the labor previously allocated to nonfarm work at the 
lower levels of capital, then it is most profitable for the family to 
shift all of this labor from nonfarm work to layers and to engage in 
full-time farming. For example. in Plan 58 (1.5 man-equivalents of 
labor), in Figure l!;, at $lj.,022 of investment capital it is profitable to 
substitute layers for all of the nonfarm work; in Plan 62 (2.0 man-
equivalents of labor), this substitution occurs at $5,900 of investment 
capital: and in Plan 66 (2.5 man-equivalents of labor), the substitution 
of all of the nonfarm work for layers occurs at $7,778 of investment 
capital. Hence, since Plans 58, 62, and 66 do not include nonfarm work, 
these plans are exactly the same as the optimum plans for the full-time 
farming situations on the b0 acre farm which are presented in Figures b, 
5, and 6 (plans 5, 11, and 17). 
For each labor situation in Figure lU, only relatively small 
differences in returns occur over relatively wide ranges of investment 
capital. Hence, the total returns line for each labor situation is 
relatively flat. For example, for the situation with 2.5 man-equivalents 
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of labor (the returns line Rc ^ in Figure ill), Plan 65 includes 1.58 man-
equivalents of nonfarm work, but does not include layers, provides a return 
of $6,l2;8, and requires only $1,828 additional investment capital. Con­
versely, Plan 66 includes 1,636 hens but does not include nonfarm work, 
provides a return of $6,885, and requires $7,778 of additional investment 
capital. Thus, Plan 66 provides 12 percent greater returns but requires 
almost $6,000 more additional investment capital than plan 65- These 
results illustrate how families on small farms who have ample amounts of 
additional investment capital (Plan 66) can profitably substitute this 
capital for nonfarm work (through its use for layers in these cases). 
Furthermore, these data show how families with smaller amounts of capital 
(Plan 65) can substitute some nonfarm work for those activities, such as 
layers, that require rather large capital investments and still receive 
returns somewhat comparable to families with larger amounts of capital. 
Plans 65 and 66 also illustrate the opportunities that exist for a 
family with an ample supply of capital to exercise its preferences for 
farm and nonfarm activities. For example, a family with $7,778 of addi­
tional investment capital may choose to receive the smaller return of 
Plan 65 ($6,1^8) and devote 1.58 man-equivalents of labor to nonfarm work 
than to choose Plan 66 which, even though it provides a greater return 
($6,885), requires full-time farming with 1,636 hens and the risking of all 
of the family capital in farming. These data also show that two families 
with the same kinds and amounts of resources, but with different prefer­
ences or income expectations for farm and nonfarm activities, may choose 
different plans. For example, a family that prefers to engage in nonfarm 
work to a greater extent than farming, that does not want to risk all of 
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its capital in farming activities, and that has a relatively favorable 
future income expectation for nonfarm work may choose Plan 65 in preference 
to Plan 66. Conversely, another family that is not averse to risking its 
capital in farming, that prefers farming to nonfarm work, and that has a 
relatively favorable future income expectation for farming may choose 
plan 66 in preference to Plan 65. Obviously, there are many opportunities 
for families with both farm and nonfarm opportunities and with ample 
amounts of investment capital to exercise their preferences over the 
ranges of capital shown in Figure lU. 
Effects cf a 20 percent increase in nonfarm wage rates (Figure 15). 
"When the nonfarm wage rate is increased by 20 percent, or from $1.25 to 
$1.50, the most profitable combinations of activities include more 
emphasis on nonfarm work and less emphasis on farming (Figure 15) than for 
plans for corresponding labor situations when the nonfarm wage rate is 
$1.25 (Figure 13), or when the nonfarm wage rate is $1.00 (Figure lU). 
For the situation on this U0 acre farm with 1.5 man-equivalent s cf labor, 
for example, when additional capital is not available to invest in farming 
the optimum plans for the $1.25 (Plan 1|6, Figure 13) and the $1.00 nonfarm 
wage rates (Plan 55, Figure 15) include the same combinations of activi­
ties. However, because of the increased profitability of nonfarm work at 
the $1.50 wage rate, it is profitable in Plan 67 (Figure 15) to shift the 
November labor used for k-U-6 acres of oats and grain sorghum on Type 2 
land in Plans I4.6 and 55 to additional nonfarm work. Hence, Plan 67 
includes more nonfarm work than Plans lj.6 or 55, and, because of the 
increased amount of nonfarm work and the higher nonfarm wage rate, the 
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returns from nonfarm work and the relative importance of these returns are 
considerably larger for Plan 6? than for Plans 1+6 or 55-
"When capital is available for additional investment for this situa­
tion with a $1.50 nonfarm wage rate, hogs are included in the optimum 
plans for each labor situation (Plans 68, 70, and ?2 in Figure 15) to the 
extent allowed by the amount of open land that is available after providing 
for 22.50 acres of oats and grain sorghum on Type 1 land and after allocat­
ing 6.71)- acres of Type 2 land for the Soil Bank. Hence, at the $1,828 
level of additional investment capital, the optimum plans at each of the 
three wage rates for a given labor situation include the same farm activi­
ties. However, for each labor situation, the optimum plans at the $1.50 
nonfarm wage rate provide larger total returns, a larger return from 
nonf arm work, and nonf arm work is relatively more important as a contribu­
tor to the total returns to the family. 
November labor is limiting for situations with 1.5 man-equivalents 
of labor and at a wage rate of $1-50 it is not profitable to substitute 
layers for nonfarm work. Thus, for these reasons, the effects of increas­
ing the amount of labor to 2.0 and 2.5 man-equivalent s are to increase the 
amount of nonf arm work, the returns from nonf arm work, and the relative 
importance of nonf arm work as a contributor to total family returns. 
Hence, the effect of increasing the amount of labor for this nonfarm 
situation are similar to those for the situations with the $1.25 and $1.00 
nonf arm wage rate (Figures 13 and lit, respectively). However, since this 
nonf arm situation has the higher wage rate, the amounts of nonf arm work, 
the total returns, and the relative importance of returns from nonfarm 
work are quite high. For example, the last plan for the situation with 
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2-5 man-equivalent s of labor and a $1.50 nonf arm (Plan 72, Figure !$) 
provides a return of $7,791 and $U,5l9- or 58 percent, of this return are 
a result of nonfarm work. This is the largest return of any of the full-
time or part-time farming situations considered for this kO acre farm. 
The 1.58 man-equivalents of labor allocated to nonf arm work in Plan 72 
could include nonf arm jobs for the operator and a mature daughter, or it 
could include nonf arm jobs for the operator and his wife (1.0 and .7 man-
equivalents, respectively). In either case, since 2.5 man-equivalents of 
labor are available in Plan 72, approximately 1.0 man-equivalents of labor 
would remain to be used for full-time farm work. 
All plans that have been discussed above for the part-time farming 
situations are for the farm with 1+0 acres of open land. Analyses are 
included for three different nonf arm wage rates. For the 2+0 acre farm, 
three labor situations have been considered: 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 man-
equivalents. Hence, some of the effects of different amounts of labor on 
the kinds and amounts of farm and nonf arm activities included in the 
optimum plans for a given size of farm have been analyzed. However, these 
results raise this question; Would different part-time farming plans be 
most profitable for different sizes of farms with a given labor supply? 
Therefore, to answer this question, plans were determined for part-time 
farming situations for the 15 and 60 acre farms, each with 2.0 man-
equivalents of labor. These plans are discussed below. Plans for the 15 
and 60 acre farms are compared with the plans for part-time farming 
situations for the 1+0 acre farm for the same labor supply and nonf arm wage 
rates (Figures 13, ll+, and 15). The presentation and interpretation of 
results for the 15 and 60 acre farms are primarily limited to a discussion 
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of the similarities and differences in plans as they are associated with 
the variations in sizes of farms. 
Optimum, plans for a farm with 1$ acres of open land for situations with 
2.0 man-equivalents of labor 
Profit maximizing plans for part-time farming situations for this 
small farm are shown in Figures lo and 17. Supplementary data used in 
constructing these graphs are presented in the Appendix (Tables 33, 3H, 
and 35) • Plans for the full-time farming situation which has a comparable 
amount of labor for this 15 acre farm are shown in Figure 8. Part-time 
farming plans for a comparable labor situation and for comparable nonfarm 
wage rates for the U0 acre farm are shown in Figures 13, lU, and 15-
Comparisons between these situations are emphasized in the interpretation 
presented below. 
Nonf arm wage rates of $1.25 and $1.00 (Figure 16). The general 
patterns of crop activities on this 15 acre farm at the zero capital level 
for the situation with 2.0 man-equivalents of labor and a $1.25 nonfarm 
wage rate (Plan 73 on the returns line ^ in Figure 16) are similar to 
those for a comparable part-time farming situation for the ItO acre farm 
(Plan k9 on the returns line designated as R_ ^ in Figure 13). In Plan 73, 
all of the Type 1 land is allocated to oats and grain sorghum and part of 
the Type 2 land is allocated to the Soil Bank. Since the amount of cotton 
allocated to the Soil Bank is limited by the cotton allotment, the remain­
ing acres of Type 2 land are used for oats and grain sorghum. After 
including these activities in the plan, the small amount of land remaining 
for pasture results in a relatively small size hog activity in Plan 7k-
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Figure 16. Optimum plans for part-time farming for a farm 
with 15 acres of open land, 2.0 man-equivalents 
of labor, $1.00 and $1.25 nonf arm wage rates, 
and varying levels of investment capital 
In Plan 75, Type 2 land is shifted from oats and grain sorghum to pasture 
for hogs. However, even after this shift in land use, the maximum, size of 
the hog activity is only four "brood sows. Plan 75, the last plan for the 
situation with a $1.25 nonf arm wage rate for the 15 acre farm with 2.0 
man-equivalents of labor, requires only $639 additional investment capital. 
This is the maximum amount of capital that can be used profitably on this 
15 acre farm for this part-time farming situation. A comparable part-time 
farming plan (Plan 5l in Figure 13) for the l+O acre farm requires $1,828 
of capital and has 11 brood sows. Because of the very severe land 
restrictions on this 15 acre farm, considerably more of the family labor 
is allocated to nonf arm work than for comparable plans for the lj.0 acre 
farm. However, the returns from farming for this part-time farming 
situation on this small farm are very small and are not offset by the 
larger returns from nonfarm work. Hence, the total returns to the family 
are less for this 15 acre farm than for comparable situations for the 
U0 acre farm. 
In contrast to the method of presentation of results for the 1+0 acre 
farm, part-time farming plans for this 15 acre farm for the $1.25 (Plans 73, 
7h; and 75 on returns line P- ^) and the $1.00 nonf arm wage rates (Plans 
vJ- • «_i> 
76, 713 78, and 79 on returns line R^ ^n) are presented together in 
Figure 16 in order that the reader can see more clearly the effects of a 
20 percent decrease in the nonfarm wage rate. The data show that the 
effects of a reduction in the nonfarm wage rate from $1.25 to $1.00 are 
the same for this 15 acre farm as for the ItO acre farm. Hence, optimum 
plans for this 15 acre farm for levels of investment capital of $639 and 
below for these two wage rates include exactly the same kinds and amount 
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of activities. However, because of the lower nonf arm wage rate the plans 
for the $1.00 nonf ana wage rate (Plans 76, 77, and 78) provide lower 
returns than the plans with the $1.25 nonf arm wage rate (Plans 73» 7U, and 
75). At a nonf arm wage of $1.00 and at levels of capital above $639, 
however, it is profitable to substitute layers for nonf arm work. And at a 
level of capital of $6,381 it is profitable to substitute layers for all 
of the nonf arm work. Consequently, Plan 79 in Figure 16 is, in effect, a 
full-time farming plan and, therefore, is exactly the same as Plan 25 for 
a comparable full-time farming situation on this 15 acre farm in Figure 8. 
Some general observation can now be made for the part-time and full-
time farming plans for this 15 acre farm for a situation with 2.0 man-
equivalents of labor: Since this farm has extremely small amounts of each 
type of land in relation to other non-capital resources, optimum plans for 
families on this very small farm either require considerable amounts of 
additional investment capital to use for very intensive activities, such 
as layers, or they require the allocation of a relatively large part of 
the family labor to nonf arm work. Also, as illustrated in Figure 16, for 
situations with a $1.00 nonfarm wage rate, layers are substituted for 
nonf arm work over a relatively wide capital range (from $639 to $6,381) 
with relatively minor effects on returns. For example, as shown in Figure 16, 
the returns to the family for this situation vary within the relatively 
narrow range of from $3,932 at the $639 level of capital to only $U,633 at 
the $6,381 capital level. Also, these data illustrate the fact that 
families on small farms that have considerable amounts of capital to invest 
have a rather wide capital range within which they may exercise their 
preferences between farming and nonf arm work. 
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Nonf arm wage rate of $1.50 (Figure 17). When the nonf arm wage rate 
is increased by 20 percent, from $1.25 to $1.50, it is profitable for a 
family with 2.0 man-equivalents of labor on this 15 acre farm to allocate 
practically all of its labor to nonf arm work. However, even when capital 
is not available for additional investments (Plan 80, Figure 17), the 
optimum plan for this small farm includes some farm activities. Hence, 
Plan 80 has 7-90 acres of oats and grain sorghum on Type 1 land, 2.36 
acres of Type 2 land in the Soil Bank, and 1.6l man-equivalents of nonfarm 
work. This is the largest amount of nonfarm work for any of the situations 
with 2.0 man-equivalents of labor which are included in this analysis. 
When capital is available for additional investments (Plan 8l), a small 
hog activity of approximately U brood sows is included in the optimum 
plan. However, large amounts of additional investment capital cannot be 
used profitably on this small farm when nonf arm opportunities are available 
at this wage rate. Therefore, plan 81 (Figure 17) requires only $639 
additional investment capital but provides a return of $5,523 with $lt,376, 
or over 79 percent, obtained from nonf arm work and $l,lli7, or less than 
21 percent, obtained from farming. 
Optimum plans for a farm with 60 acres of open land for situations with 
2.0 man-equivalents of labor 
Profit maximizing plans for part-time farming situations for this 
60 acre farm are presented graphically in Figures 18 and 19. Supplementary 
data for plans at the "corner" points are presented in the Appendix (Tables 
36, 37; and 38). Plans for the comparable full-time farming situation for 
this farm are presented in Figure 11. Plans for comparable part-time 
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farming situations for the ItO acre farm are presented in Figures 13» lit, 
and 15$ and comparable part-time farming plans for the 1$ acre farm are 
presented in Figures..lo and 17. 
Since land is a limiting resource for the part-time farming situa­
tions with 2.0 man-equivalents of labor for the 1+0 and 15 acre farms, one 
would suppose that increasing only the amount of each type of land would 
result in some changes in the kinds and amounts of farm and nonf arm 
activities. As more land is available to combine with the same amount of 
labor, a reasonable supposition would be that the part-time farming plans 
that maximize returns to the family should include less nonf arm work and 
more of those farm activities that require more land per dollar of net 
returns; namely, plans that place more emphasis on hogs and less emphasis 
on layers. The results discussed below support this supposition. 
Nonf arm wage rates of $1.25 and $1.00 (Figure 18). Each of the 
optimum, plans for these part-time farming situations for the 60 acre farm 
include a larger number of brood sows and a smaller amount of nonf arm work 
than corresponding plans for the 15 and 1+0 acre farms. Also, due to the 
greater emphasis on farming activities, the last plan for the $1.25 
nonf arm wage rate for this 60 acre farm provides for the profitable use 
of a somewhat larger amount of additional investment capital than for 
comparable plans for the 15 and 1+0 acre farms. For example, Plan 81+ (on 
returns line R^ in Figure 18 for this 60 acre farm includes 16.56 
brood sows, 31+.18 acres of oats and grain sorghum on Type 1 land, 10.2It 
acres of Type 2 land in the Soil Bank, and .73 man-equivalents of nonf arm 
work. In contrast, Plan 5l (on returns line B. Figure 13) for the 
«pl. 2^7 
1+0 acre farm includes only 11 brood sows but Plan 5l includes 1.08 
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man-equivalents of nonf ana work. Plan 81; for the 60 acre farm (Figure 18) 
requires $2,777 additional investment capital and results in a return of 
$6,680. In contrast, Plan 51 (Figure 13) for the ItO acre farm requires 
only $1,828 additional investment capital and results in a return of 
$5,780, or $1,000 less than the comparable plan for the 60 acre farm. 
Also, in Plan 81). for the 60 acre farm only 26 percent of the total returns 
is from nonf arm work; in Plan $1 for the 1+0 acre farm, UU percent of the 
total returns is from nonf arm work. 
The data discussed above show, therefore, that for part-time farming 
situations with comparable amounts of labor and with a comparable nonf arm 
wage rate the number of brood sows included in the optimum plans increases 
and the amount of nonf arm work decreases as the size of farm increases. 
Since at a $1.25 nonf arm wage rate the opportunity cost or reducing 
nonf arm work to release labor to add layers to the farm exceeds the net 
returns from the units of layers which could be added, layers are not 
included in any of the part-time farming plans for the 15, 1|0, or 60 acre 
farms when the nonf arm wage rate is $1.25. Layers are included in the 
plans for each of these farms when the nonf arm wage rate is reduced to 
$1.00, however, provided the families have sufficient amounts of additional 
investment capital. 
The effects of a reduction in the nonf arm wage rate from $1.25 to 
$1.00 are of the same general nature for this 60 acre farm as for the 15 
and 1+0 acre farms. However, the number of layers included in the final 
plan (Plan 88 on returns line QQ in Figure 18), and consequently the 
relative importance of layers is less for the 60 acre farm than for com­
parable plans for the 15 and lj.0 acre farms. This is because the optimum 
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plans for the 60 acre farm for levels of capital of $2,777 and below 
includ smaller amounts of nonfarm work than for comparable plans for the 
15 and 4-0 acre farms. Consequently, when nonfarm work is reduced (for 
those levels of capital from $2,777 to $5,515 in Figure 18) less labor is 
released to be used for the addition of layers. Plan 88, in Figure 18, 
where all of the nonfarm work has been replaced by layers, is, of course, 
the same as Plan 40 in Figure 11 (the full-time farming plan for the 60 
acre farm with 2.0 man-equivalents of labor). 
Nonfarm wage rate of §1.50 (Figure 19). Plans 89 and 90 in Figure 19 
are the last plans presented for the part-time farming situations. The 
first of these plans, Plan 89 at the zero capital level, is similar to 
plans for a comparable level of capital for situations for this farm with 
nonfarm wage rates of $1.25 and $1.00 (Plans 82 and 85, Figure 18). How­
ever, as a result of the higher wage rate, the 6.78 acres of Type 2 land 
allocated to oats and grain sorghum in Plans 82 and 85 are not used in 
Plan 89. Hence, the amount of labor released from oats and grain sorghum 
is used to increase the amount of nonfarm work from .94 (Plans 82 and 85) 
to 1.07 man-equivalents (Plan 89). When $2,777 are available for addi­
tional investments, the kinds and amounts.of activities in optimum plans 
for this 60 acre farm are the same for each of the three nonfarm wage 
rates. For example, Plan 89 (Figure 19) and Plans 84 and 87 (Figure 18) 
include the same kinds and amounts of farm and nonfarm activities. Hence, 
for the 60 acre farm only the returns to the family are affected by 
changes in the nonfarm wage rate at the $2,777 capital level. 
Plans 89 and 90 illustrate conditions under which the family has an 
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opportunity to exercise its preference for different combinations of farm 
and nonfarm activities. Plan 88, for example, requires no additional 
investment capital and in this plan approximately equal proportions of 
the total return to the family come from farming and from nonfarm work 
($3,4-43 from farming and #3,060 from nonfarm work). Conversely, Plan 90 
requires $2,777 additional investment capital and in this plan over two-
thirds of the total returns to the family is from farming and less than 
one-third is from nonfarm work ($4,972 from farming and #2,088 from 
nonfarm work). Plan 89 includes 1.07 man-equivalents of nonfarm 
(approximately the amount of labor required if the operator worked 
at a nonfarm job). Conversely, Plan 90 includes only .73 man-equivalents 
of nonfarm work (approximately the amount of labor required if the 
operator's wife worked at a nonfarm job). Plan 90 results in a greater 
total return than Plan 89; however, the return in Plan 90 is only 
10 percent more than the return in Plan 89 (#7,060 as compared with 
#6,503). Hence, a family that prefers two main sources of income, that 
has a high risk aversion to investing its capital in farming, that 
prefers that the operator participate in a full-time nonfarm job, and 
that is willing to sacrifice #557 in returns may choose Plan 89 in 
preference to Plan 90. Conversely, another family with less risk 
aversion, that prefers to place more emphasis on farming activities than 
nonfarm work, that prefers the operator participate in farming and for 
the wife to participate in nonfarm work, and that places a higher value 
on maximizing returns than on other goals may prefer Plan 90 rather than 
Plan 89. 
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Flow of operating capital for part-time farming plans 
For the part-time farming situations analyzed in this study, as well 
as for the full-time farming situations presented previously, it is 
assumed that, due to the flow of capital within the year for the combina­
tions of activities considered most likely to enter the optimum plans, 
capital available for cash farm operating expenses is not an important 
limiting factor. However, in order to determine the amounts of operating 
capital required for each plan and to evaluate the limitations placed on 
these analyses when only the effects of restrictions on investment capital 
are considered, the flow of operating capital was determined for each plan 
for the part-time farming situations. The procedure used in determining 
this flow of operating capital for these part-time farming situations is 
exactly the same as the one described previously in the full-time farming 
section. That is, the fiscal year is assumed to begin on November 1 and 
end; on October 31. The net difference between the cash receipts and cash 
expenses was determined each month for each plan. These differences were 
then accumulated from one month to the next, starting in November and 
ending in October, to obtain for each plan the flow of cash operating 
funds over this fiscal year. These data are presented in the Appendix 
(Tables 39-1+3). 
The reader is reminded that the presentation of the flow of operat­
ing capital for full-time farming plans discussed previously shewed that 
the deficit of farm operating capital (accumulated expenses exceeding 
accumulated receipts in a given month) for most of the optimum plans did 
not exceed $$00 (Tables 21, 22, and 23). Also, most of the full-time 
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farming plans included a rather large size poultry activity. Conversely, 
nonfarm work replaces layers in most of the part-time farming plans 
presented in this section. Consequently, since both nonfarm work and 
layers provide a flow of cash receipts which exceeds the flow of cash 
expenses in each month of the year, the general nature of the flow of 
operating capital of these part-time farming situations is not materially 
different from the flow for the full-time farming situations. 
Monthly distribution of cash operating funds for optimum part-time 
farming plans for the lj.0 acre farm (Tables 39-W. in the Appendix). The 
analysis of the flow of operating funds for the part-time farming situa­
tions for this i+O acre farm shows that deficits occur primarily in November 
and December. However, some deficits do occur through April for situations 
where capital is not available for additional investments. Nevertheless, 
the largest amount of operating funds needed to correct for any deficit for 
the part-time farming situation for this hO acre farm is $81+6. And, for 
most plans for this farm, only $500 of operating funds are required to 
correct for the deficit occurring in any one month. In fact, for most 
plans, if operating funds of from $300 to $$00 were available to the 
family on November 1, farm operating capital would not be a limiting 
factor. Of course, in order to obtain the total capital requirements for 
a given plan in this section, it is necessary to obtain the maximum amount 
of operating capital for that plan from Tables 39, 1+0, or ill in the 
Appendix and add this amount to the investment capital required for the 
plan. For example, the data in Table 39 show that Plan $0 requires $9L8 
additional investment capital and the largest deficit of operating funds 
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in any one month for this plan is $1+23 in November. Hence, the total 
capital requirements for farming for Plan $0 are $1,371 (or $91+8 plus $1+23). 
Monthly distribution of cash operating funds for the optimum part-
time farming plans for the 15 acre farm (Table 1+2 in the Appendix). Since 
the optimum plans for part-time farming situations on this very small farm 
include relatively large amounts of nonfarm work, there is only one plan 
(Plan 78) in which there is a deficit of operating funds. This deficit 
occurs in November and amounts to only $16. Plan 78 (Table 1+2), therefore, 
requires a total of $655 of capital, or $639 for investment capital and 
$16 for farm operating capital. Consequently, this analysis of the flow of 
operating capital for both full-time and part-time farming situations for 
this farm shows that only small amounts of operating funds are needed for 
these situations. This is, of course, explained by the fact that for a 
given labor situation the full-time farming plans for this small farm 
include a relatively large poultry activity and, in contrast, the part-time 
farming plans include relatively large amounts of nonfarm work. 
Monthly distribution of cash operating funds for the optimum part-
time farming plans for the 60 acre farm (Table 1+3 in the Appendix). In 
contrast to part-time farming plans for the 15 and 1+0 acre farms, most of 
the optimum part-time farming plans for this 60 acre farm place relatively 
less emphasis on layers and nonfarm work. Hence, the flow of operating 
funds for this larger 60 acre farm for the part-time farming situations 
analyzed is somewhat less favorable than for comparable situations for the 
smaller 15 and 1+0 acre farms. The largest amount of operating capital 
needed to correct for the deficit of any plan is only $1,1*19, however, and 
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cash operating funds of from $500 to $1,000 are sufficient to correct for 
the deficit flow of operating funds for most part-time farming situations 
on this 60 acre farm. As is true for the 15 and 1+0 acre farms, the 
deficits of operating funds for this 60 acre farm occur primarily in 
November and December. 
Optimum Plans for Full-time Nonf arming Situations 
Three general types of adjustment opportunities for families on 
small owner-operated farms are indicated by the logic presented in the 
second section of this study. These opportunities include full-time 
farming, part-time farming, and full-time nonf arming. Situations for full-
time farming and part-time farming are presented in the two previous parts 
of this section. Therefore, in order to complete the analysis, results 
for several full-time nonf arming situations are presented below. Results 
for these situations are compared with the results for the full-time and 
part-time farming situations. 
Assumptions for developing the.fi]] 1 -time nonf arming situations 
These full-time nonf arming situations are based on the following 
assumptions: The family does not "actively engage™ in farming. However, 
the family still lives on the farm and produces small amounts of products 
for home use. The family also retains all fixed resources on the farm, 
including the home and farm buildings and machinery, and it mast continue 
1U1 
to bear all overhead expenses.- Furthermore, for each labor situation on 
each farm, 30 hours per month are required for the chore work necessary to 
maintain buildings and fences and to care for a home garden and livestock. 
The remaining amount of family labor available is devoted to full-time 
nonfarm work. However, the amount of nonfarm work in each month cannot 
exceed the amount allowed in the month that most restricts this work. 
Consequently, the possibilities for the nonfarm employment of larger 
amounts of family labor during certain seasons of the year are not con-
3 
sidered. The cotton allotment on each farm is allocated to the Soil Bank 
and the remaining acreage of open land is rented at a rental rate of ten 
dollars per acre. Plans for full-time nonfarming are developed for each 
of the investment capital plans for each of the full-time and part-time 
farming situations considered earlier. Therefore, it is also assumed for 
each full-time nonfarming plan that the capital required for additional 
investment in the corresponding capital plan for full-time or part-time 
^t is assumed that the family retains the farm machinery for the 
following reasons: (l) To prevent sacrificing this investment at or near 
its salvage value, (2) to have machinery available for home use, and 
(3) to provide the flexibility of increasing farm activities if nonfarm 
work is reduced. This assumption is consistent with observed conditions 
in the area. However, the effect which selling this machinery has on the 
income and wage rate comparisons is noted later in this section. 
2 Forty-five hours of chore work are assumed for each of the full-
time and part-time farming situations. The value of food produced on the 
farm and used in the home is assumed to be the same for each full-time 
nonfarming situation as it is for each part-time and full-time farming 
situation. The 1.5 acres of land allowed for the farmstead are assumed 
to be sufficient for this purpose. 
3The same definition for a man-equivalent of nonfarm work is used 
for full-time nonfarming situations and part-time farming situations. 
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farming can be allocated to nonfarm opportunities and yield a specified 
rate of return. 
There are many alternative assumptions upon which to develop 
full-time nonf arming situations for families on small farms. However, 
observations of the preferences of these families to continue to live on 
the farm (residential farm), of their participation in the Soil Bank, of 
their rental practices, of their nonfarm work practices, and of their 
opportunities for the investment of capital in nonfarm alternatives 
indicate that these assumptions are reasonable ones. The three nonfarm 
wage rates of $1.00, $1.25, and $1.$0 (the same rates as used in the 
analysis for part-time farming situations) and two rates of return from 
the investment of capital in nonfarm alternatives (1+ and 6 percent) are 
considered. The calculation procedures used to derive the income data and 
wage rates that are presented in Tables 10 and 11 are illustrated below. 
*n"lustration of calculation procedures used for determining income for the 
full-time nonf arming situations 
The family situation for the farm with 1+0 acres of open land, 1.5 
man-equivalents of labor, and $1,981+ capital (Plan 2, Table 10) is used to 
illustrate the calculation procedures used for deriving the results for 
the full-time nonf arming situations. This family has 38.50 acres of open 
land (after deducting 1.5 acres for the farmstead), a cotton allotment of 
6.7k acres, and $1,981+ of capital are required for Plan 2. The family has 
l+,623 hours of labor available for the year but only 293 hours are avail­
able during each winter month. Thus, after deducting 30 hours for chore 
work, only 263 hours of labor are available for full-time nonfarm work. 
Ih3 
This amount of labor will allow a maximum, of 1.35 man- equivalent s of 
nonfarm work (263 -j 195 * 1.35) The net return for the full-time 
farming situation for this family is $3,5b6 (Plan 2, Table 10)." For 
the full-time nonf arming situation where this family engages in nonfarm 
work at a wage rate of $1.00 and invests its capital in nonfarm alterna­
tives at an interest rate of 6 percent, the net returns to the family 
were determined as shown below. 
6.7k (acres Soil Bank) x $58-35 (payment per acre) + 31.76 
(acres of open land rented) x $10 (rental rate per acre) + 1.35 
(man-equivalents of nonfarm work) x $1,820 (net returns per man-
equivalent of nonfarm work at a wage rate of $1.00) + $l,98ii 
(investment capital used in full-time farming) x .06 (rate of 
interest) - $U20 (overhead expenses for this farm) = $2,867 
(the net returns for full-time nonf arming shown on line 2, 
column 8, Table 10).^ 
The nonfarm wage rate required for the returns which this family 
would receive from full-time nonf arming to equal the returns the family 
would receive from full-time farming was determined by the procedure 
which is illustrated following Table 10. 
•'-The amounts of nonfarm work for the comparable situations with 
2.0 and 2.5 man- equivalent s of labor are 1.85 and 2.35 man-equivalents, 
respectively. 
2This the net return after the deduction of $U20 for fixed costs. 
o 
Each figure is described in the parenthesis following it. 
Table 10. Net returns from full-time nonfarming situations compared with net returns from full-time 
farming situations, and nonfarm wage rates required for the net returns from full-time 
nonfarming to equal the net returns from full-time farming for similar resource situations 
Net re- Net returns from full-time nonfarming for 
Full-time Level turns from specified interest and wage rates 
farming of full-time "IT percent' ~K percent 
situation Plan* capital" farming0 $1.00 $1.50 $1.00 $1.5o 
($) ($) ($) (») ($) ($) ($) <$) 
Nonfarm wage rate 
required for net 
returns from full-
time nonfarming 
to equal those of 
full-time farming 
U percent 5*percent 
($) ($) 
kO acres 
and 1.5 
man-
equivalents 
of labor 
1*0 acres 
2.0 man-
equivalents 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
0 
1,981 
2; 719 
3,231 
il,022 
0 
3,662 
4,597 
5,109 
5,900 
2,342 
3,546 
3,714 
3,971 
4,185 
2,342 
4,686 
4,854 
5,121 
5,325 
2,748 
2,827 
2,857 
2,877 
2,909 
3,658 
3,812 
3,842 
3,862 
3,894 
3,450 
3,529 
3,559 
3,579 
3,611 
4,620 
4,774 
4,804 
4,824 
4,856 
4,152 2,748 3,450 4,152 0.86 0.86 
4,231 2,867 3,569 4,271 1.26 1.24 
4,261 2,911 3,613 4,315 1.31 1.28 
4,281 2,942 3,6iiU 4,346 1.39 1.37 
4,313 2,989 3,691 4,393 1.45 1.42 
5,582 3,658 4,620 5,582 0.66 0.66 
5,736 3,889 4,851 5,813 1.23 1.21 
5,766 3,934 4,896 5,858 1.26 1.24 
5,786 3,964 4,926 5,888 1.33 1.30 
5,818 4,012 4,974 5,936 1.37 1.34 
aThese plans are the same as the plans presented in Figures 4 through 12 in the text. 
^This is the level of additional investment capital for the given plan in full-time farming. 
°These net returns are those presented in Tables 12 through 23 in the Appendix. They include 
the deduction of•overhead expenses. 
Table 10. (continued) 
Full-time 
farming 
situation Plan 
Level 
of 
capital 
($) 
Net re­
turns from 
full-time 
farming 
($) 
Net returns from full-time nonfarming for 
specified interest and wage rates 
4 percent ~ 6 percent 
lT5T^ il.00 
($) ($) 
"fïTEfô 
($) 
$1.00 
($) 
iâ.25 
($) ($) 
Nonfarm wage rate 
required for net 
returns from full-
time nonfarming 
to equal those of 
full-time farming 
4 percent 6 percent 
($) ($) 
40 acres 11 0 
2.$ man- 12 $,730 
equivalents 13 6,47$ 
14 6,987 
1$ 7,778 
1$ acres and 16 0 
1.$ man- 17 3,792 
equivalents 18 4,o$i 
of labor 19 4,233 
20 4, $04 
1$ acres, 21 0 
2.0 man- 22 $,669 
equivalents 23 $,929 
24 6,111 
2$ 6,381 
1$ acres, 26 0 
2.$ man- 27 7, $47 
equivalents 28 7,806 
29 7,988 
30 8,2$8 
2,342 4,£68 2,790 
5.826 4,797 6,019 
6,034 4,827 6,049 
6,261 4,847 6,069 
6,46$ 4,879 6,101 
$$6 2,29$ 2,997 
2.827 2,41)7 3,149 
2,917 2,427 3,1# 
3,008 2,464 3,166 
3,080 2,47$ 3,177 
$$6 3,20$ 4,167 
3,997 3,432 4,394 
4,0$7 3,442 4,404 
4,148. 3,4$0 4,412 
4,220 3,460 4,422 
$$6 4,11$ $,337 
$,137 4,417 $,639 
$,197 4,427 $,649 
$,288 4,43$ $,6$7 
$,360 4,44$ $,667 
7,012 4,$68 $,790 
7,241 4,912 6,134 
7,271 4,947 6,179 
7,291 4,987 6,209 
7,323 $,03$ 6,2$7 
3,699 2,29$ 2,997 
3,8$1 2,$23 3,22$ 
3,861 2,$38 3,240 
3,868 2,$49 3,2$1 
3,879 2,$6$ 3,267 
$,129 3,20$ U,167 
$,3$6 3,$4$ 4,$07 
$,366 3,$61 k,$23 
$,374 3,$72 4,$34 
$,384 3,$88 4,$$0 
6,$$9 4,11$ $,337 
6,861 4,$68 $,790 
6,871 4,$83 $,80$ 
6,879 4,$9$ $,817 
6,889 4,610 $,832 
7,012 o.$4 0.54 
7,3$6 1.21 1.19 
7,401 1.2$ 1.22 
7,431 1.29 1.26 
7,479 1.32 1.29 
3,699 0.38 0.38 
3,927 1.1$ 1.12 
3,942 1.16 1.13 
3,9$3 1.19 1.16 
3,969 1.22 1.18 
$,129 0.31 0.31 
$,469 1.1$ 1.12 
$,48$ 1.16 1.13 
$,496 1.18 1.1$ 
$,$12 1.20 1.16 
6,$$9 0.27 0.27 
7,012 1.1$ 1.12 
7,027 1.16 1.12 
7,039 1.17 1.3.4 
7,0$4 1.19 1.1$ 
Table 10. (continued) 
Full-time 
farming 
situation Plan 
Level 
of 
capital 
($) 
Net re­
turns from 
full-time 
farming 
($) 
Net returns from full-time nonfarming for 
specified interest and wage rates 
4 percent 6 percent ~~ 
$1.00 $1.00 
($) 
£T72T 
($) ($) ($) 
$1.25 
($) ($) 
Nonfarm wage rate 
required for net 
returns from full-
time nonfarming 
to equal those of 
full-time farming 
4 percent 6 percent 
($) ($) 
60 acres 31 
and 1.5 32 
man- 33 
equivalents 34 
of labor 35 
60 acres, 36 
2.0 man- 37 
equivalents 38 
39 
40 
60 acres, 41 
2.5 man- 42 
equivalents 43 
44 
45 
0 3,769 
538 It,095 
1,655 4,350 
2,436 4,743 
3,981 5,100 
0 3,769 
2,415 5,235 
3,532 5,490 
4,313 5,883 
5,515 6,204 
0 3,769 
4,292 6,375 
5,409 6,630 
6,190 7,023 
7,392 7,344 
3,110 3,812 
3,132 3,834 
3,176 3,878 
3,207 3,909 
3,256 3,958 
4,020 4,982 
4,117 5,079 
4,162 5,124 
4,193 5,155 
4,241 5,203 
4,930 6,152 
5,102 6,324 
5,146 6,368 
5,178 6,400 
5,226 6,448 
4,5i4 3,110 
4,536 3,143 
4,580 3,209 
4,611 3,256 
4,660 3,329 
5,944 4,020 
6,041 4,165 
6,086 4,233 
6,117 4,279 
6,165 4,351 
7,374 4,930 
7,546 5,188 
7,590 5,254 
7,622 5,302 
7,670 5,374 
3,812 4,5i4 
3,845 4,547 
3,911 4,613 
3,958 4,660 
4,031 4,733 
4,982 5,944 
5,127 6,089 
5,195 6,157 
5,241 6,203 
5,313 6,275 
6,152 7,374 
6,410 7,632 
6,47 6 7,698 
6,524 7,746, 
6,596 7,818 
1.23 1.23 
1.34 1.34 
1.42 1.41 
1.55 1.53 
1.66 1.63 
0.93 0.93 
1.29 1.28 
1.35 1.33 
1.44 1.42 
i.5i 1.48 
0.77 0.77 
1.26 1.24 
1.30 1.28 
1.38 1.35 
1.43 l.4o 
1U7 
$3,$U6 (net returns from full-time farming) - $2,867 (net returns 
from full-time nonfarming) 
2,808 (hours required for 1.3$ man-equivalents of nonfarm work) 
(the wage rate for the lower bound of the range of ) 
+ $1.00 (net returns from full-time nonfarming within which) 
(the returns from full-time farming fall ) 
(the wage rate required for the net returns from ) 
= $1,214. (full-time nonfarming to equal those from full-time) 
(farming ) 
The net returns and wage rates presented in Table 10 for different 
labor situations and sizes of farms were determined by the use of the same 
procedures. (Appropriate adjustments were made for the different amounts 
of labor, land, and capital available and for the different nonfarm wage 
and interest rates). Similar procedures were used to determine the net 
returns for the full-time nonfarming situations that are related to the 
part-time farming situations in Table 11. 
Comparison of the net returns from full-time nonfarming with those from 
fni i -time f armi rig 
Net returns for six full-time nonfarming plans for each of the 
investment plans that are considered for the full-time farming situations 
are presented in Columns $ through 10 in Table 10. These six plans 
include three different nonfarm wage rates ($1.00, $1,2$, and $1.$0) for 
each of two different interest rates (U and 6 percent). The net returns 
for each of these full-time nonfarming plans can be compared with the net 
returns for the full-time farming plan for which similar resources are 
available. For example. Plan 3, the optimum plan for the Jj.0 acre farm 
with 1.$ man-equivalents of labor, results in a net return of $3,7llt when 
1U8 
the family engages in full-time farming. Plan 3 requires $2,719 additional 
investment capital. If this family engages in full-time nonfarming, the 
net returns vary with variations in nonfarm wage and interest rates. If 
the nonfarm wage rate is $1.00 and the interest rate is 6 percent, the net 
return from full-time nonf arming is $2,911 or $803 less than the net 
return for full-time farming. Conversely, the net return from full-time 
nonf arming is $lt,3l5# or $601 more than the net returns from full-time 
farming when the nonfarm wage rate is $1.$0 and the interest rate is 6 
percent. The net returns from full-time nonf arming for this plan are the 
same as those from full-time farming when the nonfarm wage rate is $1.28. 
"When the rate of return on capital investment is ij. percent instead of 
6 percent, the net returns from full-time nonf arming for this plan are 
slightly lower and the nonfarm wage rate required for the net returns from 
full-time nonf arming to equal those from full-time farming is slightly 
higher. 
Plan 1 in Table 10 is used to illustrate another significant point. 
This is optimum plan for the U0 acre farm with 1.5 man- equivalent s of 
labor for the zero level of investment capital. Hence, Plan 1 results in 
a net return of only $2,3U2 when the family engages in full-time farming. 
If this family engages in full-time nonf arming, the net returns vary with 
variations in nonfarm wage and interest rates. For example, if the 
nonfarm wage rate is $1.00 and the interest rate is 6 percent, the net 
return from full-time nonf arming is $2,7^8, or $i;06 more than the net 
return from full-time farming. And the net return from full -time 
nonf arming is $U,l52, or $1,810 more than the net returns from full-time 
farming, when the nonfarm wage rate is $1.50 and the interest rate is 
liî-9 
6 percent. The returns from, full-time nonf arming for this plan are the 
same as those from full-time farming when the nonf ara wage rate is only 
$0.86. Hence, these comparisons emphasize the fact that families on small 
farms that do not have capital for additional investments can improve their 
income position by engaging in full-time nonf arming even if the nonfarm 
wage rate is below the minimum wage rate of $1.00. 
Several pertinent observations can be made from the data presented in 
Table 10. For each labor situation for each farm, when the family does 
not have investment capital to use for full-time farming (the first plan 
for each labor situation and size of farm in Table 10) the net returns 
from each of the full-time nonf arming plans exceed the net returns from 
full-time farming. For these situations, a nonfarm wage rate considerably 
below the minimum wage rate ($1.00) would result in returns from full-time 
nonf arming that are equal to those in full-time farming. For a given size 
of farm, this wage rate required for returns from full-time nonf arming to 
equal those for full-time farming decreases as the amount of labor avail­
able to the family increases. Conversely, for a given labor situation, 
this wage rate decreases as the size of farm decreases. This is because 
nonfarm work is relatively more important for the situations with the 
larger amounts of labor and for the situations with the smaller amounts of 
land. Consequently, for the 15 acre farm with 2.5 man-equivalents of 
labor at the zero capital level a nonfarm wage rate of only $0.27 (Plan 30, 
Table 10) is required for the net returns from full-time nonf arming to 
equal those from full-time farming. Therefore, it is not surprising that 
families with large amounts of labor on very smal 1 farms are rapidly 
shifting to nonfarm employment. Nor is it surprising that this shift to 
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nonfarm employment is most pronounced for those families that do not have 
the capital needed to make profitable adjustments in agriculture. 
In contrast to plans at the zero capital level, when capital is 
available to the family for making profitable adjustments in agriculture 
(the second, third, fourth, and fifth plans for each labor situation for 
each size of farm in Table 10), the nonfarm wage rates required for the 
net returns from full-time nonf arming to equal those from full-time 
farming increase as the amounts of capital used in full-time farming 
increase. For Plan 3, for example, which requires $2,719 of capital this 
wage rate for the situation with a 6 percent interest rate is $1.28. In 
contrast, Plan 5 requires $U,022 of capital and the wage rate for the 
returns from, full-time nonf arming to equal the returns from full-time 
farming is $1.1:2.^ 
An overall comparison of all the net returns and nonfarm wage rates 
presented in Table 10 provides the basis for one additional type of inter­
pretation. One may note that, irrespective of the type of labor situation, 
for the farms with 15 and i+O acres of open land each of the nonfarm wage 
rates required for the net returns from full-time nonf arming to equal 
those from full-time farming is less than $1.50 (the average wage received 
in nonfarm employment in Georgia today). Furthermore, all of the wage 
•'"For all plans presented in Tables 10 and 11, if the machinery on the 
farms is sold and this money is invested in nonfarm. opportunities, the 
income and wage rates comparisons would be affected as follows: For each 
farm, the returns from full-time nonf arming at the b and 6 percent 
interest rates would be increased by $337 and $379, respectively; and the 
wage rates required for the returns from full-time nonf arming to equal 
those from full-time farming or part-time farming at the It and 6 percent 
interest rates would be decreased by $0.12 and $0.10, respectively. 
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rates for the situations for the 15 acre farm, and many of the wage rates 
for the situations for the I4.O acre farm, are less than $1.25 (the average 
nonfarm wage rate in Georgia from 19^-9-1956). In addition, even though 
the nonfarm wage rates required for the net returns from full-time nonf arm­
ing to equal those from full-time farming are larger for the 60 acre farm 
than for the 15 or I4.0 acre farms, most of these wage rates are also less 
than $1.50. Consequently, even with capital available for additional 
investment, given average nonfarm wage rates from $1.25 to $1.50 and the 
other nonfarm opportunities assumed for these full-time nonf arming 
situations, at average nonfarm wage rates of from $1.25 to $1.50 many 
families on small farms should shift to nonfarm employment if their 
objective is to maximize the net returns to the family. However, under 
many conditions, the shift to nonfarm employment should not be a complete 
shift to the extent that the families do not "actively engage" in any 
farming. Therefore, comparisons of these net returns from full-time 
nonf arming with those from part-time farming are presented below. 
Comparison of the net returns from full-time nonf ami ng with those from 
part-time farming 
Net returns for full-time nonf arming plans for each of the plans 
considered for the part-time farming situations are presented in Table 11* 
These plans are different in two respects from those presented in Table 10» 
First, only two full-time nonf arming plans (one for each of two different 
interest rates for a given nonfarm wage rate) are presented to relate to a 
given plan for each part-time farming situation. This is necessary since 
the part-time farming situations are identified by a given nonfarm wage 
Table 11, Net returns from full-time nonfarming situations compared with net returns from part-time 
farming situations, and nonfarm wage rate required for the net returns from full-time 
nonfarming to equal the net returns from part-time farming for similar resource situations 
Net re-
Part-time Level 
farming of . _ 
situation Plana capital*3 farming0 
($)  
Net returns from full-time 
nonfarming for $1.2$ non-
turns from farm wage rate for 
part-time specified interest rates 
U percent 6 percent 
($) ($) 
Nonfarm wage rate required 
for net returns from full-
time nonfarming to equal 
those of part-time farming 
U percent h percent 
($) ($) 
UO acres, U6 
1.5 man- 1+7 
equivalents ii.8 
$1.25 nonfarm 
wage rate 
0 
9U8 
1,828 
3,7U9 
U,012 
U,209 
3,U5o 
3,U88 
3,523 
3,U50 
3,507 
3,560 
1.36 
i.UU 
1.U9 
1.36 
1.U3 
1.U8 
Uo acres, 1+9 
2.0 man- 50 
equivalents 51 
$1.25 nonfarm 
wage rate 
0 
9U8 
1,828 
U,919 
5,182 
5,379 
U, 620 
U,65G 
U,693 
U,620 
U,677 
U,729 
1.33 
1.39 
1.U3 
1.33 
1.38 
1.U2 
UO acres, 52 
2.5 man- 53 
equivalents 5U 
$1.25 nonfarm 
wage rate 
0 
9U8 
1,828 
6,089 
6,352 
6,5U9 
5,790 
5,828 
5,863 
5,790 
5,8U7 
5,900 
1.31 
1.36 
1.39 
1.31 
1.35 
1.38 
aThese plans are the same as the plans presented in Figures 13 through 19 in the text. 
^This is the level of additional investment capital for the given plan in part-time farming. 
0These net returns are those presented in Tables 2k through 38 in the Appendix. They include 
the deduction of overhead expenses. 
Table 11. (continued) 
Net returns from full-time Nonfarm wage rate required 
Net re­ nonfarming for $1.00 non- for net returns from full-
Part-time Level turns from farm wage rate for time nonfarming to equal 
farming of part-time specified interest rates those of part-time farming 
situation Plan capital farming U percent 6 percent U percent 6 percent 
($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) 
UO acres, 55 0 3,37U 2,7U8 2,7U8 1.22 1.22 
1.5 man- 56 9U8 3,695 2,786 2,605 1.32 1.32 
equivalents 57 1,828 3,908 2,821 2,858 1.39 1.37 
$1,00 nonfarm 58 U,022 U,185 2,909 2,989 1.U5 1.U2 
wage rate 
1|0 acres, 59 0 U,28U 3,658 3,658 1.16 1.16 
2.0 man- 60 9U8 U,605 3,696 3,715 1.2U 1.23 
equivalents 61 1,828 U,8l8 3,731 3,767 1.28 1.27 
$1.00 nonfarm 62 5,900 5,325 3,89U U,012 1.37 1.3U 
wage rate 
UO acres, 63 0 5,19U U,568 U,568 1.13 1.13 
2.5 man- 6U 9U8 5,515 U.606 U,625 1.19 1.18 
equivalents 65 1,828 5,728 U,6Ul U,678 1.22 1.22 
$1.00 nonfarm 66 7,778 6,U65 U,879 5,035 1.32 1.29 
wage rate 
Table 11. (continued) 
Net returns from full-time Nonfarm wage rate required 
Net re­ nonfarming for $1,50 non- for net returns from full-
Part-time Level turns from farm wage rate for time nonfarming to equal 
farming of part-time specified interest rates those of part-time farming 
situation Plan capital farming U percent 6 percent U percent 6 percent 
($) ($) ($) ($)  ($) ($) 
UO acres, 67 0 U,163 U,i52 U,152 1.50 1.50 
1.5 man- 68 1,828 U,5%2 u,225 U,262 1.60 1.59 
equivalents 
$1.50 nonfarm 
wage rate 
UO acres, 69 0 5,593 5,582 5,582 1.50 1.50 
2.0 man- 70 1,828 5,9U2 5,655 5,691 1.57 1.57 
equivalents 
$1.50 nonfarm 
wage rate 
UO acres, 71 0 6,923 7,012 7,012 l.UB l.UB 
2.5 man- 72 1,828 7,372 7,085 7,122 1.56 1.55 
equivalents 
$1.50 nonfarm 
wage rate 
Table 11. (continued) 
Nonfarm wage rate 
required for net 
returns from full-
Net re- Net returns from full-time nonfarming for time nonfarming 
Part-time Level turns from specified interest and wage rates to equal those of 
farming of part-time 1+ percent 6 percent part-time farming 
situation Plan capital farming $1.00 $1.2*> $1.00 $1.25 $ï.5o U percent 6 percent 
($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) 
15 acres, 73 0 M55 L,167 4,167 1.25 1.25 
2,0 man- 7l+ 335 h,2k7 U,l80 U,l87 1.27 1.27 
equivalents 75 639 1,315 U,193 l+,205 1.28 1.28 
$1.25 nonfarm 
wage rate 
15 acres, 76 0 3,331 3,205 3,205 1.03 1.03 
2.0 man- 77 335 3,1+1+6 3,218 3,225 1.06 1.06 
equivalents 78 639 3,520 3,231 3,21+3 1.08 1.07 
$1.00 nonfarm 79 6,381 It,220 3,1+60 3,588 1.19 1.16 
wage rate 
15 acres, 80 0 U,988 5,129 5,129 1.1+6 1.1+6 
2,0 man- 81 639 5,112 5,155 5,167 1.1+9 1.1+9 
equivalents 
$1.50 nonfarm 
wage rate 
Table 11, (continued) 
Part-time 
farming 
situation Plan 
Nonfarm wage rate 
required for net 
returns from full-
Net re- Net returns from full-time nonfarming for time nonfarming 
Level turns from specified interest and wage rates 
of part-time a percent 6 percent! 
capital farming $1.00 $1.25 $1.50 $1.00 $1.25 $1.50 
($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) 
to equal those of 
gart-time farming percent 6 percent 
($) ($) 
60 acres, 82 0 5,546 4,982 4,982 l.4o 1.40 
20 man- 83 1,1*1*1 5,917 5,040 5,068 1.48 1.47 
equivalents 84 2,777 6,253 5,093 5,149 1.55 1.54 
$1.25 nonfarm 
wage rate 
60 acres, 85 0 5,057 4,020 4,020 1.27 1.27 
2.0 man- 86 1,441 5,522 4,078 4,106 1.38 1.37 
equivalents 87 2,777 5,874 4,131 4,187 1.45 1.44 
$1.00 nonfarm 88 5,515 6,204 4,241 4,351 1.51 1.48 
wage rate 
60 acres, 89 0 6,076 5,944 5,944 1.53 1.53 
2.0 man- 90 2,777 6,633 6,055 6,111 1.65 1.64 
equivalents 
$1.50 nonfarm 
wage rate 
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rate. Thus, full-time nonfarming plans for the other two nonfarm wage 
rates are irrevelant for purposes of comparisons. Second, the amounts of 
capital used for nonfarm investments are the smaller amounts used in the 
part-time farming plans rather than the larger amounts used in the full-
time farming plans. 
Net returns for each of these full-time nonfarming plans can be 
compared with the net returns for the part-time farming plan for which 
similar resources are available. Plan 47, for example, for the 40 acre 
farm with 1.5 man-equivalents of labor and with nonfarm employment 
opportunities at a wage rate of $1.25, results in a net return of $4,012 
when the family engages in part-time farming. If the family engages in 
full-time nonfarming, however, the net return at this same wage rate 
($1.25) is only $3,507 when the interest rate is 6 percent and only $3,488 
when the interest rate is 4 percent. Consequently, it would require a 
nonfarm wage rate of $1.43, when capital can be invested at 6 percent, and 
a wage rate of $1.44 when capital can be invested at 4 percent, for the 
net returns from full-time nonfarming to equal the net returns from part-
time farming at a wage rate of $1.25. 
The nonfarm wage rates presented in Table 11 are computed only to 
facilitate comparisons between the net returns for the full-time nonfarming 
situations and the net returns for a given part-time farming situation 
with similar resources. The wage rates should be interpreted as follows: 
If these nonfarm wage rates are greater than the nonfarm wage rate used 
for a given part-time farming plan, the returns from part-time farming 
exceed those from full-time nonfarming. Conversely, if these nonfarm wage 
rates are less than the nonfarm wage rate used for a given part-time 
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farming situation, then the net returns from full-time nonfarming exceed 
the net returns from part-time farming. Finally, if these wage rates are 
equal to the wage rate used for a given part-time farming situation, the 
net returns from full-time nonfarming and part-time farming are equal. 
Several pertinent observations can be made from the data that are presented 
in Table 11. 
The data in Table 11 show for each labor situation and for each sise 
of farm that the net returns from full-time nonfarming are approximately 
the same as those from part-time farming if the family does not have any-
capital for additional investment and if the nonfarm wage rate is $1.50. 
However, the net returns from part-time farming exceed those from full-
time nonfarming if (1) the family has capital to invest in farming or 
(2) if the nonfarm wage rate is $1.00 or $1.25. Consequently, given the 
average nonfarm wage rate in Georgia today ($1.50) and given the objective 
of each family to maximize its net returns, those families on small farms 
with little or no capital to use to add activities to the farm that can be 
combined profitably with their nonfarm work (hogs in most of these cases) 
can obtain approximately the same net returns if they engage in full-time 
nonfarming. On the other hand, those families on small farms with oppor­
tunities for nonfarm employment at a nonfarm wage rate of only $1.00 or 
$1.25 can obtain larger net returns if some of the family labor is devoted 
to farming activities in conjunction with their nonfarm work. It is most 
profitable for those families that have the same land and labor resources 
and the same nonfarm opportune ties, but larger amounts of capital than 
other families, to invest in larger amounts of the farm activities and to 
engage in less nonfarm work. Thus, these families should substitute 
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investment capital for nonfarm work through the addition of livestock 
activities to the farms. Conversely, it is most profitable for families 
with smaller amounts of capital to substitute nonfarm work for capital. 
The data in Table 11 also show that the wage rates required for the 
net returns from full-time nonfarming to equal those from part-time 
farming for a given part-time farming situation increase as the amount of 
capital available increases. Thus, these data indicate an increase in the 
relatively profitability of more farm activities and less nonfarm activi­
ties for those families with larger amounts of investment capital. 
In the cases where the net returns from part-time farming exceed 
those from full-time nonfarming (such as exist for most plans except those 
for high levels of investment capital and high nonfarm wage rates), the 
differences in net revenue in favor of part-time farming over full-time 
nonfarming are less for the 15 and IlO acre farms than for the 60 acre farm 
with similar labor resources. Consequently, families on these smaller 
farms can give up all their farming activities with less sacrifice in net 
returns than required for families on the 60 acre farm. 
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SDMâRÏ 
This study was addressed to the problem of evaluating farm and 
nonfarm adjustment opportunities for families on small owner-operated 
farms. The specific objective was to determine optimum plans for families 
with particular quantities of resources on small owner-operated farms in 
the Piedmont Area of Georgia. This objective was accomplished by determin­
ing profit maximizing plans for farm situations typical of those found on 
many small farms in the Piedmont. Linear programming procedures were used 
to compute the optimum plans. 
Farm situations located in Walton County were selected for this 
analysis. Characteristics of the agriculture and industry in this county 
are representative of the Piedmont Area. In computing the optimum plans, 
consideration was given to the types of resources and income opportunities 
available to families on small farms. The central portion of the analysis 
is for a farm with ii.0 acres of open land and 1.5 man-equivalents of labor. 
However, in order to determine the effects of variations in the amount of 
land, some analysis was directed to farms with 15 and 60 acres of open 
land. Also, in order to ascertain the effects of variations in the amount 
of labor, additional analysis was directed to situations with 2.0 and 2.5 
man-equivalents of labor. 
In these analyses, capital available for additional investment was 
considered as one of the most important resources limiting profitable 
adjustments on these small farms. The working hypothesis for this study 
is that if existing restrictions on the amounts of capital available for 
additional investment can be removed, or greatly reduced, some families on 
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small farms can make profitable adjustments within agriculture. Con­
versely, without the removal or reduction in these capital restrictions, 
many of these families must shift part or all of their resources into 
nonfarm opportunities. Hence, for each farm situation, profit maximizing 
plans were computed for all levels of additional investment capital that 
could be used profitably with a given supply of land, labor, and existing 
investments. Because of the nature of the activities considered most 
likely to be profitable on these farms, even with restrictions on annual 
cash operating capital, it was assumed that the supply of capital for 
annual cash operating expenses would not be an important limiting resource. 
However, the reasonability of this assumption was evaluated by determining 
the flow of cash operating capital throughout the year for each situation. 
Twenty-four farm and nonfarm activities were considered as income 
opportunities in this study. The crop enterprises considered were as 
followst oats and grain sorghum, oats and lespedeza hay, wheat and les-
pedeza hay, corn, and cotton. Each of these crop enterprises was consi­
dered for two types of cropland. These activities in addition to a crop 
activity to permit placing the cotton allotment in the Soil Bank were the 
13 crop activities. In addition to these crop activities, eight livestock 
activities were also considered. These included three hog activities, two 
beef cattle activities, dairy, broilers, and layers. Thus, 21 farm 
activities were considered in this study. Also, three activities were 
provided for the use of labor in nonfarm employment. 
Long-run price relationships, adjusted to the 1955 level of prices, 
were used to develop the projected prices used in. this study. This level 
of prices is somewhat higher than the current prices. However, the 
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projected prices used in this study reflect long-term price relationships 
and a level of prices somewhat intermediate between the level in the 
period 1935-54 and in the period 194-7-54- Except for variations in 
nonfarm wage rates, all prices were held constant throughout the study. 
However, in order to determine the effect on resource use when the 
relationships between nonfarm wage rates and agricultural prices change, 
three different nonfarm wage rates were considered. Broad types of adjust­
ment opportunities for families on small farms include full-time farming, 
part-time farming, and full-time nonfarm employment. Consequently, the 
farm and nonfarm opportunities considered in this study were restricted to 
permit evaluating and making income comparisons between each of these 
three types of adjustment opportunities. Hence, the optimum plans pre­
sented in this study are grouped under one of these types of adjustments. 
Nine full-time farming situations were analysed in the study. These 
situations, which were restricted to farm activities only, include con­
sideration of three different amounts of labor (1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 man-
equivalents ) for three small farms with 15, 40, and 60 acres of open land. 
When no capital was available for additional investment, the optimum plans 
for these full-time farming situations included oats and grain sorghum 
and cotton but did not include livestock activities. Consequently, under 
these conditions, considerable amounts of labor are unemployed in all 
seasons of the year. When larger amounts of additional investment capital 
were available, however, layers first entered the plans until labor during 
the winter months was a limiting factor. And, at higher levels of invest­
ment capital, the plans shifted to more emphasis on hogs and less emphasis 
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on layers until the amount of open land available was a limiting factor. 
For a given supply of labor on each farm, the main difference in 
optimum full-time farming plans for the I4.O and 15 acre farms was that the 
optimum plans for the 15 acre farm placed more emphasis on layers and less 
emphasis on hogs. Conversely, the main difference in, optimum plans for 
the 60 acre farm as compared with the 1+0 acre farm was that the plans for 
the 60 acre farm included less emphasis on layers and more emphasis on 
hogs. Consequently, since considerably more additional investment capital 
is required to add layers to a farm than is required for hogs, the amounts 
of additional investment capital that could be used profitably were greater 
for the 15 acre farm than for the h0 and 60 acre farms. However, even 
with these larger additional investments for the smaller size of farm, the 
net returns were larger for the I4.O and 60 acre farms. For a given size of 
farm, the effect of increasing the amount of labor to 2.0 and 2.5 man-
equivalents was to increase the amounts of additional capital investments 
that can be used profitably, the number of layers included in the optimum 
plans, and the net returns. An increase in the amount of labor only 
affected the number of layers because when smaller amounts of labor were 
available, both labor, particularly during the winter months, and land 
•were already limiting factors. Consequently, under these conditions those 
activities requiring additional land can not be increased merely by 
increasing the amount of labor. Hence, on small farms, an increase in the 
amount of labor has no effect on the optimum full-time farming plans 
unless some capital is available for additional investments. 
The enterprises entering the optimum plans for each farm for these 
full-time farming situations are such that they provided a favorable flow 
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of operating capital, except where investment capital was not available to 
include layers and/or hogs in the plans. This flow was most favorable for 
those situations with the larger amounts of labor, investment capital, and 
for the smaller sizes of farms. The amount by which the accumulated cash 
expenses exceeded accumulated cash receipts in any one month did not 
exceed $$00 in most cases. Although for one plan for the 60 acre farm, 
this deficit of cash operating funds was $1,700. 
"When capital was not available for additional investments, the net 
returns for the optimum plans for the full-time farming situations for 
each of these farms was very low. When capital was allowed to increase up 
to the maximum amount that could be used with a given supply of other 
resources, however, the net revenues varied from $3,093 for the 15 acre 
farm with 1.5 man-equivalents of labor to $7,484 for the 60 acre farm with 
2.5 man-equivalents. The amounts of additional capital that could be used 
profitably varied from $4,086 for the 60 acre farm with 1.5 man-equivalents 
of labor to $8,375 for the 15 acre farm with 2.5 man-equivalents of labor. 
The alternative of using part of the capital available for addi­
tional investments for the purpose of purchasing additional land to 
increase farm size was also considered. The results indicated that 
families on a small farm that have ample supplies of investment capital 
and the opportunity for purchasing additional land can increase their 
income more by using part of this investment capital to increase farm size 
and part to invest on the larger farm than they can by investing all of 
their capital on the smaller farm. However, many families on small farms 
do not have ample amounts of investment capital to make profitable adjust­
ments within agriculture. These families must look at nonfarm opportunities. 
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Fifteen part-time farming situations, which included, both farm and 
nonfarm activities, were analyzed in the study. Nine of these situations 
included the consideration of the three different amounts of labor for the 
I4.O acre farm when nonfarm work was available at each of three different 
nonf arm wage rates ($1.00, $1.25, and $1.50). The other six part-time 
farming situations were for the 15 and 60 acre farms with 2.0 man-
equivalents of labor where nonfarm work was available at each of the three 
different wage rates. When capital was not available for additional 
investments, optimum, plans for the part-time farming situations for the 
I4.0 acre farm included oats and grain sorghum, a relatively high percentage 
of the available labor devoted to nonfarm work and, in contrast to the 
full-time farming situations, the cotton allotment was not planted but was 
placed in the Soil Bank. When larger amounts of investment capital were 
available, hogs were included in the optimum plans, up to the limit of the 
amount of open land available, and the amount of nonfarm work was reduced. 
The final capital plan for each part-time farming situation included con­
siderably less nonfarm work than was profitable when additional investment 
capital was not available. Consequently, under these conditions, invest­
ment capital, which allows more profitable adjustments on the farm, 
substitutes for nonfarm work. 
For a given labor supply and size of farm, as the nonfarm wage rate 
was decreased from $1.25 to $1.00, or by 20 percent, the optimum combina­
tion of activities was not altered (only net returns were reduced) until 
sufficient investment capital was .available to shift part of the labor 
used in nonfarm work to layers. This shift to layers began at approxi­
mately the $650, $1,900, and $2,800 capital levels for situations with 
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2.0 man-equivalents of labor on the 1$, UO, and 60 acre farms, respec­
tively. When large amounts of investment capital were available 
(approximately $6,$00, $6,000, and $$,$00 for situations with 2.0 man-
equivalents of labor for the 1$, ijO, and 60 acre farms, respectively) the 
resulting combination of activities was the same as for the full-time 
farming situations with comparable amounts of land, labor, and investment 
capital. On the other hand, when the nonfarm wage rate was increased from 
$1.2$ to $1.$0, or by 20 percent, layers were not included in any of the 
plans but the amount of labor allocated to nonfarm work was increased. 
For a given nonfarm wage rate and size of farm, as the amount of 
labor was increased to 2.0 and 2.$ man-equivalents, the only effect, 
except for the situation discussed above, was that the increased amount of 
labor was allocated to nonfarm work. A similar effect occurred for the 
$1.00 nonfarm wage rate except when sufficient capital was available to 
shift to layers the labor previously used in nonfarm work. "When large 
amounts of additional investment capital were available, the effect of 
increasing the amount of labor was to increase layers in the same manner 
as for the corresponding full-time fanning situations. 
A comparison of plans for the 1$ and I|0 acre farms for a given 
nonfarm wage rate and labor supply for the part-time farming situations 
indicated that nonfarm employment was relatively more important for the 
family on the 1$ acre farm than for the family on the UO acre farm. How­
ever, the increased returns from nonfarm work did not offset the smaller 
returns from farming. Hence, the total net returns from both farm and 
nonfarm work were smaller for the family on the 1$ acre farm than for the 
family on the W acre farm. However, the part-time farming plans for 
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the h.0 acre farm required larger amounts of additional investment capital. 
A comparison of plans for the i|0 and 60 acre farms for a given 
nonfarm wage rate and labor supply for the part-time farming situations 
showed that the effect of an increase in the size of farm from 1|0 to 60 
acres was to decrease the amount of nonfarm work. The decrease in net 
returns from nonfarm work for the family on the 60 acre farm was, however, 
more than offset by larger net returns from the farm. Hence, the family 
on the 60 acre farm was able, for these part-time farming situations, to 
profitably utilise larger amounts of additional investment capital and to 
obtain greater total net returns than the family on the liO acre farm. For 
all three sizes of farms, the effects of changes in the nonfarm wage rate 
were quite similar. The 15 acre farm has less land and full-time farming 
plans for this farm included more layers than for the I4.O and 60 acre 
farms. Hence, the shift to nonfarm work was more pronounced for the family 
on the 15 acre farm than for families on the 1|0 and 60 acre farms as the 
nonfarm wage rate increased. 
"When part-time farming plans were compared with full-time farming 
plans, for situations for comparable sizes of farms with comparable 
amounts of labor and with ample capital, the following results were 
indicated: In the part-time farming situations the families can use less 
additional investment capital profitably (the smaller the farm the more 
pronounced this difference). However, plans for part-time farming 
resulted in approximately the same total net returns from farm and nonfarm 
activities when the nonfarm wage rate was $1.00 or $1.25 and slightly 
larger total net returns when the nonfarm wage rate was $1.50 than for 
comparable full-time farming plans. When ample capital for additional 
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investments was not available, however, the part-time fanning plans 
resulted in returns considerably higher than the full-time farming plans. 
Hence, the difference between total net returns for full-time farming and 
part-time farming decreases as the amount of capital available for addi­
tional investments increases. 
Nonfarm work replaced layers in optimum plans for the part-time 
fanning situations. Consequently, since both nonfarm work and layers 
provided a flow of cash receipts which exceeds the flow of cash expenses 
in each month of the year, the general nature of the flow of operating 
funds for the part-time farming situations was not materially different 
from the flow for the full-time farming situations. For most plans for 
part-time farming situations the deficit of operating funds was less than 
$500. For a few part-time farming plans for the 60 acre farm, however, 
due to less emphasis on nonfarm work for families on this larger farm, 
this deficit of operating funds was over $1,000. 
Several full-time nonfarming situations were analyzed in the final 
phase of this study in order to provide results which could be compared 
with results for the full-time and part-time farming situations. In these 
full-time nonf arming situations, the family does not "actively" engage in 
farming activities. However, in these situations, opportun'ties for the 
use of family labor in full-time nonfarm work, for the allocation of the 
cotton allotment to the Soil Bank, for the renting of the remaining 
acreage of open land, and for the investment of capital in nonfarm 
opportunities were considered. 
Comparisons of full -time nonfarming plans with full-time farming 
plans for comparable resource situations indicated the following results: 
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(1) For each labor situation for each farm, if the family did not have 
additional capital to invest the net returns from full-time nonfarming 
exceeded those of full-time farming, and, under these conditions, a 
nonfarm wage rate considerably below the $1.00 minimum wage resulted in 
returns from full-time nonfarming equal to those in full-time farming. 
(2) When capital was available for making profitable adjustments in 
agriculture, the nonfarm wage rates required for returns from full-time 
nonfarming to equal those in full-time farming increased as the amounts of 
capital used in farming decreased. (3) For most of the resource situations 
considered in this study, at nonfarm wage rates of $1.$0 (the average 
nonfarm wage rate in Georgia today) the net returns from full-time nonfarm­
ing were equal to those of full-time farming. (4) And, finally, for many 
of the resource situations considered (for the smaller farm, for family 
situations with large amounts of labor, and for situations with «mall 
amounts of investment capital), the nonfarm wage rate required for the net 
returns from full-time nonfarming to equal those from full-time farming was 
less than $1.25 (the average nonfarm wage rate in Georgia from 1949-56). 
The following results were indicated by comparisons of full-time 
nonfarming plans with part-time farming plans for comparable resource 
situations: (1) For each labor situation and for each farm considered in 
this study, the net returns from full-time nonfarming were approximately 
the same as those from part-time farming when the family did not have 
capital available for additional investment and when the nonfarm wage rate 
was $1.50. (2) The net returns from part-time farming, however, exceeded 
those from full-time nonfarming when the family had capital to invest in 
some farming activities or when the nonfarm wage rate was only $1.00 or 
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$1.25. Consequently, given the average nonfarm wage rate in Georgia today 
($1.50) and given the objective cf each family to maximize its net returns, 
those families on small farms with little or no capital for additional 
investments can obtain approximately the same net returns if they devote 
their labor to nonfarm work, place their cotton allotment in the Soil Bank, 
and rent out the remaining acreage of open land. Conversely, those 
families on small farms that have opportunities for nonfarm employment at 
wage rates of $1.00 or $1.25 can obtain larger net returns if some of the 
family labor is devoted to farming activities in addition to their nonfarm 
work. 
Hence, the results of this analysis of farm and nonfarm. adjustment 
opportunities for families on small owner-operated farms in the Piedmont 
Area of Georgia lend support to the following conclusionst (1) Families 
on these small farms can make profitable adjustments within agriculture 
provided restrictions on the amounts of capital available for additional 
investments can be removed or greatly reduced. (2) These adjustments will 
require either (a) an intensification of operations on given land areas 
and/or (b) an expansion in farm size. (3) Many families on small farms 
that do not have ample amounts of investment capital must shift to nonfarm 
employment. (U) However, unless these families have absolutely no capital 
to invest in agriculture and unless they have employment opportunities at 
a nonfarm wage rate of $1.50 or above, this shift to nonfarm opportunities 
should not be a complete one. (5) Consequently, under present nonfarm 
employment conditions, many families on small farms can profitably engage 
in part-time farming and, thus, allocate resources to a combination of 
farm and nonfarm activities. 
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APPENDIX 
Table 12. Optimum plans for full-time farming for a farm with J+0 acres of open land, one and one-half 
man-equivalents of labor, and varying levels of investment oapitala 
Plan 
Level of 
capital 
(0) 
Enterprises included Limiting resources Net return 
(*) 
1 0 15.76 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 
11.20 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land Type 2 cropland 
6.74 acres cotton type 1 land Cotton allotment 
2 1,984 15.76 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 
11.20 acres oats-grain sorghum typo 2 land Type 2 cropland 
6.74 acres cotton type 1 land Cotton allotment 
542 hens November labor 
3 2,719 22.50 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 
4.46 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land Type 2 cropland 
6.74 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land Cotton allotment 
743 hens November labor 
2,342 
3,546 
3,714 
aThese plans are presented graphically in Figure 4. 
Profits after fixed costs of $420 are subtracted. 
Table 12, (continued) 
Plan 
Level of 
capital 
($) 
Enterprises included Limiting resources Net return 
3,231 22.50 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
4.46 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land 
6.74 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
624 hens 
5.65 brood sows0 , 
4.80 acres pasture for hogs 
4,022 22.50 acres oâts-grain sorghum type 1 land 
6.74 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
600 hens 
10.90 brood sows0 , 
9.26 acres pasture for hogs 
Type 1 cropland 
Type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
Type 1 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
3,971 
4,135 
0 A unit of hogs includes one brood sow and two litters of six pigs each. This is Activity P^, 
butcher hogs with corn as only grain fed. *" 
d 
Pasture for hogs is defined as a part of the hog activity and is not a separate activity. 
Table 13• Optimum plans for full-time farming for a farm with 40 acres of open land, two man-
equivalents of labor, and varying levels of investment capital8-
Plan 
Level of 
capital 
($) 
Enterprises included Limiting resources Net return1-
($) 
6 0 15.76 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 2,342 
11.20 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land Type 2 cropland 
6.74 acres cotton type 1 land Cotton allotment 
7 3,862 15.76 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 4,686 
11.20 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land Type 2 cropland 
6.74 acres cotton type 1 land Cotton allotment 
1,055 hens November labor 
8 4,597 22.50 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 4,854 
4.46 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land Type 2 cropland 
6.74 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land Cotton allotment 
1,256 hens November labor 
&These plans are presented graphically in Figure 5. 
^Profits after fixed costs of $420 are subtracted. 
Table 13. (continued) 
Plan 
Level of 
capital 
($) 
Enterprises included Limiting resources Net return 
(#) 
10 
5,109 22.50 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
4.46 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land 
6,74 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
1,137 hens 
5.65 brood sows0 , 
4.80 acres pasture for hogs 
5,900 22.50 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
6.74 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
1,113 hens 
10,90 brood sows0 , 
9.26 acres pasture for hogs 
Type 1 cropland 
Type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
Type 1 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
5,121 
5,325 
°A unit of hogs includes one brood sow and two litters of six pigs each. This is Activity P-^, 
butcher hogs with corn as only grain fed. 
^Pasture for hogs is defined as a part of the hog activity and is not a separate activity. 
Table 14. Optimum plans for full-time farming for a farm with 40 acres of open land, two and one-half 
man-equivalents of labor, and varying levels of investment capital0 
Level of 
Plan capital Enterprises included Limiting resources Net return 
11 0 15.76 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 2,342 
11.20 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land Type 2 cropland 
6.74 acres cotton type 1 land Cotton allotment 
12 5,730 15.76 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 5,826 
11.20 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land Type 2 cropland 
6.74 acres ootton type 1 land Ootton allotment 
1,568 hens November labor 
13 6,475 22.50 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 6,034 
4.46 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land Type 2 cropland 
6,74 acres ootton soil bank type 2 land Cotton allotment 
1,769 hens November labor 
aThese plans are presented graphically in Figure 6. 
^Profits after fixed costs of $420 are subtracted. 
Table 14. (continued) 
Plan 
Level of 
capital 
($) 
Enterprises included Limiting resources Net return 
($) 
14 6,987 
15 7,778 
22.50 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
4.46 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land 
6.74 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
1,650 hens 
5.65 brood sows0 , 
4.80 acres pasture for hogs 
22,50 acres 
6.74 acres 
1,626 hens 
10,90 brood sows0 
oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
cotton soil bank type 2 land 
9.26 acres pasture for hogs 
Type 1 cropland 
Type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
Type 1 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
6,261 
6,465 
°A unit of hogs includes one brood sow and two litters of six pigs each. This is Activity Pt,, 
butcher hogs with corn as only grain fed. 
^Pasture for hogs is defined as a part of the hog activity and is not a separate activity. 
Table 15. Optimum plans for full-time farming for a farm with 15 acres of open land, one and one-half 
man-equivalents of labor, and varying levels of investment capital^ 
Level of 
Plan capital Enterprises included Limiting resources Net return 
($) ($) 
16 0 5.54 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 556 
3.90 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land Type 2 cropland 
2.36 acres cotton type 1 land Cotton allotment 
17 3,792 5.54 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 2,857 
3.90 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land Type 2 cropland 
2.36 acres cotton type 1 land Cotton allotment 
1,036 hens November labor 
18 4,051 7.90 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 2,917 
1.54 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land Type 2 cropland 
1,107 hens Cotton allotment 
2.36 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land November labor 
aThese plans are presented 
^Profits after fixed costs 
graphically 
of $412 are 
in Figure 7. 
subtracted. 
Table 15>. (continued) 
Plan 
Level of 
capital 
($) 
Enterprises included Limiting resources Net return 
($) 
19 it,233 7»90 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
1.5U acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land 
1,06$ hens 
2.36 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
2.00 brood sows0 
1.70 acres pasture for hogs 
20 U>5oU 7 *90 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
1,0^6 hens 
2.36 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
3.81 brood sows0 
3.2I4 acres pasture for hogs'* 
Type 1 cropland 
Type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
Type 1 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
3,008 
3,080 
°A unit of hogs includes one brood sow with two litters of six pigs. This is Activity P-jj . 
butcher hogs with corn as only grain fed. 
^Pasture for hogs is defined as a part of the hog activity and is not a separate activity. 
Table 16. Optimum plans for full-time farming for a farm with lï> acres of open land, two man-
equivalents of labor, and varying levels of investment capital^ 
Level of , 
Plan capital Enterprises included Limiting resources Net return ($) ($) 
21 0 5.5U acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland #6 
3.90 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land Type 2 cropland 
2.36 acres cotton type 1 land Cotton allotment 
22 5,66? acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 3,997 
3.90 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land Type 2 cropland 
2.36 acres cotton type 1 land Cotton allotment 
l,5U9 hens November labor 
23 5,929 7.90 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland U,057 
l.£U acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land Type 2 cropland 
1,620 hens Cotton allotment 
2.36 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land November labor 
*These plans are presented graphically in Figure 8. 
^Profits after fixed costs of $liL2 are subtracted. 
Table 16. (continued) 
Plan 
Level of 
capital 
($) 
Enterprises included Limiting resources Net return 
<$) 
2k 6,111 7 »90 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
1.5U acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land 
1,578 hens 
2.36 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
2.0 brood sows0 ^ 
1.70 acres pasture for hogs 
25 6,381 7.90 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
1,569 hens 
2.36 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
3.81 brood sows0 
3.2U acres pasture for hogs* 
Type 1 cropland 
Type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
Type 1 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
U,lU8 
U,220 
°A unit of hogs includes one brood sow with two litters of six pigs. This is Activity P^i , 
butcher hogs with corn as only grain fed. 
^Pasture for hogs is defined as a part of the hog activity and is not a separate activity. 
Table 17. Optimum plans for full-time farming for a farm with 1$ acres of open land, two and 
one-half man-equivalents of labor, and varying levels of investment capital3 
Level of 
Plan capital Enterprises included Limiting resources Net return 
($) <$) 
26 0 5.5U acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland #6 
3.90 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land Type 2 cropland 
2.36 acres ootton type 1 land Cotton allotment 
27 7>5U7 S.5L acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 5,137 
3.90 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land Type 2 cropland 
2.36 acres cotton type 1 land Cotton allotment 
2,062 hens November labor 
28 7,806 7.90 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 5,197 
1.5U acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land Type 2 cropland 
2,133 hens Cotton allotment 
2.36 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land November labor 
aThese plans are presented graphically in Figure 9-
^Profits after fixed costs of $ljl2 are subtracted. 
Table 17. (continued) 
Plan 
Level of 
capital 
($) 
Enterprises included Limiting resources Net return 
($) 
29 7,988 7.90 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 2,288 
1.5b. acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land Type 2 cropland 
2,091 hens Cotton allotment 
2.36 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land November labor 
2.0 brood sows0 
30 8,258 7.90 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 5,360 
2,082 hens Cotton allotment 
2.36 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land November labor 
3.81 brood sows0 Total open land 
3.21; acres pasture for hogs'* 
°A unit of hogs includes one brood sow with two litters of six pigs» This is Activity P,j . 
butcher hogs with corn as only grain fed. 
^Pasture for hogs is defined as a part of the hog activity and is not a separate activity. 
Table 18. Optimum plans for full-time farmings for a farm with 6o acres of open land, one and 
one-half man-equivalents of labor, and varying levels of investment capitala 
Level of 
Plan capital Enterprises includes Limiting resources Net return ($) ($) 
31 0 23.9b acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 3,769 
17.02 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land Type 2 cropland 
10.2b acres cotton type 1 land Cotton allotment 
32 538 23.9b acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 1,095 
17.02 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land Type 2 cropland 
10.2b acres cotton type 1 land Cotton allotment 
1U7 hens November labor 
33 1,655 3b. 18 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 4,35o 
6.78 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land Type 2 cropland 
452 hens Cotton allotment 
10.2b acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
aThese plans are presented graphically in Figure 10. 
^Profits after fixed costs of $1*27 are subtracted. 
Table 18. (continued) 
Plan 
Level of 
capital 
($) 
Enterprises includes Limiting resources Net return 
($) 
34 
35 
2,436 
3,981 
34.18 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
6.78 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land 
272 hens 
10.24 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
8.59 brood sows0 , 
,7 «30 acres pasture for hogs 
34.18 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
234 hens 
10.24 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
16.56 brood sows0 
14.08 acres pasture for hogs^ 
Type 1 cropland 
Type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
Type 1 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
4,743 
5,ioo 
°A unit of hogs includes one brood sow with two litters of six pigs. This is Activity P , , 
butcher hogs with corn as only grain fed. ^ 
^Pasture for hogs is defined as a part of the hog activity and is not a separate activity. 
Table 19 • Optimum plans for full-time) farming for a farm with 60 acres of open land, two man-
equivalents of labor, and varying levels of investment capitala 
Plan 
Level of 
capital 
($) 
Enterprises included Limiting resources Net return 
($) 
36 0 23.94 acres 
17.02 acres 
10.24 acres 
37 2,415 23.94 acres 
17.02 acres 
10.24 acres 
660 hens 
1 land %rpe 1 cropland 
2 land Type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
oats-grain sorghum type 1 land type 1 cropland 
2 land Type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
3,76? 
5,232 
38 3,532 34.18 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
6.78 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land 
965 hens 
10.24 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
Type 1 cropland 
Type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
5,490 
aThese plans are presented graphically in Figure 11. 
^Profits after fixed costs of $427 are subtracted. 
Table 19. (continued.) 
Plan 
Level of 
capital 
($) 
Enterprises included Limiting resources Net return 
($) 
39 
Uo 
4,313 
5,5i2 
34.18 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
6.?8 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land 
785 hens 
10.24 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
8.59 brood sows0 
7.30 acres pasture for hogs 
34.18 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
747 hens 
10.24 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
l6.56 brood sows0 
14.08 acres pasture for hogs'* 
Type 1 cropland 
Type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
type 1 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
2,883 
6,204 
°A unit of hogs includes one brood sow with two litters of six pigs. This is Activity P . , 
butcher hogs with corn as only grain fed. ^ 
^Pasture for hogs is defined as a part of the hog activity and is not a separate activity. 
Table 20. Optimum plans for full-time farming for a farm with 60 acres of open land, two and 
one-half man-equivalents of labor, and varying levels of investment capital3. 
Level of , 
Plan capital Enterprises included Limiting resources Net return 
($) ($) 
ki 0 23.9k acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 3,769 
17.02 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land Type 2 cropland 
10.2k acres cotton type 1 land Cotton allotment 
1*2 k,292 23.9k acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 6,372 
17.02 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land Type 2 cropland 
10.2k acres cotton type 1 land Cotton allotment 
1,173 hens November labor 
k3 2,k09 3k.18 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 6,630 
6.78 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land Type 2 cropland 
l,k78 hens Cotton allotment 
10.2k acres cotton soil bank type 2 land November labor 
aThese plans are presented graphically in Figure 12. 
^Profits after fixed costs of $k27 are subtracted. 
Table 20. (continued) 
Level of 
Plan capital Enterprises included Limiting resources Net return 
($) ($) 
kk 6,190 3k.18 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
6.78 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land 
1,298 hens 
10.24 acres cotton soil branle type 2 land 
8.^9 brood sows0 
7.30 acres pasture for hogs 
Type 1 cropland 
Type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
7,023 
k5 7,392 3k.18 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
1,260 hens 
10.2k acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
16.56 brood sows0 
Ik.08 acres pasture for hogs 
Type 1 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
7,3kk 
A unit of hogs includes one brood sow with two litters of six pigs, 
butcher hogs with corn as only grain fed. 
This is Activity P lkJ 
^Pasture for hogs is defined as a part of the hog activity and is not a separate activity. 
Table 21$ Flow of operating capital for the full-time farming situations for the 1|0 acre farm 
according to levels of additional investment capital and amounts of labor 
Level of 
invest­
ment 
Situation Plan0 capital Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. 
($) ($) ($) ($) ($)  ($)  ($)  ($) ($)  ($) ($) 
i|0 acre 1 0 -385 -292 -292 -385 -390 -553 -632 267 88 260 
farm, 1.5 2 1,984 -236 6 160 217 361 276 271 1,244 1,144 1,390 
man- 3 2,719 -273 - 88 123 238 439 459 56l 1,725 2,088 2,163 
equivalents h 3,231 -466 -495 681 699 738 555 480 1,447 1,605 2,736 
of labor 5 4,022 -543 -742 1,352 1,319 1,233 887 660 1,349 1,353 3,479 
hO acre 6 0 -385 -292 -292 -385 -39P -553 -632 267 88 260 
farm, 2.0 7 3,862 - 95 288 588 786 1,071 1,057 1,122 2,165 2,140 2,456 
man- 8 4,597 -131 190 547 802 1,145 1,240 l,4il 2,645 3,083 3,228 
equivalents 9 5,109 -325 -212 1,109 1,268 1,449 1,340 1,334 2,372 2,605 3,806 
of labor 10 5,900 -402 -460 1,780 1,888 1,943 1,672 1,515 2,273 2,352 4,549 
hO acre 11 0 -385 -292 -292 -385 -390 -553 -632 267 88 260 
farm, 2.5 12 5,730 47 570 1,016 1,355 1,781 1,846 1,981 3,094 3,143 3,530 
man- 13 6,475 10 477 980 1,376 1,860 2,029 2,271 3,575 4,087 4,303 
equivalents 14 6,987 -184 70 1,537 1,837 2,159 2,125 2,188 3,295 3,603 4,875 
of labor 15 7,788 -260 -178 2,208 2,457 2,653 2,457 2,370 3,198 3,352 5,619 
Sept. 
($) 
Oct. 
($) 
2,762 
1,120 
4,346 
4,603 
4,840 
2,762 
5,1:02 
5,627 
5,889 
6,126 
2,762 
6,692 
6,917 
7,173 
7,412 
aCash expenses each month for a given plan are deducted from cash receipts for that month and 
the difference is accumulated proceeding from one month to the next. Positive figures for a given 
month show that accumulated cash receipts exceed accumulated cash expenses. Negative figures show 
for a given month that accumulated cash expenses exceed accumulated cash receipts. 
^These plans are the same as the plans at "corner" points in Figures 4, 5, and 6 in the text. 
Table 22. Flow of operating capital for the full-time farming situations for the 15 acre farm 
according to levels of additional investment capital and amounts of labor 
Level of 
invest­
ment Accumulative differences between cash receipts and cash expenses ty months5 
Situation Plan*-1 capital Nov. Dec. Jan. 'Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. OctT, 
($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) 
15 acre 16 0 -135 -102 -102 -135 -137 -19k -221 
farm, 1.5 17 3,792 150 k68 762 1,015 1,299 1,392 1,506 
man- 18 k,05i 138 k35 750 1,023 1,326 l,k56 1,607 
equivalents 19 k,233 69 291 9k8 1,186 l,k30 l,k87 1,576 
of labor 20 k,5ok k2 205 1,179 l,koo 1,602 l,60k l,6ko 
15 acre 21 0 -135 -102 -102 -135 -137 -19k -221 0
 
C
M
 1 22 5,66 9 291 750 1,191 l,58k 2,009 2,176 2,360 
man- 23 5,929 279 717 1,178 1,592 2,037 2,2k2 2,k63 
equivalents 2k 6,111 210 57k 1,376 1,756 2,lk3 2,275 2,k3k 
of labor 25 6,381 18k kBB 1,607 1,970 2,313 2,390 2,k95 
15 acre 26 0 -135 -102 -102 -135 -137 -19k -221 
farm, 2.5 27 7,5k7 k2k 1,023 1,610 2,lk5 2,710 2,952 3,206 
man- 28 7,806 k20 1,000 1,606 2,162 2,7k8 3,026 3,317 
equivalents 29 7,988 351 866 l,8ok 2,325 2,85k 3,060 3,289 
of labor 30 8,258 325 770 2,305 2,538 3,023 3,17k 3,350 
9k 31 9k 511 968 
,962 2,051 2,253 2,81k 3,565 
,131 2,381 2,523 2,983 3,6kk 
,030 2,208 ° 7o), -3 11A -3 71Q 
9h 511 968 
,322 3,953 k,850 
,59k k,12k k,93l 
,797 k,278 5,022 
,052 k,k5k 5,102 
9k 511 968 
aCash expenses each month for a given plan are deducted from cash receipts for that month and 
the difference is accumulated proceeding from one month to the next. Positive figures for a given 
month show that accumulated cash receipts exceed accumulated cash expenses. Negative figures show 
for a given month that accumulated cash expenses exceed accumulated cash receipts. 
bThese plans, are the same as the plans at "corner" points in Figures 7, 8, and 9 in the text. 
Table 23. Flow of operating capital for the full-time farming situations for the 60 acre farm 
according to levels of additional investment capital and amounts of labor 
Level of 
invest­
ment Accumulative differences between cash receipts and cash expenses by months5 
Situation Planb capital Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb! Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. 
($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) 
60 acre 31 0 -585 -444 -444 -585 -593 -84o -961 4o5 133 395 
farm, 1.5 32 538 
-544 -363 -321 -422 -389 -615 -716 670 420 701 
man- 33 1,655 -600 -506 -377 -390 -270 -338 -276 i,4oi 1,852 1,875 
equivalents 34 2,436 -894 -1,124 471 312 186 -191 -398 980 1,118 2,745 
of labor 35 3,981 -1,011 -1,502 1,490 1,253 935 312 -126 827 734 3,875 
60 acre 36 0 
-585 -444 -444 -585 -593 -84o -961 405 133 395 
farm, 2.0 37 2,415 -403 - 81 107 148 321 170 139 1,595 1,419 1,771 
man- 38 3,532 -459 -224 5i 179 44o 447 579 2,326 2,852 2,944 
equivalents 39 4,313 -753 -841 899 881 896 594 457 1,904 2,121 3,818 
of labor 40 5,515 -870 -1,219 1,919 1,823 1,646 1,097 729 1,752 1,734 4,944 
60 acre 4l 0 -585 -444 -444 -585 -593 -840 -961 4o5 133 395 
farm, 2.0 42 4,292 -262 201 535 717 1,032 954 994 2,520 2,419 2,841 
man- 43 5,409 -318 59 479 748 1,151 1,232 1,434 3,250 2,852 4,oi4 
equivalents 44 6,190 -612 559 1,328 i,45o 1,607 1,379 1,312 2,829 3,121 4,888 
of labor 45 7,392 -729 -937 2,347 2,392 2,356 1,882 1,584 2,677 2,733 6,014 
aCash expenses each month for a given plan are deducted from cash receipts for that month and 
the difference is accumulated proceeding from one month to the next. Positive figures for a given 
month show that accumulated cash receipts exceed accumulated cash expenses. Negative figures show 
for a given month that accumulated cash expenses exceed accumulated cash receipts. 
text. 
5These plans are the same as the plans at "corner" points in Figures 10, 11, and 12 in the 
Table 2l|, Optimum plans for part-time farming for a farm with Up acres of open land, one and 
one-half man-equivalents of labor, $1.25 nonfarm wage rate, and varying levels of 
investment capital3 
Plan 
Level of 
capital 
($) 
Enterprises included 
Limiting 
resources 
Net returns 
Farm*5 Nonfarm0 Total 
($) ($) ($) 
U6 0 22.50 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
I1..U6 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land 
6,7k acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
.72 man-equivalents nonfarm work 
k7 9k8 22.50 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
U.U6 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land 
6,7k acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
•61 man-equivalents nonfarm work 
5.65 brood sows^ 
k,80 acres pasture for hogs® 
1+8 1,828 22.50 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
6.7k acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
,58 man-equivalents nonfarm work 
10,90 brood sows 
9,26 acres pasture for hogs® 
Type 1 cropland 
Type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Type 1 cropland 
Type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
Type 1 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
2,06k 1,685 3,7k9 
2,585 1,1|.27 k,012 
2,852 1,357 k,209 
aThese are the plans for 1.5 .man-equivalents of labor presented in Figure 13 in the text. 
^Profits after fixed costs of $k20 are subtracted. 
^Profits after transportation costs of $5 per week are subtracted. 
^This is Activity P^, butcher hogs with corn as only grain fed. 
6 Pasture for hogs is defined as a part of the hog activity and is not a separate activity. 
Table 25. Optimum plans for part-time farming for a farm with I4O acres of open land, two man-
equivalents of labor, $1.2$ nonfarm wage rate, and varying levels of investment capital* 
Level of 
Plan capital 
<*) 
Enterprises included 
Limiting 
resources 
Net returns 
Farm*3 Nonfarm0 Total 
($) ($) ($) 
h9 
50 
0 
9k8 
51 1,828 
22.^0 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
U.U6 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land 
6.7U acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
1,22 man-equivalents nonfarm work 
22.50 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
U.U6 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land 
6.7U acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
1.11 man-equivalents nonfarm work 
5.65 brood sows 
U.80 acres pasture for hogs6 
22.50 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
6.7U acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
1.08 man-equivalents nonfarm work 
10.90 brood sows^ 
9.26 acres pasture for hogs6 
Type 1 cropland 
Type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Type 1 cropland 
type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
type 1 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
2,06k 2,855 k,919 
2,585 2,597 5,182 
2,852 2,527 5,379 
aThese are the plans for 2.0 man-equivalents of labor presented in Figure 13 in the text. 
^Profits after fixed costs of $U20 are subtracted. 
^Profits after transportation costs of $5 per week are subtracted. 
^This is Activity P^, butcher hogs with corn as only grain fed. 
^Pasture for hogs is defined as a part of the hog activity and is not a separate activity. 
Table 26. Optimum plans for part-time farming for a farm with 1|0 acres of open land, two and one-
half man-equivalents of labor, $1.25 nonfarm wage rate, and varying levels of investment 
capital3 
Plan 
52 
53 
Level of 
capital 
m 
Enterprises included 
Limiting 
resources 
Net returns 
0 
9W 
5U 1,828 
Farm*3 Nonfarm0 Total 
($) ($) ($) 
22.50 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
I4..U6 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land 
6.7U acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
1.72 man-equivalents nonfarm work 
22.50 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
U.U6 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land 
6.74 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
1.6l man-equivalents nonfarm work 
5.65 brood sows'* 
I4..8O acres pasture for hogs6 
22.50 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
6.7U acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
1.58 man-equivalents nonfarm work 
10.90 brood sows'* 
9.26 acres pasture for hogs6 
Type 1 cropland 
Type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Type 1 cropland 
Type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
Type 1 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
2,061* It,025 6,089 
2,585 3,767 6,352 
2,852 3,697 6,5L9 
aThese are the plans for 2.5 man-equivalents of labor presented in Figure 13 in the text. 
^Profits after fixed costs of $lil2 are subtracted. 
°Profits after transportation costs of $5 per week are subtracted. 
(*This is Activity P^, butcher hogs with corn as only grain fed. 
6Pasture for hogs is defined as a part of the hog activity and is not a separate activity. 
Table 27. Optimum plans for part-time farming for a farm with ko acres of open land, one and one-
half man-equivalents of labor, $1.00 nonfarm wage rate, and varying levels of investment 
capital3 
Plan 
Level of 
capital 
($) 
Enterprises included 
Limiting 
resources 
Net returns 
Farm*3 Nonfarm0 Total 
($) ($) ($) 
55 
56 
o 
9W 
57 1,828 
22.50 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
U.U6 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land 
6.7k acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
.72 man-equivalents nonfarm work 
22.50 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
k.k6 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land 
6.7k acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
.61 man-equivalents nonfarm work 
5.65 brood sows'* 
U.80 acres pasture for hogs® 
22.50 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
6.7k acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
.58 man-equivalents nonfarm work 
10.90 brood sows'* 
9.26 acres pasture for hogs® 
Type 1 cropland 
Type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Type 1 cropland 
Type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
Type 1 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
2,06k 1,310 3,37k 
2,585 1,110 3,695 
2,852 1,056 3,908 
*These are the plans for 1.5 man-equivalents of labor presented in Figure lk in the text. 
^Profits after fixed costs of $k20 are subtracted. 
°Profits after transportation costs of $5 per week are subtracted. 
dThis is Activity F^, butcher hogs with corn as only grain fed. 
^Pasture for hogs is defined as a part of the hog activity and is not a separate activity. 
Table 27. (continued) 
Plan 
Level of 
capital 
($) 
58 h,022 
Enterprises included 
Limiting 
resources 
Net returns 
Farm 
($) 
Nonfarrn 
($) 
Total 
($) 
22.50 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
6,7U acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
10.90 brood sows 
9.26 acres pasture for hogs 
600 hens 
Type 1 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
U,185 U,185 
Table 28. Optimum plans for part-time farming for a farm with 4o acres of open land, two man-
equivalents of labor, $1.00 nonfarm rate, and varying levels of investment capital8. 
Level of 
Plan capital 
($) 
Enterprises included 
Limiting 
resources 
Net returns 
FarmNonfarm0 Total 
59 
60 
($) ($) ($) 
0 
9k8 
61 1,828 
22.50 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
I4.U6 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land 
6.7U acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
1.22 man-equivalents nonfarm work 
22.50 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
It.146 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land 
6.7U acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
1.11 man-equivalents nonfarm work 
5.65 brood sows^ 
it. 80 acres pasture for hogs6 
22.50 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
6.7b acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
1.08 man-equivalents nonfarm work 
10.90 brood sows^ 
9.26 acres pasture for hogs6 
Type 1 cropland 
Type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Type 1 cropland 
Type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
Type 1 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
2,06k 2,220 h,2Qh 
2,585 2,020 b,605 
2,852 1,966 4,818 
aThese are the plans for 2.0 man-equivalents of labor presented in Figure 1I4. in the text. 
^Profits after fixed costs of $1*20 are subtracted. 
^Profits after transportation costs of $5 per week are subtracted. 
^This is Activity P^, butcher hogs with corn as only grain fed. 
^Pasture for hogs is defined as a part of the hog activity and is not a separate activity. 
Table 28. (continued) 
Level of Limiting Net returns 
Plan capital Enterprises included resources Farm Nonfarm Total ($) ($) ($) ($) 
62 5,900 22.50 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 5,325 - 5,325 
6.7U aores cotton soil bank type 2 land Cotton allotment 
10.90 brood sows November labor 
9.26 aores pasture for hogs Total open land 
1,113 hens 
Table 29. Optimum plans for part-time farming for a farm with JLj.0 acres of open land, two and one-
half man-equivalents of labor, $1.00 nonfarm wage rate, and varying levels of investment 
capital3 
Plan 
Level of 
capital 
($) 
Enterprises included 
Limiting 
resources 
Net returns 
Farm13 Nonfarm.0 Total 
($) ($) ($) 
63 
64 
0 
948 
65 1,828 
22.50 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
I4.J46 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land 
6.7)1 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
1.72 man-equivalents nonfarm work 
22.50 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
U.U6 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land 
6.74 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
1.6l man-equivalents nonfarm work 
5.65 brood sows'* 
4.80 acres pasture for hogs® 
22.50 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
6.74 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
1.58 man-equivalents nonfarm work 
10.90 brood sowsd 
9.26 acres pasture for hogs® 
Type 1 cropland 
Type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Type 1 cropland 
Type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
Type 1 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
2,064 3,130 5,194 
2,585 2,930 5,515 
2,852 2,876 5,728 
aThese are the plans for 2.5 man-equivalents of labor presented in Figure 14 in the text. 
^Profits after fixed costs of $420 are subtracted. 
°Profits after transportation costs of $5 per week are subtracted. ^ 
^This is Activity P-, )|, butcher hogs with corn as only grain fed. 
^Pasture for hogs is defined as a part of the hog activity and is not a separate activity. 
Table 29 • (continued) 
Plan 
Level of 
capital 
($) Enterprises included 
Limiting 
resources 
Net returns 
Farm 
($) 
Nonfarm 
($) 
"Total 
($) 
66 7,778 22,£0 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
6.74 acres cotton soil bank typex2 land 
10.90 brood sows 
9.26 acres pasture for hogs 
1,626 hens 
Type 1 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
6,46£ 6,465 
Table 30. Optimum plans for part-time farming for a farm with 40 aores of open land, one and one-
half man-equivalents of labor, $1.50 nonfarm wage rate, and varying levels of investment 
capital8-
Level of Limiting Net returns 
Plan capital Enterprises included resources Farm0 Nonfarm0 Total 
($) ($) ($) ($) 
6? 0 22.50 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 1,846 2,317 4,163 
6.74 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land Cotton allotment 
.81 man-equivalents nonfarm work November labor 
68 1,828 22.50 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 2,852 1,659 4,511 
6.7b acres cotton soil bank type 2 land Cotton allotment 
.58 man-equivalents nonfarm work November labor 
10.90 brood sows'* Total open land 
9.26 acres pasture for hogs® 
aThese are the plans for 1.5 man-equivalents of labor presented in Figure 15 of the text. 
^Profits after fixed costs of $420 are subtracted. 
^Profits after transportation costs of $5 per week are subtracted. 
dThis is Activity P^, butcher hogs with corn as only grain fed. 
^Pasture for hogs is defined as a part of the hog activity and is not a separate activity. 
Table 31. Optimum plans for part-time farming for a farm with 1+0 aores of open land, two man-
equivalents of labor, $1.£0 nonfarm wage rate, and varying levels of investment capitala 
Level of Limiting Net returns 
Plan capital Enterprises included resources Farm*3 Nonfarm0 Total 
($) ($) ($) ($) 
69 0 22.£>0 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 1,81*6 3,747 5,593 
6.74 aores cotton soil bank type 2 land Cotton allotment 
1.31 man-equivalents nonfarm work November labor 
70 1,828 22.50 aores oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 2,853 3,089 5,942 
6.74 aores cotton soil bank type 2 land Cotton allotment 
.1,08 man-equivalents nonfarm work November labor 
10.90 brood sows'* Total open land 
9.26 acres pasture for hogs® 
aThese are the plans with 2.0 man-equivalents of labor presented in Figure 15 of the text. 
^Profits after fixed costs of $1*20 are subtracted. 
^Profits after transportation costs of $5 per week are subtracted. 
^This is Activity P^j , butcher hogs with corn as only grain fed. 
^Pasture for hogs is defined as a part of the hog activity and is not a separate activity. 
Table 32. Optimum plans for part-time farming for a farm with 40 acres of open land, two and one-
half man-equivalents of labor, $1.50 nonfarm wage rate, and varying levels of investment 
capital8-
Level of 
Plan capital 
($) 
Enterprises included 
Limiting 
resources 
Net returns 
Farm^ Nonfarm0 Total 
($) ($) ($) 
71 
72 1,828 
22.^0 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
6.74 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
1.84 man-equivalent s nonfarm work 
22.50 aores oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
6.74 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
1.58 man-equivalent s nonfarm work 
10.90 brood sows^ 
9.26 acres pasture for hogs® 
Type 1 cropland 1,846 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Type ]. cropland 2,853 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
5,177 6,923 
4,519 7,372 
aThese are the plans with 2.5 man-equivalents of labor presented in Figure 15 in the text. 
^Profits after fixed costs of $420 are subtracted. 
°Profits after transportation costs of $5 per week are subtracted. 
^This is Activity P-^, butcher hogs with corn as only grain fed. 
^Pasture for hogs defined as a part of the hog activity and is not a separate activity. 
Table 33. Optimum plans for part-time farming for a farm with 15 acres of open land, two man-
equivalents of labor, $1.25 nonfarm wage rate, and varying levels of investment capital 
Level of 
Plan capital 
($) 
73 
74 
75 
335 
639 
Enterprise included 
Limiting 
resources 
Net returns 
7.90 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
1.54 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land 
2.36 aores cotton soil bank type 2 land 
1.58 man-equivalents nonfarm work 
7.90 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
1.54 aores oats-grain sorghum type 2 land 
2.36 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
1.54 man-equivalents nonfarm work 
2.00 brood sows'* 
I.70 aores pasture for hogs6 
7.90 aores oats-grain, sorghum type 1 land 
2.36 aores ootton soil bank type 2 land 
1.53 man-equivalents nonfarm work 
3.81 brood sows1* 
3.24 acres pasture for hogs® 
Fariir Nonfarm0 Total 
($) 
Type 1 cropland 
type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Type 1 cropland 
Type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
Type 1 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
($) ($) 
458 3,697 4,155 
643 3,6o4 4,247 
735 3,580 4,315 
aThese are the plans with a $1.25 nonfarm wage rate presented in Figure 16 in the text. 
^Profits after fixed costs of $4l2 are subtracted. 
^Profits after transportation costs of $5 per week are subtracted. 
^This is Activity P-^, butcher hogs with corn as only grain fed. 
^Pasture for hogs is defined as a part of the hog activity and is not a separate activity. 
Table 34» Optimum plans for part-time farming for a farm with 15 acres of open land, two man-
equivalents of labor, $1.00 nonfarm wage rate, and varying levels of investment capital3 
Level of 
Plan capital 
($) 
Enterprises included 
76 0 7«90 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
1.54 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land 
2.36 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
1.58 man-equivalents nonfarm work 
77 335 7.90 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
1.54 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land 
2.36 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
1.54 man-equivalent s nonfarm work 
2.00 brood sows'* 
1.70 acres pasture for hogs® 
78 639 7.90 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
2.36 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
1.53 man-equivalents nonfarm work 
3.81 brood sows^ 
3.24 acres pasture for hogs® 
Limiting 
resources 
Net returns 
Farm^ Nonfarm0 Total 
($) ($) ($) 
Type 1 cropland 
Type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Type 1 cropland 
Type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
Type 1 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
458 2,876 3,334 
643 2,803 3,446 
735 2,785 3,520 
aThese are the plans with a $1.00 nonfarm wage rate presented in Figure 16 of the text. 
^Profits after fixed costs of $1)12 are subtracted. 
°Profits after transportation costs of $5 per week are subtracted. 
^This is Activity P-^, butcher hogs with corn as only grain fed. 
^Pasture for hogs is defined as a part of the hog activity and is not a separate activity. 
Table 34. (continued) 
Plan 
Level of 
capital 
($) 
79 6,381 
Enterprises included 
7*90 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
2.36 acres soil bank type 2 land 
3.8l brood sows 
3.24 aores pasture for hogs 
1,569 hens 
Limiting 
resources Farm 
($) 
Net returns 
Nonfarm 
($)  
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
February labor 
4,220 
Hotel 
($) 
4,220 
Table 35« Optimum plans foi' part-time farming for a farm with 15 aores of open land, two man-
equivalents of labor, $1.50 nonfarm wage rate, and varying levels of investment capital 
Level of Limiting Net returns 
Plan capital Enterprises included resources Farm*3 Nonfarm0 Total 
<$) ($) ($) (*)  
80 0 7.90 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 383 4,605 4,988 
2.36 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land Cotton allotment 
1.61 man-equivalents nonfarm work November labor 
81 639 7.90 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land Type 1 cropland 736 4,376 5,112 
2.36 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land Cotton allotment 
1.53 man-equivalent s nonfarm work November labor 
3.81 brood sows^ Total open land 
3.24 acres pasture for hogs® 
aThese are the plans with a $1.£0 nonfarm wage rate presented in Figure 17 in the text. 
^Profits after fixed costs of $Ul2 are subtracted. 
°Profits after transportation costs of $5 per week are subtracted. 
^This is Activity butcher hogs with corn as only grain fed. 
^Pasture for hogs is defined as a part of the hog activity and is not a separate activity. 
Table 36. Optimum plans for part-time farming for a farm with 60 acres of open land, two man-
equivalents of labor, $1.25 nonfarm wage rate, and varying levels of investment capital8 
Level of 
Plan capital 
($) 
Enterprises included 
Limiting 
resources 
Net returns 
Farm*3 Nonfarm0 Total ($) ($) ($) 
82 0 
83 l,44l 
84 2,777 
34.18 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
6.78 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land 
10.24 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
.94 man-equivalent s nonfarm work 
34.18 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
6.78 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land 
10.24 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
.76 man-equivalents nonfarm work 
8.59 brood sows'* 
7.30 acres pasture for hogs6 
34.18 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
10.24 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
.73 man-equivalents nonfarm work 
l6.56 brood sowsd 
l4.08 acres pasture for hogs6 
Type 1 cropland 
Type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Type 1 cropland 
Type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
Type 1 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
3,346 2,200 5,546 
4,139 1,778 5,917 
4,545 1,708 6.253 
^These are the plans with a nonfarm wage rate of $1.25 presented in Figure 18 in the text. 
^Profits after fixed costs of $427 are subtracted. 
°Profits after transportation costs of $5 per week are subtracted. 
dThis is Activity P^, butcher hogs with corn as only grain fed. 
ePasture for hogs is defined as a part of the hog activity and is not a separate activity. 
Table 37. Optimum plans for part-time farming for a farm with 60 acres of open land, two man-
equivalents of labor, $1.00 nonfarm wage rate, and varying levels of investment capital8 
Plan 
Level of 
capital 
($) 
Enterprises included 
Limiting 
resources 
Net returns 
Farm*1 Nonfarm0 Total 
($) ($) ($) 
85 
86 l,44l 
87 2,777 
34.18 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
6.78 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land 
10.24 aores cotton soil bank type 2 land 
• 94 man-equivalent s nonfarm work 
34.18 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
6.78 acres oats-grain sorghum type 2 land 
10.24 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
.76 man-equivalents nonfarm work 
8.59 brood sows'* 
7.30 acres pasture for hogs® 
34.18 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
10.24 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
.73 man-equivalents nonfarm work 
16.56 brood sows'* 
14.08 acres pasture for hogs6 
Type 1 cropland 
Type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Type 1 cropland 
Type 2 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
Type 1 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
3,346 1,711 5,057 
4,139 1,383 5,522 
4,545 1,329 5,874 
aThese are the plans with a $1.00 nonfarm wage rate presented in Figure 18 in the text. 
^Profits after fixed costs of $427 are subtracted. 
°Profits after transportation costs of $5 per week are subtracted. 
**This is Activity P^, butcher hogs with corn as only grain fed. 
ePasture for hogs is defined as a part of the hog activity and is not a separate activity. 
Table 37* (continued) 
Level of Limiting Net returns 
Plan capital Enterprises included resources Farm Nonfarm Total 
($) ($) ($) ($) 
88 5,5l5 34.18 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
10.24 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
16.56 brood sows 
l4.08 acres pasture for hogs 
747 hens 
Type 1 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
6,204 6,204 
Table 38. Optimum plans for part-time farming for a farm with 60 acres of open land, two man-
equivalents of labor, $1.50 nonfarm wage rate, and varying levels of investment capital3 
Plan 
Level of 
capital 
($) 
Enterprises included 
Limiting 
resources 
Net returns 
Farm" Nonfarm0 Total 
($) ($) ($) 
89 0 
90 2,777 
34.18 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
10.24 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
1.07 man-equivalents nonfarm work 
34.18 acres oats-grain sorghum type 1 land 
10.24 acres cotton soil bank type 2 land 
.73 man-equivalents nonfarm work 
16.56 brood sows 
14.08 acres pasture for hogs® 
Type 1 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Type 1 cropland 
Cotton allotment 
November labor 
Total open land 
3,016 3,060 6,076 
4,545 2,088 6,633 
aThese are the plans with a $1.50 nonfarm wage rate presented in Figure 19 in the text» 
^Profits after fixed costs of $427 are subtracted, 
cProfits after transportation costs of $5 per week are subtracted. 
dThis is Activity P-^, butcher hogs with corn as only grain fed. 
^Pasture for hogs is defined as a part of the hog activity and is not a separate activity. 
Table 39. Flow of operating capital for part-time farming situations for the UO acre farm with 
nonfarm employment opportunities at a nonfarm wage rate of $1.25 according to levels 
of additional investment capital and amounts of labor 
Level of 
invest­
ment Accumulative differences between cash receipts and cash expenses by months3 
Situation Planb capital Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. 
($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) 
40 acre 
farm, 1.5 
man-
equivalents 
of labor 
46 
47 
48 
0 
948 
1,828 
-337 
-519 
-595 
216 
-600 
-846 
- 75 
517 
1,191 
- 25 
482 
1,105 
112 
469 
967 
165 
314 
648 
305 
272 
454 
1,509 1,903 
1,274 1,460 
1,174 1,203 
2,017 
2,625 
3,361 
3,o4o 
3,5o5 
4,oo8 
4,168 
4,466 
4,695 
1|0 acre 
farm, 2.0 
man-
equivalents 
of labor 
49 
50 
51 
0 
948 
1,828 
-239 
-423 
-497 
- 21 
-407 
-651 
217 
808 
1,483 
365 
870 
1,493 
599 
954 
1,455 
• 749 
897 
1,233 
987 
953 
1,136 
2,288 2,780 
2,052 2,335 
1,954 2,081 
2,991 
3,598 
4,336 
4,112 
4,576 
5,081 
5,337 
5,634 
5,865 
U0 acre 
farm, 2.5 
man-
equivalents 
of labor 
52 
53 
54 
0 
948 
1,828 
-142 
-324 
-4oo 
174 
210 
-456 
5io 
1,102 
1,776 
755 
1,262 
1,885 
1,087 
1,444 
1,942 
1,335 
1,484 
1,818 
1,670 
1,637 
1,819 
3,069 3,658 
2,834 3,215 
2,734 2,958 
3,967 
4,575 
5,311 
5,185 
2,650 
6,153 
6,508 
6,80 6 
7,034 
aCash expenses each month for a given plan are deducted from cash receipts for that month and 
the difference is accumulated proceeding from one month to the next. Positive figures for a given 
month show that accumulated cash receipts exceed accumulated cash expenses. Negative figures show 
for a given month that accumulated expenses exceed accumulated cash receipts. 
bThese plans are the same as the plans presented at the "corner" points in Figure 13 in the 
v6Xt # 
Table 40. Flow of operating capital for part-time farming situations for the UO acre farm with 
nonfarm employment opportunities at a nonfarm wage rate of $1.00 according to levels 
of additional investment capital and amounts of labor 
Level of 
invest­
ment Accumulative differences between cash receipts and cash expenses by months3 
Situation Plan capital Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. 
($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) 
40 acre 55 0 -368 -278 -169 -150 
- 44 - 22 
farm, 1.5 56 948 
-545 -653 438 376 337 155 
man- 57 1,828 -620 -896 1,115 1,005 84l 497 
equivalents 58 4,022 
-543 -742 1,352 1,319 1,233 887 
of labor 
40 acre 59 0 -292 -127 58 153 335 433 
farm, 2.0 60 948 -469 -501 665 679 716 610 
man- 61 1,828 
-544 -745 1,343 1,308 1,221 952 
equivalents 62 5,900 -402 -460 1,780 1,888 1,943 1,672 
of labor 
40 acre 63 0 -216 25 286 456 715 888 
farm, 2.5 64 948 -393 -350 893 983 1,095 1,065 
man- 65 1,828 
-468 
-593 1,570 1,611 1,600 1,407 
equivalents 66 7,788 -260 -178 2,208 2,457 
'
c
m
 
2,457 
of labor 
'
c
m
 
87 1,062 1,212 2,3^1 3,20k 4,139 
276 970 975 3,107 3,730 4,392 
660 1,349 1,353 3,479 4,095 4,840 
618 1,866 2,305 2,464 3,531 4,704 
6181,669 1,904 3,119 4,049 5,059 
807 1,577 1,657 3,866 4,564 5,302 
aCash expenses each month for a given plan are deducted from cash receipts for that month and 
the difference is accumulated proceeding from one month to the next. Positive figures for a given 
month show that accumulated cash receipts exceed accumulated cash expenses. Negative figures show 
for a given month that accumulated cash expenses exceed accumulated cash receipts. 
bThese plans are the same as the plans presented at the 11 corner" points in Figure 14 in the 
text. 
Table 1|1. Flow of operating capital for part-time farming situations for the I4O acre farm with 
nonfarm employment opportunities at a nonfarm wage rate of $1.5)0 according to levels 
additional investment capital and amounts of labor 
Level of 
invest­
ment Accumulative difference between cash receipts and cash expenses by months3-
Situation Plan*3 capital Nov, Dec. Jan, Feb. Mar. Apr, May June July Aug, Sept. Oct, 
($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) 
UO acre 67 0 -205 - 29 164 282 473 293 786 1,934 2,403 2,274 3,232 4,283 
farm, 1.2 68 1,828 -570 -796 1,266 1,206 1,093 799 628 1,373 1,427 3,610 4,283 4,992 
man-
equivalents 
of labor 
40 acre 69 0 - 86 210 522 729 1,069 1,308 1,620 2,883 3,471 3,762 4,841 6,008 
farm, 2.0 70 1,828 -420 -5^8 1,623 1,682 1,689 1,208 1,426 2,320 2,494 4,796 2,287 6,419 
man-
equivalents 
of labor 
bp acre 71 0 33 448 879 1,232 1,664 2,023 2,424 3,840 4,284 4,928 6,126 7,443 
farm, 2.$ 72 1,828 -331 -319 1,981 2,129 2,284 2,229 2,296 3,279 3,272 2,993 6,904 7,822 
man-
equivalents 
of labor 
aCash expenses each month for a given plan are deducted from cash receipts for that month 
and the difference is accumulated proceeding from one month to the next. Positive figures for a 
given month show that accumulated cash receipts exceed accumulated cash expenses. Negative figures 
show for a given month that accumulated cash expenses exceed accumulated cash receipts. 
kThese plans are the same as the plans presented at the "corner" points in Figure 1$ in the 
text. 
Table 1+2• Flow of operating capital for part-time farming situations for the 3.5 acre farm with 2.0 
man-equivalents of labor according to levels of additional investment capital and non-
farm wage rates 
Level of 
invest­
ment Accumulative differences between cash receipts and cash expenses by months3 
Situation Plan" capital Nov. Dec. Jan, Feb. Rar% Apr, May June July Aug. Sept, bet. 
($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) 
15 acre 73 0 Ikl 442 750 1,027 1,334 1,612 1,920 2,600 2,997 3,296 3,914 4,568 
farm, with 74 335 76 306 960 1,206 1,459 1,663 1,906 2,515 2,838 3,509 4,076 4,671 
nonfarm 75 639 50 221 1,192 1,421 1,632 1,779 1,969 2,481 2,750 3,763 4,25o 4,750 
wage rate 
of $1.25 
15 acre 76 0 73 305 545 753 992 1,201 1,441 2,053 2,381 2,612 3,161 3,746 
farm, with 77 335 10 172 759 939 1,126 1,262 1,439 1,981 2,238 2,842 3,342 3,870 
nonfarm 78 639 -16 88 993 1,156 1,300 1,381 1,505 1,950 2,153 3,100 3,520 3,954 
wage rate 79 6,381 184 488 1,607 1,970 2,313 2,390 2,495 2,923 3,122 4,052 4,454 5,102 
of $1.00 
15 acre 80 0 2a 622 1,005 1,363 1,746 2,104 2,487 3,206 3,687 4,063 4,716 5,4oo 
farm, with 81 639 117 354 1,391 1,686 1,963 2,176 2,433 3,011 3,346 4,426 4,979 5,545 
nonfarm 
wage rate 
of $1.50 
aCash expenses each month for a given plan are deducted from cash receipts for that month and 
the difference is accumulated proceeding from one month to the next. Positive figures for a given 
month show that accumulated cash receipts exceed accumulated cash expenses. Negative figures show 
for a given month that accumulated cash expenses exceed accumulated cash receipts, 
^These plans are the same as the plans presented at the "corner" points in Figures 16 and 17 
in the text. 
Table 43. Flow of operating capital for part-time farming situations for the 60 acre farm with 2.0 
man-equivalents of labor according to levels of additional investment capital and non-
farm wage rates 
Level of 
invest­
ment Accumulative differences between cash receipts and cash expenses by months3 
Situation Plan" capital Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. 
($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) 
60 acre 82 0 
-541 -388 -205 -159 21 71 
farm, with 83 1,441 -821 -977 689 603 550 282 
nonfarm 84 2,777 -933 -1,346 1,722 1^563 1,323 807 
wage rate 
of $1.25 
60 acre 85 0 -582 -470 -327 -322 -183 -174 
farm, with 86 i,44i -853 -1,043 590 471 386 85 
nonfarm 87 2,777 -965 -1,409 1,627 1,436 1,165 619 
wage rate 88 5,515 -870 -1,219 1,919 1,823 1,646 1,097 
of $1.00 
60 acre 89 0 -350 -120 135 275 527 671 
farm, with 90 2,777 -902 -1,282 1,817 1,689 1,481 998 
nonfarm 
wage rate 
of $1.50 
254 2,052 2,621 2,765 4,28? 5,975 
186 1,675 1,925 3,663 4,968 6,396 
480 1,544 1,559 4,810 5,764 6,778 
926 2,631 3,306 3,528 4,949 6,503 
702 1,797 1,844 5,126 6,112 7,158 
Cash expenses each month for a given plan are deducted from cash receipts for that month and 
the difference is accumulated proceeding from one month to the next. Positive figures for a given 
month show that accumulated cash receipts exceed accumulated cash expenses. Negative figures show 
for a given month that accumulated cash expenses exceed accumulated cash receipts. 
bThese plans are the same as the plans presented at the "corner" points in Figures 18 and 19 
in the text. 
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Table Relative importance of different types of land for all farms 
in Walton County, Georgian-
Type of land Percent 
Total land; 100.00 
Woodland III. 71 
Open land 58.29 
Total open land: 100.00 
Open land in Land Capability Classes I, H, HI 
and 17s 87.53 
Open land in Land Capability Classes V, Vx. VII 
and VHIb ' 12. hi 
Total cropland:c 100.00 
Cropland in Land Capability Classes I and Hd 66.76 
Cropland in Land Capability Classes IU and I7e 33.2h 
^Basic data from Walton County were adapted from data obtained from 
the State Soil Scientist. 
aThis type of land is considered to be cropland in this study. It 
may be used for crops or pasture. 
^This type of land is considered to be cropland in this study. It 
may be used for crops or pasture. 
^Cropland includes all open land in Land Capability Classes I, U} 
HI and 17. 
dThis type of cropland is considered to be Type 1 cropland in this 
study. 
6This type of cropland is considered to be Type 2 cropland in this 
study. 
Table 45• Labor requirements by months for each activity 
Item Unit Pg P^ P^ 
Total labor 
for year man--hrs. 16.10 14 .40 12. 30 12.00 
January man-•hrs. 0 0 0 0 
February man-•hrs. .25 .25 1. 00 1.00 
March man-•hrs. .25 .25 1. 00 1.00 
April man-•hrs. 0 0 0 0 
May man-•hrs. 0 0 0 0 
June man-•hrs. 3.5o 2 .90 1. 80 1.35 
July man-•hrs. 3.5o 2 .90 1. 80 1.35 
August man-•hrs. 2.60 2 .60 1. 65 1.95 
September man-•hrs. 0 0 1. 65 1.95 
October man--hrs. 0 0 0 0 
November man-•hrs. 4.00 3 .67 2. 27 2.27 
December man-•hrs. 2.00 1 .83 1. 13 1.13 
14.10 
o 
.25 
.25 
0 
0 
2.45 
2.45 
2.60 
o 
0 
4.07 
2.03 
i3.4o 
0 
.25 
.25 
0 
0 
2.35 
2.35 
2.60 
0 
0 
3.73 
1.87 
10.00 
0 
1.0 
1.0 
0 
0 
.70 
.70 
1.65 
1.65 
0 
2.17 
1.13 
10.30 
0 
1.0 
1.0 
0 
0 
.60 
.60 
1.90 
1.90 
0 
2.17 
1.13 
Table 45. (continued) 
Item Unit 10 '11 12 13 '1U 12 16 
Total labor 
for year man-hrs. 22.81 23.80 89.00 81.49 76.02 76.02 34.60 
January man-hrs. 2.17 4.20 0 0 10.00 10.00 4.00 
February man-hrs. .U0 .4o 1.00 1.00 10.00 10.00 6.00 
March man-hrs. .40 .4o 1.00 1.00 6.60 6.60 2.18 
April man-hrs. 2.20 2.2o 2.72 2.72 3.2o 3.2o 1.00 
May man-hrs. 2.2o 2.20 2.72 2.72 3.20 3.2o 1.00 
June man-hrs. 1.00 1.00 2.2o 2.2o 3.80 3.80 3.12 
July man-hrs. .2o .2o 2.2o 2.2o 3.80 3.80 3.12 
August man-hrs. 0 0 18.83 16.33 10.00 10.00 3.00 
September man-hrs. 1.00 1.00 18.83 16.33 10.00 10.00 2.00 
October man-hrs. 2.00 2.00 18.83 16.33 6.82 6.82 2.18 
November man-hrs. 2.17 4.2o 6.00 6.00 4.00 4.oo 2.00 
December man-hrs. 2.17 4.2o 2.00 2.00 4.oo 4.oo 2.00 
aThis activity includes placing either type 1 cropland or type 2 cropland in the soil bank; 
therefore, there are no labor requirements for this activity. 
bEach of these two activities includes producing market hogs. Activity P-ji includes corn as the 
only grain. Activity includes corn and oats. Otherwise the two activities are the same; there­
fore, the labor requirements are the same for the two activities. 
Table 42. (continued) 
Item Unit 17 18 19 20 21 22 Po') 23 2b 
Total labor 
for year man-hrs. 18.89 32.08 261.00 189.74 218.00 2,340.00 2,340.00 2,340.00 
January man-hrs. 1.67 2.72 22.00 12.17 19.00 192.00 192.00 192.oo 
February man-hrs. 1.48 3.2o 22.00 12.18 19.00 192.00 192.00 192.00 
March man-hrs. 1.48 3.2o 22.00 12.18 19.00 i92.oo 192.00 i92.oo 
April man-hrs. .80 1.79 18.00 i2.oi 17.20 192.00 192.00 192.00 
May man-hrs. .80 1.79 18.00 i2.oi 17.20 192.00 192.00 192.00 
June man-hrs. 1.84 2.20 18.00 16.29 i2.oo 192.00 192.00 192.00 
July man-hrs. 1.84 2.20 18.00 16.29 i2.oo 192.00 192.00 192.00 
August man-hrs. 1.88 2.98 20.00 17.09 22.00 192.00 192.00 192.00 
September man-hrs. 1.88 2.98 22.00 17.09 18.00 192.00 192.00 192.00 
October man-hrs. 1.88 2.98 22.00 17.09 18.00 192.00 192-00 192.00 
November man-hrs. 1.67 2.72 22.00 12.17 19.00 192.00 i92.oo 192.00 
December man-hrs. 1.67 2.72 22.00 12.17 19.00 192.00 192.00 192.00 
°These labor requirements are for one man-equivalent of nonfarm work and are the same for all 
wage rates. The total requirement of 2,340 hours includes 2,080 hours of nonfarm work (22 weeks of 
40 hours each) and 260 hours for traveling to work (1 hour per day or 2 hours per week for 22 weeks). 
